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66. The favouring of the concept of 'jurisdiction' over the more classical concept of
'territoriality' has extremely important and interesting consequences. Thus, without being
exhaustive on the matter, it may be noted that maritime areas not under the sovereignty
of a State party to a treaty may nonetheless, under certain conditions, fall within the
scope of a treaty that has retained 'jurisdiction' as an applicable criterion. For example,
the former European Commission on Human Rights held that a trilateral treaty on the
protection of a shipwreck located outside the territorial sea of the respondent State could
be deemed to be placed under the 'jurisdiction' thereof. 106 Conversely, other maritime
areas, even though subject to the sovereignty of a State party to a treaty, could not fall
under a treaty based on the 'jurisdiction' criterion rather than on the 'territoriality' one.
For example, a State party to a treaty could not be liable because it failed to apply that
treaty's provisions to a foreign ship passing through its territorial sea in innocent passage,
first, because it should not, under normal circumstances, exercise its criminal or civil
jurisdiction on board such a ship 107 and, secondly, because the right of innocent passage
should be seen as an inherent condition of the sovereignty of the coastal State over its
territorial sea. It may also be noted that the failure of a State party to a treaty to exercise
an effective control over a portion of its territory will result in the non-applicability of the
treaty to this part of the territory, except of course if the State that actually exercises control over this area is itself a party to the treaty. 108

2, para. 1: 'Each State party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure to all individuals
within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the present Covenant'), ended up
being interpreted by the Human Rights Committee in a way similar to that of the European Convention on
Human Rights (see on the question M. Nowak, United Nations Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Kehl,
Strasbourg, Arlington: Engel Verlag, 1993), pp 42-3). It is also characteristic that the second optional Protocol
to the Covenant aiming at the abolition of the death penalty, adopted on 15 December 1989, states that 'no
one within the jurisdiction of a State party to the present Protocol shall be executed' (Art. I, para. I; 1642
UNTS 414), without any other qualification of a 'territorialist' type. Let us note finally that in its Advisory
Opinion of 9 July 2004 on the Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory, the International Court of Justice concluded that the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights is applicable to the acts of a State acting in the exercise of its jurisdiction outside its own territory (p 180, para. 111).
106
Bendreus et al v Sweden, decision of the European Commission on Human Rights of 8 September 1997
(not reported). See also for a similar approach by the Commission its decision in Berglund et al v Sweden of 16
April 1998 (not reported).
107
See Arts 27 (criminal jurisdiction) and 28 (civil jurisdiction) UNCLOS, two provisions that reproduce
Arts 19 and 20 of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone.
108
This assumption has often been seen in the context of the implementation of the European Convention
on Human Rights. Thus, according to a European Commission on Human Rights decision of 18 January
1989 (George Vearncombe et al v United Kingdom and Federal Republic of Germany) in a case relating to the
occupation of Berlin (West), 'acts performed by organs of an occupying State (including members ofits army)
are generally attributable to this State and not to the occupied State' (DR 59, p 186). The assumption in
question has found its clearest expression in many cases concerning the Turkish army's occupation of northern
Cyprus (see esp. the judgments of the European Court of Human Rights: Loizidou v Turkey, 23 March 1995,
Series A, no. 310 and Cyprus v Turkey, IO May 2001, Reports, 2001-IV). Another example, albeit slightly
more controversial, is the Ilaicu et al v Moldova and Russia case (judgment of 8 July 2004, Reports, 2004-VII,
p 1) relating to the involvement of Russian troops in the secessionist republic ofTransnistria. One may also
note the decision of 12 March 2002 of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights in the case of
Guantanamo detainees (ILM, 2002, p 532). The Commission considered that the measures requested in this
petition were justified and necessary having regard, inter alia, to the fact that the detainees at Guantanamo
'remain wholly within the authoriry and control of the United States government' despite the fact that the
military base at Guantanamo is not strictly speaking US territory but is the subject of a long-term lease from
Washington.
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67. It is clear, however, that placing too much weight on the concept of 'jurisdiction'
risks marginalizing the concept of 'territoriality', since the concept of 'jurisdiction' is
often very appealing. Ultimately the question of the true significance of Article 29 of the
Vienna Convention would arise, as well as its capacity to reflect both treaty practice and
international custom. In addition, the commitments of States would increase to an extent
difficult to sustain. States have thus tended to favour 'territoriality', a concept that seems
much safer to them. Nothing is more disturbing than activities that are outside their territorial control but still likely to engage their responsibility: such is the case, for example,
of many activities relating to the Internet. As Professor Prosper Weil stated: 'one of the
major concerns has been for international law (and still is) the creation of principles and
rules capable of preserving the territorial base of the States'. 109
68. In this regard, it is interesting to note a recent refocusing of the European Court
of Human Rights in the interpretation of the concept of 'jurisdiction', which largely
determines obligations assumed by States under the European Convention on Human
Rights. In its decision on an application involving 17 States all parties to the Convention
and NATO members and regarding the aerial bombing of the city of Belgrade in the
spring of 1999, the Court held that:
Article 1 of the Convention must be considered to reflect this ordinary and essentially territorial
notion of jurisdiction, other bases of jurisdiction being exceptional and requiring special justification in the particular circumstances of each case. 110

69. Be that as it may, the ILC (and, it should be remembered, without providing any
clear understanding of what it meant by 'extraterritorial application') came to the following conclusion on this question in its commentary on the future Article 29 in its 1966
draft:
[This] Article was intended by the Commission to deal only with the limited topic of the application of a treaty to the territory of the respective parties; ... the preferable solution was to modify the
title and the text of the Article so as to make precise the limited nature of the rule. In its view, the
law regarding the extra-territorial application of treaties could not be stated simply in terms of the
intention of the parties or of a presumption as to their intention; and it considered that to attempt
to deal with all the delicate problems of extra-territorial competence in the present Article would
be inappropriate and inadvisable. 111

70. This point was also raised during the Commission's debates as to whether the territorial scope of a treaty might be affected by questions of State succession~ However, the
Commission admitted quite frankly that it 'decided not to deal with this question' under
the provision of Article 29. m It decided instead to reserve this question for a 'general

109
Tune des preoccupations majeures du droit international a ere, et reste, de forger des principes et regles
susceptibles de preserver I' assise terriroriale des Etats' in 'Le droit international en quete de son identite. Cours
general de droit international public', RCADI, 1992-Vl, vol. 237, pp 9-369, esp. p 35.
110
BankoviC et al (Reports, 2001-XII), decision of 12 December 2001 (para. 61). Moreover, the Court held that:

its recognition of the exercise of extra-territorial jurisdiction by a Contracting State is exceptional: it has done so
when the respondent State, through the effective control of the relevant territory and its inhabitants abroad as a
consequence of military occupation or through the consent, invitation or acquiescence of the Government of that
territory, exercises all or some of the public powers normally to be exercised by that Government. (ibid, para. 71)
111

112

YILC, 1966, vol. II, pp 213-14, para. 5.
Ibid, p 214, para. 6.
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provision' which finally became Article 73 of the 1969 Vienna Convention. Moreover,
another Vienna Convention, also based on an ILC draft, was adopted on 22 August
1978. It aims at clarifying several rather complex questions regarding a treaty's status after
a State succession. 113
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bZdSeW _[YZf eWW_ fa abW` fZW Vaad fa S bSdfk WhSV[`Y [fe aT^[YSf[a`e% eWW JD8BEI ? */- bSdS +'
IZW `Wi iadV[`Y iSe SVabfWV Tk fZW 9dSXf[`Y 8a__[ffWW i[fZagf S`k V[eUgee[a`% eWW JD8BEI ?
-+1 bSdS .,' IZW eS_W aUUgddWV iZW` fZW bdah[e[a` iSe SVabfWV Tk fZW K[W``S 8a`XWdW`UW% eWW
JD8BEI ?? ..'
*1
&H>AKBG@ #` .$ -1.q-1/'
*2
<gdfZWd_adW% fZW SgfZad _[e[`fWdbdWfe S` ab[`[a` aX HG 69E=H<D' IZW ab[`[a` U[fWV Tk fZW SgfZad
[` ` 2 VaWe `af dWXWd fa fZW Xad_g^S oad [e afZWdi[eW WefST^[eZWVp Tgf fa fZW Xad_g^S og`^Wee S
V[XXWdW`f [`fW`f[a` SbbWSde Xda_ fZW fdWSfkp% eWW P*2/-&?Q NT?B8 +,.'
*,
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FSdf ???'

ETeWdhS`UW% 6bb^[USf[a` S`V ?`fWdbdWfSf[a` aX IdWSf[We

U^See[US^ Xad_e aX [`fWdbdWfSf[a` dWUaY`[lWV Tk fZW K8BI+) Tk fS][`Y [`fa SUUag`f%
BGM>K 9EB9% fZW bdWbSdSfadk iad] aX S fdWSfk' IZW SbbdaSUZ [e `SddaiWd% Tgf _S[`^k
dWXWde fa fZW egbb^W_W`fSdk _WS`e aX [`fWdbdWfSf[a` Se eWf XadfZ [` 6df ,+'
6 ekefW_Sf[US^^k UaZWdW`f SbbdaSUZ dWcg[dWe S V[XXWdW`f h[Wi' ?` adVWd fa SUZ[WhW
UaZWdW`f Sbb^[USf[a` aX fZW K[W``S 8a`hW`f[a` fZW Xad_g^S geWV [` 6df +2 [e fa TW
@CI<GEG<I<; @C I?< H7B< L7N 7H I?< @;<CI@97A =DGBJA7 @C /GI '-' IZWdWXadW% HfSfWe
SdW XdWW fa VWfWd_[`W fZW fWdd[fad[S^ eUabW aX S fdWSfk' IZWk _Sk VWU[VW `af fa Sbb^k
fZW YW`WdS^ dg^W fZSf S fdWSfk [e T[`V[`Y gba` WSUZ bSdfk [` dWebWUf aX [fe W`f[dW
fWdd[fadk' HgUZ S` [`fW`f[a` _Sk TW W[fZWd WjbdWee^k efSfWV [` S fdWSfk bdah[e[a` ad
dWeg^f Xda_ fZW [`fWdbdWfSf[a` aX S fdWSfk bdah[e[a` #og`^Wee S V[XXWdW`f [`fW`f[a`
SbbWSde Xda_ fZW fdWSfkp$ ad W_S`SfW Xda_ fZW `SfgdW aX fZW fdWSfk #oad [e afZWdi[eW
WefST^[eZWVp$ #! 6df +1$' IZ[e h[Wi [e Ua`!d_WV Tk fZW bdSUf[UW aX fZW HWUdWfSdk&
=W`WdS^ Se VWbae[fSdk aX _g^f[^SfWdS^ SYdWW_W`fe' LZW` VWU[V[`Y a` fZW fWdd[fad[S^
Sbb^[USf[a` aX S fdWSfk ZW `af a`^k S`S^keWe fZW fdWSfk bdah[e[a`e S`V fZW[d [`fWdbdW&
fSf[a`% Tgf S^ea fZW `SfgdW aX fZW fdWSfk'+*
IZWdW SdW V[XXWdW`f fkbWe aX IG<7IN EGDK@H@DCH G<>JA7I@C> I?< I<GG@IDG@7A H9DE<
aX S fdWSfk #fWdd[fad[S^ U^SgeWe$' Ha_W aX fZW_ SdW Xad_g^SfWV [` S dSfZWd `WgfdS^ iSk
Tk VWfWd_[`[`Y fZSf S`k bSdfk _Sk% Sf fZW f[_W aX e[Y`SfgdW ad iZW` VWbae[f[`Y [fe
[`efdg_W`f aX dSf[!USf[a`% SUUWbfS`UW ad SbbdahS^% ebWU[Xk fZW fWdd[fadk ad fWdd[fad[We
fa iZ[UZ fZW fdWSfk [` cgWef[a` eZS^^ Sbb^k #YW`WdS^ fWdd[fad[S^ U^SgeWe$'++ EfZWde
Ua`fS[` S VWfS[^WV ^[ef aX fZW fWdd[fad[We fa iZ[UZ fZW dWebWUf[hW fdWSfk [e Sbb^[UST^W+,
ad `af Sbb^[UST^W+- #ebWU[!WV fWdd[fad[S^ U^SgeWe$'
Ha_W fdWSf[We bdah[VW Xad S EDHH@8A< <MI<CH@DC aX fZW[d Sbb^[USf[a` fa fWdd[fad[We
Xad iZaeW XadW[Y` dW^Sf[a`e S Ua`fdSUf[`Y bSdfk [e dWeba`e[T^W #Ua^a`[S^ WjfW`e[a`
U^SgeWe$' IZW fWdd[fad[S^ WjfW`e[a` [e SUUa_b^[eZWV iZW` fZW bSdfk [` cgWef[a` ZSe
egT_[ffWV S VWU^SdSf[a` fa fZW VWbae[fSdk'+. 6e fZW `g_TWd aX Ua^a`[We S`V VWbW`&
VW`f fWdd[fad[We ZSe dSb[V^k VWUdWSeWV e[`UW *2/)% fZW [`efS`UWe aX Sbb^[USf[a` aX
fdWSf[We fa egUZ fWdd[fad[We ZShW TWUa_W XWiWd' IZW ZWSfWV VWTSfWe a` fZW ^SiXg^`Wee
aX Ua^a`[S^ U^SgeWe Se iW^^ Se fZW V[X!Ug^f[We W`Uag`fWdWV+/ ZShW ^aef _gUZ aX fZW[d
[_badfS`UW' CaVWd` fdWSf[We+0 aXfW` Ua`fS[` S V[XXWdW`f% _adW `WgfdS^ fkbW aX
Xad_g^S Tk bdah[V[`Y fZSf S`k bSdfk _Sk% Tk S VWU^SdSf[a` SVVdWeeWV fa fZW VWbae[&
fSdk% WjfW`V fZW Sbb^[USf[a` aX fZW dWebWUf[hW fdWSfk fa S`k afZWd fWdd[fadk ebWU[!WV [`
+)

3 -9K9@B9GGBL [` %HKM>G"-E>BG 6df +1 CD *1'
Hg__Sdk aX FdSUf[UW #` -$ bSdS +00'
++
HWW >@ 6df . bSdS * aX fZW *21, FdafaUa^ Da / fa fZW ;8>G Ua`UWd`[`Y fZW 6Ta^[f[a` aX fZW 9WSfZ
FW`S^fk ;IH **-4 6df + bSdS * aX fZW +))) FdafaUa^ Da *+ ;8>G ;IH *00'
+,
HWW% >@% 6df .+ I;J% 6df ,.. I<;J'
+HWW >@ 6df +, aX fZW *21, 6gefdS^[S DWi OWS^S`V 8^aeWd ;Ua`a_[U GW^Sf[a`e IdSVW 6YdWW_W`f
P*21,Q 6IH +'
+.
HWW >@ 6df M?? aX fZW *2-1 8a`hW`f[a` a` fZW FdWhW`f[a` S`V Fg`[eZ_W`f aX fZW 8d[_W aX
=W`aU[VW 01 JDIH +004 6df ./ aX fZW *2.) 8a`hW`f[a` Xad fZW FdafWUf[a` aX >g_S` G[YZfe S`V
<g`VS_W`fS^ <dWWVa_e ;IH .'
+/
#D>ANKLM #` .$ 22*'
+0
HWW fZW Wjb^S`Sf[a` aX #NLM +),'
+*
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6df[U^W +2' IWdd[fad[S^ eUabW aX fdWSf[We

-2,

fZW VWU^SdSf[a` #YW`WdS^ WjfW`e[a` U^SgeWe$'+1 Ha_Wf[_We% fZW baee[T[^[fk fa WjfW`V
fZW Sbb^[USf[a` aX S fdWSfk [e ^[_[fWV fa S ebWU[!U fWdd[fadk #ebWU[!WV WjfW`e[a`
U^SgeWe$'+2
GSdW^k Va fdWSf[We bdah[VW Xad fZW EDHH@8A< <M9AJH@DC aX fWdd[fad[We Xda_ fZW[d
Sbb^[USf[a`' HgUZ fWdd[fad[S^ U^SgeWe _Sk dWXWd fa fWdd[fad[We Xad fZW [`fWd`Sf[a`S^
dW^Sf[a`e aX iZ[UZ S bSdfk [e dWeba`e[T^W #Ua^a`[S^ WjU^ge[a` U^SgeW$',) ?` fZ[e USeW%
fZW dW^WhS`f bSdfk US` VWU^SdW fZSf fZW fdWSfk [` cgWef[a` eZS^^ `af Sbb^k fa fZaeW
VWbW`VW`f fWdd[fad[We' IdWSfk bdah[e[a`e bdah[V[`Y Xad fZW baee[T^W WjU^ge[a` aX S`k
fWdd[fadk ebWU[!WV [` fZW VWU^SdSf[a` #YW`WdS^ WjU^ge[a` U^SgeWe$ eUSdUW^k Wj[ef'
Ha_Wf[_We% ZaiWhWd% fdWSf[We Ua`fS[` S U^SgeW S^^ai[`Y fZW WjU^ge[a` aX S UWdfS[`
fWdd[fadk #ebWU[!WV WjU^ge[a` U^SgeWe$',*
6 ebWU[S^ fkbW aX fWdd[fad[S^ U^SgeWe [e =<;<G7A 9A7JH<H',+ IZWk SdW fa TW Xag`V [`
fdWSf[We iZaeW egT\WUf _SffWd XS^^e i[fZ[` fZW ^WY[e^Sf[hW \gd[eV[Uf[a` aX fZW fWdd[fad[S^
g`[fe aX ea_W aX fZW bSdf[We' IZWk gegS^^k ef[bg^SfW fZSf S`k bSdfk _Sk VWU^SdW Sf S`k
f[_W fZSf fZW dW^WhS`f fdWSfk [e fa WjfW`V fa S^^ [fe fWdd[fad[S^ g`[fe ad a`^k fa a`W ad
_adW aX fZW_',,
IZW cgWef[a` dW_S[`e iZWfZWd fZWdW SdW USeWe iZWdW fZW [`fW`f[a` `af fa Sbb^k S
fdWSfk fa fZW W`f[dW fWdd[fadk aX fZW bSdf[We ZSe TWW` oafZWdi[eW WefST^[eZWVp' HfSfWe
FdSUf[UW eZaie fZSf iZWdW S fWdd[fad[S^ U^SgeW [e ^SU][`Y% HfSfWe aXfW` _S]W JC@A7I#
<G7A ;<9A7G7I@DCH iZW` e[Y`[`Y ad dSf[Xk[`Y S fdWSfk',- ?` fZ[e iSk% fZWk W[fZWd
WjfW`V fZW Sbb^[USf[a` aX fZW fdWSfk [` cgWef[a` fa UWdfS[` fWdd[fad[We ad fZWk WjU^gVW
fZW_ Xda_ [fe eUabW' IZW HWUdWfSdk&=W`WdS^ Se VWbae[fSdk aX _g^f[^SfWdS^ SYdWW&
_W`fe% iZW` VWU[V[`Y a` fZW SUUWbfS`UW aX egUZ VWU^SdSf[a`e% XaUgeWe a` fZW `SfgdW
aX fZW fdWSfk [` cgWef[a`' ?X fZW `SfgdW aX fZW fdWSfk ad afZWd ebWU[S^ U[dUg_efS`UWe Va
`af _S`VSfW fZW `a`&SUUWbfS`UW% fZW HWUdWfSdk&=W`WdS^ gegS^^k Ua`e[VWde egUZ
VWU^SdSf[a`e Se dWeWdhSf[a`e,. #! 6df *2 >M L>J$' 6UUadV[`Y fa fZW HWUdWfSdk&
=W`WdS^% g`[^SfWdS^ VWU^SdSf[a`e SdW `af [`Ua`e[efW`f i[fZ 6df +2' IZW Ua`efS`f
bdSUf[UW aX UWdfS[` HfSfWe [` dWebWUf aX fWdd[fad[S^ Sbb^[USf[a` S`V fZW YW`WdS^ STeW`UW

+1

HWW >@ 6df . bSdS + FdafaUa^ Da / fa fZW ;8>G #` ++$4 6df + bSdS + FdafaUa^ Da *+ fa fZW ;8>G
#` ++$'
+2
=aaV WjS_b^We iag^V TW fZW ea&US^^WV 7Wd^[` U^SgeWe fZSf iWdW [`U^gVWV [` _aef aX fZW fdWSf[We
e[Y`WV Tk fZW <WVWdS^ GWbgT^[U aX =Wd_S`k TWXadW fZW dWg`[!USf[a` [` *22)' Ha_W aX fZW_
S^^aiWV =Wd_S`k fa WjfW`V fZW Sbb^[USf[a` aX fZW dWebWUf[hW fdWSfk fa 7Wd^[`% eWW >@ 6df *1
bSdS + aX fZW *2// FdafaUa^ fa fZW ;gdabWS` 8a`hW`f[a` a` ;efST^[eZ_W`f aX 8a_bS`[We ;IH .0'
,)
HWW >@ 6df *+ aX fZW *2./ 8a`hW`f[a` a` fZW GWUahWdk 6TdaSV aX CS[`fW`S`UW +/1 JDIH ,'
,*
Ha_W aX fZW 7Wd^[` U^SgeWe bdah[VWV Xad fZW baee[T[^[fk fa WjU^gVW 7Wd^[` Xda_ fZW Sbb^[USf[a` aX
S fdWSfk% eWW >@ 6df *2 aX fZW *2.1 8g^fgdS^ 8a`hW`f[a` TWfiWW` fZW J`[fWV A[`YVa_ aX =dWSf
7d[fS[` S`V DadfZWd` ?dW^S`V S`V fZW <WVWdS^ GWbgT^[U aX =Wd_S`k ,-, JDIH +-*
,+
HWW fZW hSd[age WjS_b^We bdah[VWV Tk #NLM +)2 >M L>J'
,,
HWW >@ 6df 2, bSdS * aX fZW *21) JD 8a`hW`f[a` a` 8a`fdSUfe Xad fZW ?`fWd`Sf[a`S^ HS^W aX =aaVe
*-12 JDIH ,'
,HWW fZW hSd[age WjS_b^We bdah[VWV Tk 3BG<E9BK 2)q2*4 #NLM +).q+)/ S`V [` Hg__Sdk aX FdSUf[UW
#` -$ bSdSe +00 >M L>J'
,.
HWW Hg__Sdk aX fZW FdSUf[UW bSdS +004 #D>ANKLM #` .$ 22*'
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FSdf ???'

ETeWdhS`UW% 6bb^[USf[a` S`V ?`fWdbdWfSf[a` aX IdWSf[We

aX aT\WUf[a`e fa egUZ bdSUf[UWe SdW [` Ua`Xad_[fk i[fZ fZW eWUa`V bSdf aX fZW Xad_g^S
aX 6df +23 fZW V[XXWdW`f [`fW`f[a` o[e afZWdi[eW WefST^[eZWVp',/
IZWdW SdW WjS_b^We iZWdW S g`[^SfWdS^ VWU^SdSf[a` aX S HfSfW FSdfk WjU^gV[`Y UWdfS[`
fWdd[fad[We Xda_ fZW eUabW aX fZW fdWSfk [` cgWef[a` ZSe `af TWW` SUUWbfWV' ?` fZW +E9L<N
USeW,0 fZW ;8f>G ZSV fa VWU[VW a` S VWU^SdSf[a` _SVW Tk Ca^VSh[S Sf fZW f[_W aX
dSf[!USf[a` aX fZW ;8>G' IZW VWU^SdSf[a` a` fWdd[fad[S^ WjW_bf[a` Ua`UWd`WV IdS`eV`[Wefd[S
S`V iSe TSeWV a` fZW XSUf fZSf Ca^VSh[S ZSV `a Ua`fda^ ad \gd[eV[Uf[a` ahWd fZSf bSdf aX [fe
fWdd[fadk e[`UW [f iSe g`VWd Ggee[S` aUUgbSf[a`' IZW 8agdf US_W fa fZW Ua`U^ge[a` fZSf egUZ
S VWU^SdSf[a` iSe [`Ua_bSf[T^W i[fZ 6df * ;8>G iZ[UZ aT^[YWe HfSfWe FSdf[We fa eWUgdW fa
WhWdka`W i[fZ[` fZW[d \gd[eV[Uf[a` fZW d[YZfe S`V XdWWVa_e aX fZW 8a`hW`f[a`' IZW 8agdf
efSfWV fZSf oiZWdW S 8a`fdSUf[`Y HfSfW [e bdWhW`fWV Xda_ WjWdU[e[`Y [fe SgfZad[fk ahWd fZW
iZa^W aX [fe fWdd[fadk Tk S Ua`efdS[`[`Y => ?9<MH e[fgSf[a`% egUZ Se aTfS[`e iZW` S eWbSdSf[ef
dWY[_W [e eWf gb% iZWfZWd ad `af fZ[e [e SUUa_bS`[WV Tk _[^[fSdk aUUgbSf[a` Tk S`afZWd
HfSfW% [f VaWe `af fZWdWTk UWSeW fa ZShW \gd[eV[Uf[a` i[fZ[` fZW _WS`[`Y aX 6df[U^W * aX fZW
8a`hW`f[a` ahWd fZSf bSdf aX [fe fWdd[fadk fW_badSd[^k egT\WUf fa S ^aUS^ SgfZad[fk egefS[`WV
Tk dWTW^ XadUWe ad Tk S`afZWd HfSfW' DWhWdfZW^Wee% egUZ S XSUfgS^ e[fgSf[a` dWVgUWe fZW eUabW
aX fZSf \gd[eV[Uf[a` [` fZSf fZW g`VWdfS][`Y Y[hW` Tk fZW HfSfW g`VWd 6df[U^W * _gef TW
Ua`e[VWdWV Tk fZW 8agdf a`^k [` fZW ^[YZf aX fZW 8a`fdSUf[`Y HfSfWne bae[f[hW aT^[YSf[a`e
faiSdVe bWdea`e i[fZ[` [fe fWdd[fadk' IZW HfSfW [` cgWef[a` _gef W`VWShagd% i[fZ S^^ fZW
^WYS^ S`V V[b^a_Sf[U _WS`e ShS[^ST^W fa [f OBL!98!OBL XadW[Y` HfSfWe S`V [`fWd`Sf[a`S^ adYS&
`[eSf[a`e% fa Ua`f[`gW fa YgSdS`fWW fZW W`\ak_W`f aX fZW d[YZfe S`V XdWWVa_e VW!`WV [` fZW
8a`hW`f[a`'p,1
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?` fZW STeW`UW aX S` Wjb^[U[f fWdd[fad[S^ U^SgeW ad S V[XXWdW`f [`fW`f[a` fZSf US` TW
afZWdi[eW WefST^[eZWV% fZW YW`WdS^ dg^W eWf XadfZ [` 6df +2 Sbb^[We',2 ?f a`^k dWXWde%
ZaiWhWd% fa IG<7I@<H I?7I ?7K< 7 I<GG@IDG@7A H9DE<' Caef fdWSf[We TW^a`Y fa fZ[e
USfWYadk' 8a`hW`f[a`e a` W`h[da`_W`fS^ [eegWe% bdafWUf[a` aX Ug^fgdW% WjfdSV[f[a` ad
fdSVW cgWef[a`e% >@% SdW [`fW`VWV fa TW Sbb^[WV fa fZW fWdd[fadk aX fZW HfSfWe FSdf[We'
E`^k XWi fdWSf[We Va `af dWXWd fa fZW HfSfW Se S fWdd[fadk Tgf Se S egT\WUf aX bgT^[U
[`fWd`Sf[a`S^ ^Si'-) 6dT[fdSf[a` fdWSf[We ad fdWSf[We WefST^[eZ[`Y S Vgfk fa bSk Ua_&
bW`eSf[a` SdW WjS_b^We aX fdWSf[We ^SU][`Y S fWdd[fad[S^ eUabW [` fZW adV[`Sdk eW`eW'
<gdfZWd_adW% fZWdW SdW ebWU[!U fdWSf[We fZSf <MEG<HHAN G<A7I< ID 7 E7GI@9JA7G
I<GG@IDGN DG 7G<7' 6 iW^^&]`ai` WjS_b^W [e fZW 6`fSdUf[U IdWSfk'-* EfZWd% WhW`

,/

HWW Hg__Sdk aX fZW FdSUf[UW bSdS +1.'
;8f>G +E9LU<N >M 9E O /HE=9OB9 9G= 2NLLB9 6bb Da -1010(22 P+))-&K??Q ;8>G ,*1'
,1
+;B= bSdS ,,,' <ad XgdfZWd [`Xad_Sf[a`% eWW . .BCGR99= IdagT^W [` I[dSeba^3 Ha_W GW"WUf[a`e a`
fZW ?^SeUg 8SeW S`V fZW IWdd[fad[S^ HUabW aX fZW ;gdabWS` 8a`hW`f[a` a` >g_S` G[YZfe #+))+$ *.
>SYgW N?B *0q,14 3 -9K9@B9GGBL BW fWdd[fa[dW VnSbb^[USf[a` VW ^S 8a`hW`f[a` WgdabWsW``W VWe
Vda[fe VW ^nZa__W3 hSWfWdS Wf `ahS #+)).$ /* GI9> ,,% /2 >M L>J'
,2
<[`S^ 9dSXf% 8a__W`fSdk fa 6df +.% +*, bSdS +'
-)
3BG<E9BK 10'
-*
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_adW efd[][`Y WjS_b^We SdW fZW Caa` IdWSfk-+ ad fZW EgfWd HbSUW IdWSfk'-, HgUZ
USeWe% [` iZ[UZ S fWdd[fadk ad S` SdWS Ua`ef[fgfWe fZW aT\WUf fa iZ[UZ fZW fdWSfk
Sbb^[We% SdW CDI 8< 9DC=JH<; L@I? I?< I<GG@IDG@7A H9DE< 7H H<I =DGI? @C /GI '.'-- HG
69E=H<D _SVW S U^WSd V[ef[`Uf[a` Tk ba[`f[`Y agf fZSf3
o[` fZSf WhW`f fZW fWdd[fadk ad SdWS [` cgWef[a` [e g`VagTfWV^k fZW aT\WUf fa iZ[UZ fZW fdWSfk
Sbb^[We' 7gf fZ[e [e `af iZSf fZW fWdd[fad[S^ Sbb^[USf[a` aX S fdWSfk dWS^^k e[Y`[!We% `ad [` egUZ
S USeW [e fZW Sbb^[USf[a` aX fZW fdWSfk Ua`!`WV fa fZW bSdf[Ug^Sd fWdd[fadk ad SdWS' IZW
mfWdd[fad[S^ Sbb^[USf[a`n aX S fdWSfk e[Y`[!We fZW fWdd[fad[We iZ[UZ fZW bSdf[We ZShW bgdbadfWV
fa T[`V Tk fZW fdWSfk S`V iZ[UZ% fZWdWXadW% SdW fZW fWdd[fad[We SXXWUfWV Tk fZW d[YZfe S`V
aT^[YSf[a`e eWf gb Tk fZW fdWSfk' IZge% S^fZagYZ fZW W`\ak_W`f aX fZW d[YZfe S`V fZW
bWdXad_S`UW aX fZW aT^[YSf[a`e Ua`fS[`WV [` S fdWSfk _Sk TW ^aUS^[lWV [` S bSdf[Ug^Sd
fWdd[fadk ad SdWS% Se [` fZW USeW aX 6`fSdUf[US% [f [e fZW fWdd[fad[We i[fZ dWebWUf fa iZ[UZ
WSUZ bSdfk Ua`fdSUfWV [` W`fWd[`Y [`fa fZW fdWSfk iZ[UZ VWfWd_[`W [fe fWdd[fad[S^ eUabW'p-.

IZWdWXadW% S V[ef[`Uf[a` ZSe fa TW _SVW TWfiWW` fZW fWdd[fadk [` iZ[UZ fZW fdWSfk [e
Sbb^[WV S`V fZW fWdd[fadk gba` iZ[UZ fZW fdWSfk [e T[`V[`Y' E`^k fZW ^SffWd cgWef[a` [e
YahWd`WV Tk 6df +2'
6`afZWd `WUWeeSdk V[ef[`Uf[a` dWXWde fa IG<7I@<H 7C; I?<@G EGDID9DAH' IZWk ZShW
fa TW dWYSdVWV Se fia V[XXWdW`f VaUg_W`fe' ;SUZ aX fZW_ _[YZf ZShW S V[XXWdW`f
fWdd[fad[S^ Sbb^[USf[a` VWbW`V[`Y a` fZW Wj[efW`UW aX fWdd[fad[S^ U^SgeWe S`V a` fZW[d
iadV[`Y'-/ Hf[^^% fZW cgWef[a` dW_S[`e Se fa iZ[UZ dg^W [e fa TW Sbb^[WV [X S fdWSfk
Ua`fS[`e S fWdd[fad[S^ U^SgeW iZWdWSe [fe bdafaUa^ VaWe `af' IZW cgWef[a` [e aX ebWU[S^
[_badfS`UW [X fZW bdafaUa^ [` cgWef[a` S_W`Ve fZW fdWSfk' 6UUadV[`Y fa fZW bdSUf[UW
aX fZW HWUdWfSdk&=W`WdS^ Se VWbae[fSdk aX _g^f[^SfWdS^ SYdWW_W`fe3
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oiZW` S HfSfW TWUa_We S bSdfk fa egUZ S bdafaUa^ [f TWUa_We S bSdfk fa fZW Ua`hW`f[a` Se
S_W`VWV Se eaa` Se fZW S_W`V_W`fe ZShW W`fWdWV [`fa XadUW' ?X fZW HfSfW ZSV WjfW`VWV fZW
Sbb^[USf[a` aX fZW ad[Y[`S^ Ua`hW`f[a` fa UWdfS[` aX [fe `a`&_Wfdaba^[fS` IWdd[fad[We% fZW
S_W`VWV Ua`hW`f[a`% a`UW [` XadUW% Sbb^[We a`^k fa fZaeW eS_W IWdd[fad[We'p -0
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IZW Xad_g^S fZSf S fdWSfk o[e T[`V[`Yp gba` WSUZ bSdfk iSe SVVWV Tk fZW 9dSXf[`Y
8a__[ffWW [` *2/1 #! CD .$' IZW <[`S^ 9dSXf ef[^^ bdabaeWV q ^[]W S^^ afZWd
bdWh[age VdSXfe q ge[`Y fZW Xad_g^S fZSf ofZW Sbb^[USf[a`p aX S fdWSfk WjfW`Ve fa
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*202 6YdWW_W`f =ahWd`[`Y fZW 6Uf[h[f[We aX HfSfWe a` fZW Caa` S`V EfZWd 8W^Wef[S^ 7aV[We *1
?BC *-,-'
-,
*2/0 IdWSfk a` Fd[`U[b^We =ahWd`[`Y fZW 6Uf[h[f[We aX HfSfWe [` fZW ;jb^adSf[a` S`V JeW aX EgfWd
HbSUW% ?`U^gV[`Y fZW Caa` S`V EfZWd 8W^Wef[S^ 7aV[We /*) JDIH +).'
-3 -9K9@B9GGBL [` %HKM>G"-E>BG 6df +2 CD 0'
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69E=H<D ??? *+' HG 69E=H<D W_bZSe[lWV fZ[e ba[`f SYS[` Vgd[`Y fZW V[eUgee[a`e% eWW P*2/-&??Q
NT?B8 -2'
-/
6^^ bdafaUa^e fa fZW ;8>G% >@% ZShW fZW[d ai` fWdd[fad[S^ U^SgeWe' >aiWhWd% fZWk UaddWeba`V fa
fZW fWdd[fad[S^ U^SgeW aX fZW 8a`hW`f[a` [feW^X'
-0
Hg__Sdk aX fZW FdSUf[UW bSdS +0*'
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FSdf ???'

ETeWdhS`UW% 6bb^[USf[a` S`V ?`fWdbdWfSf[a` aX IdWSf[We

fZW W`f[dW fWdd[fadk aX WSUZ bSdfk' IZW dWSea` Xad fZ[e 9?7C>< D= LDG;@C> iSe fZW
Z[YZWd bdWU[e[a` S`V U^Sd[fk SUZ[WhWV i[fZ fZW `Wi Xad_g^S' CS`k 8a__[ffWW
_W_TWde ZSV SYdWWV Vgd[`Y fZW V[eUgee[a`e fZSf ea_W aX fZW aT\WUf[a`e _SVW fa
fZW bdah[e[a` Uag^V TW ahWdUa_W Tk fZW `Wi Xad_g^S'-1
IZW ;@==<G<C9< 8<IL<<C 8<@C> P7EEA@<;Q 7C; 8<@C> P8@C;@C>Q [e efda`Y^k
Ua``WUfWV i[fZ fZW aT\WUf fa iZ[UZ fZW fdWSfk dWXWde' ?f [e `WUWeeSdk fa V[ef[`Yg[eZ
TWfiWW` fZW aT\WUf fa iZ[UZ fZW fdWSfk Sbb^[We S`V fZW fWdd[fadk i[fZ dWYSdV fa iZ[UZ
fZW fdWSfk [e T[`V[`Y' ?X fZW aT\WUf aX S fdWSfk Ua`e[efe [` S E7GI@9JA7G I<GG@IDGN DG
7G<7% ^[]W [` fZW USeW aX fZW 6`fSdUf[U ad fZW Caa` IdWSfk #! CD *.$% fZW
V[XXWdW`UW TWfiWW` TW[`Y mSbb^[WVn S`V TW[`Y mT[`V[`Yn [e aTh[age' IZW YWaYdSbZ[&
US^ Sbb^[USf[a` aX fZW dW^WhS`f fdWSfk S`V fZW YWaYdSbZ[US^ dWSUZ aX [fe T[`V[`Y
XadUW-2 V[XXWd'
IZW UaddWeba`V[`Y fdWSf[We SdW Sbb^[WV [` 6`fSdUf[US ad a` fZW Caa` dWebWUf[hW^k' >aiWhWd%
fZWk T[`V fZW HfSfWe FSdf[We S`V S^^ [`ef[fgf[a`e(bWdea`e a` fZW[d fWdd[fadk'

&.

?X fZW aT\WUf [e `af S bSdf[Ug^Sd fWdd[fadk Tgf 7C @I<B H@IJ7I<; L@I?@C I?<
I<GG@IDGN D= 7 3I7I< 27GIN fZW YWaYdSbZ[US^ Sbb^[USf[a` aX fZW fdWSfk S`V fZW
YWaYdSbZ[US^ WjfW`e[a` aX [fe T[`V[`Y XadUW UaddWeba`V i[fZ WSUZ afZWd% ea fZSf
fZW V[XXWdW`UW TWfiWW` TW[`Y mSbb^[WVn S`V TW[`Y mT[`V[`Yn [e _adW V[X!Ug^f fa
Ua`UW[hW'
IZW ;gdabWS` 8a`hW`f[a` a` 6dUZ[fWUfgdS^ >Wd[fSYW%.) >@% dWXWde fa _a`g_W`fe% Ydagbe aX
Tg[^V[`Ye S`V e[fWe Se VW!`WV [` 6df * iZ[UZ SdW fa TW Xag`V a` fZW fWdd[fadk aX fZW HfSfWe
FSdf[We' IZW aT\WUfe fa iZ[UZ fZW fdWSfk Sbb^[We SdW _a`g_W`fe% Ydagbe aX Tg[^V[`Ye S`V
e[fWe' ?fe T[`V[`Y XadUW UahWde fZW W`f[dW fWdd[fadk aX fZW HfSfWe FSdf[We q egT\WUf fa fZW
bdah[e[a`e aX fZW fWdd[fad[S^ U^SgeW Ua`fS[`WV [` 6df +-'
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IZWdWXadW% fZW ?<7;@C> D= /GI '. oIWdd[fad[S^ eUabW aX fdWSf[Wep [e _adW bdWU[eW
fZS` fZW ZWSV[`Ye geWV [` fZW <[`S^ 9dSXf aX *2// ad [` S^^ afZWd bdWh[age VdSXfe' 6^^
aX fZW_ abfWV Xad fZW _[e^WSV[`Y Ua`UWbf aX mSbb^[USf[a`n aX S fdWSfk fa S fWdd[fadk'
IZW ZWSV[`Y SVabfWV Tk fZW K[W``S 8a`XWdW`UW [` *2/2%.* ZaiWhWd% [e iW^^ UZaeW`
S`V fS]We [`fa SUUag`f fZW fia YWaYdSbZ[US^ SebWUfe aX fdWSf[We'
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?f eWW_e fZSf [` fZW h[Wi aX fZW ?B8% fZW WjbdWee[a` oW`f[dW fWdd[fadkp iSe eW^X&
Wjb^S`Sfadk' IZWdW iWdW `a VWTSfWe a` [fe Ua`fW`f% S`V fZW Ua__W`fSdk aX fZW <[`S^
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HWW fZW ab[`[a`e aX .9<AL S`V HG 69E=H<D P*2/-&?Q NT?B8 */1'
IZW Wj[efW`UW aX fia YWaYdSbZ[US^ SebWUfe aX fdWSf[We [e ba[`fWV agf Tk 3 -9K9@B9GGBL [` %HKM>G"
-E>BG 6df +2 CD -'
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*21. 8a`hW`f[a` Xad fZW FdafWUf[a` aX fZW 6dUZ[fWUfgdS^ >Wd[fSYW aX ;gdabW ;IH *+*'
.*
IZW !`S^ f[f^W aX 6df +2 SbbWSdWV Xad fZW !def f[_W [` fZW VaUg_W`f V[efd[TgfWV S`V SVabfWV Tk fZW
K[W``S 8a`XWdW`UW [` *2/2% eWW JD8BEI ?? ..' ;hW` fZW 9dSXf[`Y 8a__[ffWW ef[^^ W_b^akWV fZW
fWd_ oSbb^[USf[a`p [` *2/1% eWW JD8BEI ? -+1 bSdS .,'
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9dSXf iSe cg[fW eZadf' 6UUadV[`Y fa fZW ?B8% fZW fWd_ dWXWde fa S^^ oI?< A7C;" I?<
7EEJGI<C7CI I<GG@IDG@7A L7I<GH 7C; I?< 7@G HE79< L?@9? 9DCHI@IJI< I?< I<GG@IDGN
D= I?< 3I7I<p'.+ IZ[e Wjb^S`Sf[a`% ZaiWhWd% ^SU]e U^Sd[fk' Iia cgWef[a`e Sd[eW3 fZW
!def Ua`UWd`e fZW V[ef[`Uf[a` TWfiWW` _Wfdaba^[fS` S`V `a`&_Wfdaba^[fS` fWdd[fad[We
aX S HfSfW' IZW eWUa`V dWXWde fa fZW WjSUf _WS`[`Y aX fZW iadVe W_b^akWV' IZW
S`eiWde fa TafZ cgWef[a`e VWbW`V a` fZW [_badfS`UW Sffd[TgfWV fa fZW `af[a` aX
eahWdW[Y`fk [` fZ[e Ua`fWjf' 6UUadV[`Y fa fZW g`VWdefS`V[`Y aX fZW JA VW^WYSfW [`
fZW V[eUgee[a`e [` *2/1% ofZW WjbdWee[a` m[fe W`f[dW fWdd[fadkn Sbb^[WV ea^W^k fa fZW
fWdd[fadk ahWd iZ[UZ S bSdfk fa fZW fdWSfk [` cgWef[a` WjWdU[eWV [fe eahWdW[Y`fkp'.,
IZ[e g`VWdefS`V[`Y iSe `af UZS^^W`YWV Tk S`k afZWd VW^WYSfW'
IZW cgWef[a` aX iZWfZWd fZW WjbdWee[a` oW`f[dW fWdd[fadkp Ua_bd[eWe B<IGDEDA@#
I7C 7C; CDC#B<IGDEDA@I7C I<GG@IDG@<H aX S HfSfW iSe `af Wjb^[U[f^k VWU[VWV gba`
Tk fZW ?B8' IZW `WYaf[Sf[`Y Z[efadk% ZaiWhWd% eZaie fZSf [f iSe fZW [`fW`f[a` aX HG
69E=H<D fa WefST^[eZ S YW`WdS^ dg^W efSf[`Y fZSf S fdWSfk Sbb^[We fa S^^ fWdd[fad[We ahWd
iZ[UZ S HfSfW WjWdU[eWe eahWdW[Y`fk% [`U^gV[`Y `a`&_Wfdaba^[fS` fWdd[fad[We% B>
Ua^a`[We fZSf XS^^ i[fZ[` fZW eUabW aX fZW eahWdW[Y`fk aX fZW _afZWd Uag`fdk'
6UUadV[`Y fa Z[e Ua__W`fSdk% HfSfWe bdSUf[UW eZaiWV fZSf [` fZW STeW`UW aX S
fWdd[fad[S^ U^SgeW% fdWSf[We iWdW Sbb^[WV fa S^^ _Wfdaba^[fS` S`V `a`&_Wfdaba^[fS`
fWdd[fad[We aX S HfSfW'.- IZWdWXadW% ZW bdabaeWV fa geW fZW Xad_g^S fZSf oS fdWSfk
Sbb^[We i[fZ dWebWUf fa S^^ fZW fWdd[fadk ad fWdd[fad[We Xad iZ[UZ fZW bSdf[We SdW
[`fWd`Sf[a`S^^k dWeba`e[T^Wp' IZW ?B8 bdWXWddWV fZW WjbdWee[a` o[fe W`f[dW fWdd[fadkp'
>aiWhWd% fZ[e `Wi iadV[`Y iSe a`^k UZaeW` fa Sha[V fZW SeeaU[Sf[a` aX fZW
!def fWd_ i[fZ fZW Ua^a`[S^ U^SgeWe'.. IZW Ua`fW`fe aX TafZ WjbdWee[a`e iWdW
Ua`e[VWdWV Wcg[hS^W`f' IZW HWUdWfSdk&=W`WdS^ Se VWbae[fSdk aX _g^f[^SfWdS^ SYdWW&
_W`fe Ua`!d_WV fZW HfSfWe bdSUf[UW VWeUd[TWV Tk HG 69E=H<D'./ IZWdWXadW% Se S
YW`WdS^ dg^W% S fdWSfk [e T[`V[`Y [` dWebWUf aX S^^ fWdd[fad[We ahWd iZ[UZ S HfSfW
WjWdU[eWe eahWdW[Y`fk'
IZ[e dWeg^f ZW^be fa S`eiWd fZW eWUa`V cgWef[a`' LZ[^W fZW iadVe o^S`Vp S`V oS[d
ebSUWp Va `af dS[eW S`k bdaT^W_e% fZW fWd_ o7EEJGI<C7CI I<GG@IDG@7A L7I<GHp VaWe
`af Wj[ef [` Ua`fW_badSdk bgT^[U [`fWd`Sf[a`S^ ^Si' IZW ^Si aX fZW eWS Se eWf XadfZ [`
JD8BEH V[ef[`Yg[eZWe TWfiWW` m[`fWd`S^ iSfWden% fZW mfWdd[fad[S^ eWSn% fZW mUa`f[Y&
gage la`Wn% fZW mWjU^ge[hW WUa`a_[U la`Wn S`V fZW mUa`f[`W`fS^ eZW^Xn' 6UUadV[`Y fa
6df + bSdS * JD8BEH fZW eahWdW[Y`fk aX fZW UaSefS^ HfSfW WjfW`Ve TWka`V [fe ^S`V
fWdd[fadk S`V [`fWd`S^ iSfWde fa fZW fWdd[fad[S^ eWS' IZWdWXadW% fZW fWd_ oSbbgdfW`S`f
fWdd[fad[S^ iSfWdep% WefST^[eZWV ^a`Y TWXadW fZW Ua_bdWZW`e[hW UaV[!USf[a` aX fZW
^Si aX fZW eWS% [e fa TW [`fWdbdWfWV Se dWXWdd[`Y fa fZW [`fWd`S^ iSfWde S`V fZW
fWdd[fad[S^ eWS aX S UaSefS^ HfSfW'.0
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<[`S^ 9dSXf% 8a__W`fSdk fa 6df +.% +*, bSdS ,'
JD8BEI ? -+2'
.69E=H<D ??? *, >M L>J'
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P*2/-&??Q NT?B8 *024 <[`S^ 9dSXf% 8a__W`fSdk fa 6df +.% +*, bSdS ,'
./
HWW Hg__Sdk aX fZW FdSUf[UW bSdS +0/'
.0
IZ[e [e S^ea fZW dWeg^f aX fZW S`S^ke[e aX 3 -9K9@B9GGBL [` %HKM>G"-E>BG 6df +2 CD .04 #NLM +)*'
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ETeWdhS`UW% 6bb^[USf[a` S`V ?`fWdbdWfSf[a` aX IdWSf[We

7afZ cgWef[a`e% ZaiWhWd% ZShW CDI A<; ID H@>C@!97CI EGD8A<BH @C 3I7I<H
EG79I@9<' ?` YW`WdS^% fdWSf[We [` iZ[UZ a`W ad TafZ aX fZW cgWef[a`e TWUa_W dW^WhS`f
Ua`fS[` ebWU[!U U^SgeWe dWYg^Sf[`Y fZW fWdd[fad[S^ eUabW' IZWk SdW SVSbfWV fa fZW
`SfgdW S`V fZW Ua`fW`f aX fZW dWebWUf[hW fdWSfk'
6 YaaV WjS_b^W [e 6df + 8Z[USYa 8a`hW`f[a` a` 8[h[^ 6h[Sf[a`' .1 ?f dWSVe3 o<ad fZW
bgdbaeWe aX fZ[e 8a`hW`f[a` fZW fWdd[fadk aX S HfSfW eZS^^ TW VWW_WV fa TW fZW ^S`V SdWSe
S`V fWdd[fad[S^ iSfWde SV\SUW`f fZWdWfa g`VWd fZW eahWdW[Y`fk% eglWdS[`fk% bdafWUf[a` ad
_S`VSfW aX egUZ HfSfW'p 6`afZWd WjS_b^W [e fZW 7SeW^ 8a`hW`f[a` a` fZW IdS`eTag`VSdk
CahW_W`f aX LSefWe'.2 6UUadV[`Y fa [fe 6df + bSdS , ofdS`eTag`VSdk _ahW_W`fp _WS`e
oS`k _ahW_W`f aX PiSefWeQ Xda_ S` SdWS g`VWd fZW `Sf[a`S^ \gd[eV[Uf[a` aX a`W HfSfW fa ad
fZdagYZ S` SdWS g`VWd fZW `Sf[a`S^ \gd[eV[Uf[a` aX S`afZWd HfSfWp' o6dWS g`VWd fZW `Sf[a`S^
\gd[eV[Uf[a` aX S HfSfWp [e VW!`WV [` 6df + bSdS 2 Se oS`k ^S`V% _Sd[`W SdWS ad S[debSUW i[fZ[`
iZ[UZ S HfSfW WjWdU[eWe SV_[`[efdSf[hW S`V dWYg^Sfadk dWeba`e[T[^[fk [` SUUadVS`UW i[fZ
[`fWd`Sf[a`S^ ^Si [` dWYSdV fa fZW bdafWUf[a` aX Zg_S` ZWS^fZ ad fZW W`h[da`_W`fp'
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/@G9G7=I 7C; H?@EH Va `af Ua`ef[fgfW S bSdf aX fZW oW`f[dW fWdd[fadkp aX S HfSfW%
WhW` fZagYZ fZWk Ua`e[ef aX S ebSUW(S` SdWS' IZWk ZShW fZW `Sf[a`S^[fk aX fZW HfSfW [`
iZ[UZ fZWk SdW dWY[efWdWV%/) iZaeW "SY fZWk SdW W`f[f^WV fa "k'/* IZW HfSfW WjWdU[eWe
[fe \gd[eV[Uf[a` S`V Ua`fda^ ahWd S[dUdSXf S`V eZ[be ZSh[`Y [fe `Sf[a`S^[fk' IZWdWXadW%
S[dUdSXf S`V eZ[be SdW `af dWYSdVWV Se ofWdd[fad[Wep4 fZWk XS^^ g`VWd fZW `Sf[a`S^[fk
bd[`U[b^W' /+
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IZW m_ah[`Y fdWSfk Xda`f[Wden dg^W Ua`ef[fgfWe S ><C<G7AAN G<9D>C@O<; EG@C9@EA< D=
@CI<GC7I@DC7A 9JHIDB7GN A7L'/, 6ebWUfe aX fZW dg^W SdW fa TW Xag`V TafZ [_b^[U[f^k
[` 6df +2 S`V Wjb^[U[f^k [` fZW K[W``S 8a`hW`f[a` a` HfSfW HgUUWee[a` [` IdWSf[We/#6df *.% 6df ,* bSdS +% 6df ,.$' 6^fZagYZ fZW dg^W ZSe TWW` Wjb^[U[f^k [`U^gVWV [` fZW
Ua`hW`f[a` a` HfSfW egUUWee[a`% [f [e `af S dg^W aX HfSfW egUUWee[a`' 6e HG 69E=H<D
U^WSd^k efSfWV [` Z[e eWUa`V dWbadf a` egUUWee[a` [` dWebWUf aX fdWSf[We [` *2/23
ofZW dg^W bdah[VWe fZSf% a` S fWdd[fadkne g`VWdYa[`Y S UZS`YW aX eahWdW[Y`fk% [f bSeeWe
Sgfa_Sf[US^^k agf aX fZW fdWSfk dWY[_W aX fZW bdWVWUWeead eahWdW[Y` [`fa fZW fdWSfk dWY[_W
aX fZW egUUWeead eahWdW[Y`' ?f fZge ZSe fia SebWUfe% a`W bae[f[hW S`V fZW afZWd `WYSf[hW' IZW
bae[f[hW SebWUf [e fZSf fZW fdWSf[We aX fZW egUUWeead HfSfW TWY[` Sgfa_Sf[US^^k fa Sbb^k [`
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*2-- 8a`hW`f[a` a` ?`fWd`Sf[a`S^ 8[h[^ 6h[Sf[a` *. JDIH +2.'
*212 7SeW^ 8a`hW`f[a` a` fZW 8a`fda^ aX IdS`eTag`VSdk CahW_W`fe aX >SlSdVage LSefWe S`V
IZW[d 9[ebaeS^ */0, JDIH *+.'
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dWebWUf aX fZW fWdd[fadk Se Xda_ fZW VSfW aX fZW egUUWee[a`' IZW `WYSf[hW SebWUf [e fZSf fZW
fdWSf[We aX fZW bdWVWUWeead HfSfW% [` fgd`% UWSeW Sgfa_Sf[US^^k fa Sbb^k [` dWebWUf aX fZW
fWdd[fadk' IZW dg^W fZge Seeg_We S e[_b^W egTef[fgf[a` aX a`W fdWSfk dWY[_W Xad S`afZWd% S`V
VW`[We S^faYWfZWd S`k egUUWee[a` [` dWebWUf aX fdWSf[We'p/.

IZW dWSea` Xad `WhWdfZW^Wee @C9AJ;@C> I?< PBDK@C> IG<7IN =GDCI@<GHQ GJA< @C I?<
6@<CC7 0DCK<CI@DC DC 3I7I< 3J99<HH@DC @C 4G<7I@<H iSe fZW XSUf fZSf fZW ^Si aX
HfSfW egUUWee[a` [e _S[`^k Ua`UWd`WV i[fZ fZW WjUWbf[a`e fa fZW dg^W' IZWdWXadW% [f
iSe Ua`e[VWdWV `WUWeeSdk fa [`U^gVW fZW m_ah[`Y fdWSfk Xda`f[Wden dg^W Se S TSe[U
bdah[e[a` aX fZW ^Si aX HfSfW egUUWee[a` [` fZW ebWU[S^ Ua`hW`f[a`'//
IZW [`fdaVgUf[a` aX fZW dg^W [` fZW K[W``S 8a`hW`f[a` a` HfSfW HgUUWee[a` [`
IdWSf[We% ZaiWhWd% VaWe `af _WS` fZSf fZW dg^W [e `af @BEA@9@IAN @C9AJ;<; @C /GI '.
Se iW^^' IZW iadV[`Y aX 6df +2 VaWe `af _W`f[a` fZW dg^W Wjb^[U[f^k% Tgf [f VaWe `af
WjU^gVW [f W[fZWd' ?` XSUf% [X fZW m_ah[`Y fdWSfk Xda`f[Wden dg^W iSe `af [`U^gVWV [`
6df +2% S fdWSfk iag^V a`^k TW T[`V[`Y gba` WSUZ HfSfWe FSdf[We [` dWebWUf aX [fe
fWdd[fadk Sf fZW f[_W aX fZW Ua`U^ge[a` aX fZW fdWSfk'/0 IZW [`fW`f[a` aX 6df +2%
ZaiWhWd% [e `af fa mXdWWlWn fZW fWdd[fad[S^ eUabW aX S fdWSfk Sf fZW f[_W aX [fe W`fdk [`fa
XadUW% Tgf fa bdah[VW Xad fZW Sbb^[USf[a` aX fZW dW^WhS`f fdWSfk a` fZW oW`f[dWp
fWdd[fadk aX WSUZ HfSfWe FSdf[We' IZ[e [e a`^k baee[T^W [X YWaYdSbZ[US^ UZS`YWe
SXXWUf[`Y fZW HfSfWe FSdf[We SdW fS]W` [`fa SUUag`f'/1 IZWdWXadW% fZW Xad_g^S o[fe
W`f[dW fWdd[fadkp [e ID 8< G<7; 7H P@IH <CI@G< I<GG@IDGN 7I 7CN >@K<C I@B<Q'/2
LZWdWSe fZW ^Si a` HfSfW egUUWee[a` [`ha]We fZW m_ah[`Y fdWSfk Xda`f[Wden dg^W
Xda_ fZW HfSfWne bWdebWUf[hW #! CD +/$% fZW ^Si aX fdWSf[We ^aa]e Sf fZW dg^W Xda_
fZW fdWSfkne bWdebWUf[hW' IZWdWXadW% WhW` fZagYZ [fe Ua`fW`f VaWe `af UZS`YW% fZW
U[dUg_eUd[bf[a` aX fZW dg^W [e `WUWeeSd[^k S V[XXWdW`f a`W' IZW dg^W Se W_TaV[WV [`
6df +2 efSfWe fZSf 7CN I<GG@IDG@7A 9?7C>< 7==<9I@C> 7 3I7I<H 27GI@<H 7=I<G I?< <CIGN
@CID =DG9< D= 7 IG<7IN 7AI<GH I?< IG<7IN =GDCI@<GH'0) DW[fZWd fZW fdWSfk dWY[_W [feW^X
`ad fZW `g_TWd ad [VW`f[fk aX fZW HfSfWe FSdf[We [e SXXWUfWV' E`^k fZW fWdd[fad[S^ eUabW
aX fZW fdWSfk UZS`YWe% e[`UW [f VWbW`Ve a` fZW YWaYdSbZ[US^ WjbS`e[a` aX fZW HfSfWe
FSdf[We'
4<GG@IDG@7A 9?7C><H B7N ?7K< B7CN G<7HDCH' JegS^^k% !hW V[XXWdW`f _aVWe aX%
SUcg[e[f[a` S`V ^aee aX fWdd[fadk SdW V[ef[`Yg[eZWV3 aUUgbSf[a` aX M>KK9 GNEEBNL%
egT\gYSf[a`% SUUdWf[a`% bdWeUd[bf[a` S`V UWee[a`'0* Ha_Wf[_We% WebWU[S^^k [` fZW
^SffWd USeW% fZW fWdd[fad[S^ UZS`YW [e dWYg^SfWV Tk S fdWSfk' HgUZ S fdWSfk _Sk W[fZWd
U^Sd[Xk g`UWdfS[` Tag`VSd[We ad bdah[VW Xad S UWee[a` aX fWdd[fadk' 6`afZWd WhW`f fZSf
/.

HG 69E=H<D HWUa`V GWbadf a` HgUUWee[a` [` GWebWUf aX IdWSf[We P*2/2&??Q NT?B8 .+'
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&H>AKBG@ #` .$ -12'
/1
HWW fZW Ua`fd[Tgf[a` aX %9F9K9 a` fZW VdSXf aX fZW 8a`hW`f[a` a` fZW HgUUWee[a` aX HfSfWe [`
GWebWUf aX IdWSf[We% P*20+&?Q NT?B8 --3 oH[`UW fZSf Sdf[U^W efSfWV fZSf S fdWSfk iSe T[`V[`Y gba`
WSUZ bSdfk m[` dWebWUf aX [fe W`f[dW fWdd[fadkn% [f Xa^^aiWV fZSf% [X fZW fWdd[fadk aX S bSdfk fa S fdWSfk
iSe WjfW`VWV% fZW fdWSfk iag^V Sbb^k fa fZW WjfW`VWV fWdd[fadk'p
/2
H[_[^Sd^k -E>BG #` ,$ 2-+'
0)
&H>AKBG@ #` .$ -124 -E>BG #` ,$ 2-+4 #D>ANKLM #` .$ 22*'
0*
/0 3A9P ?`fWd`Sf[a`S^ BSi #+)),$ -*0'
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FSdf ???'

ETeWdhS`UW% 6bb^[USf[a` S`V ?`fWdbdWfSf[a` aX IdWSf[We

W`fS[^e fWdd[fad[S^ UZS`YWe [e HfSfW egUUWee[a`'0+ @gd[ebdgVW`UW aX [`fWd`Sf[a`S^
Uagdfe dWYSdV[`Y fZW m_ah[`Y fdWSfk Xda`f[Wdn dg^W fa TW Sbb^[WV [` fZWeW USeWe
VaWe `af Wj[ef' >aiWhWd% fZWdW SdW _S`k WjS_b^We aX HfSfWe bdSUf[UW'
E`W WjS_b^W [e fZW USeW aX DWiXag`V^S`V% S 7d[f[eZ Va_[`[a` iZ[UZ TWUS_W S bdah[`UW aX
8S`SVS [` *2-2' 8a`UWd`[`Y fZW fWdd[fad[S^ eUabW aX fZW fdWSf[We Ua`U^gVWV Tk 8S`SVS fZW
8S`SV[S` YahWd`_W`f% [f iSe efSfWV fZSf oDWiXag`V^S`V TWUS_W bSdf aX 8S`SVS Tk S Xad_
aX UWee[a` S`V fZSf% Ua`eWcgW`f^k% [` SUUadVS`UW i[fZ fZW Sbbdabd[SfW dg^We aX [`fWd`Sf[a`S^
^Si P! ! !Q DWiXag`V^S`V TWUS_W Tag`V Tk fdWSfk aT^[YSf[a`e aX YW`WdS^ Sbb^[USf[a` fa
8S`SVSp'0,

(&

IZW m_ah[`Y fdWSfk Xda`f[Wden dg^W% ZaiWhWd% S^ea ZSe 9<GI7@C A@B@IH' 9WbW`V[`Y
a` fZW aT\WUf ad fZW bgdbaeW aX fZW fdWSfk% S fWdd[fad[S^ UZS`YW _Sk dW`VWd [fe
WjWUgf[a` [_baee[T^W' ?` fZ[e USeW% fZW dg^W VaWe `af Sbb^k'
6df +/ >SdhSdV 9dSXf faa] [`fa SUUag`f fZWeW ^[_[fe' ?f dWSV3 o6 UZS`YW [` fZW fWdd[fad[S^
Va_S[` aX S HfSfW% iZWfZWd Tk SVV[f[a` ad ^aee aX fWdd[fadk% VaWe `af% [` YW`WdS^% VWbd[hW fZW
HfSfW aX d[YZfe ad dW^[WhW [f aX aT^[YSf[a`e g`VWd S fdWSfk% g`^Wee fZW WjWUgf[a` aX fZW fdWSfk
TWUa_We [_baee[T^W Se S dWeg^f aX fZW UZS`YW'p0-

('

IdWSf[We bdah[V[`Y Xad S` aT\WUf[hW fWdd[fad[S^ dWY[_W% egUZ Se VW_[^[fSd[lSf[a`
fdWSf[We% _Sk eWdhW Se S` WjS_b^W' ?X S HfSfWe FSdf[We ^aeWe fZW fWdd[fadk [` cgWef[a`% [f
`a ^a`YWd ZSe fZW USbSU[fk fa Sbb^k fZW fdWSfk' ?` egUZ S USeW% fZW bdah[e[a` a` fZW
[_baee[T[^[fk aX bWdXad_S`UW #! 6df /*$ _Sk TW [`ha]WV' IZW HfSfW Ua`UWd`WV
_Sk fWd_[`SfW ad i[fZVdSi Xda_ fZW fdWSfk' IZW aT^[YSf[a`e iZ[UZ [f ZSV fa Xg^!^
UWSeW fa Wj[ef S`V _Sk a`^k TW fdS`eXWddWV fa S`afZWd HfSfW SUUadV[`Y fa fZW ^Si aX
HfSfW egUUWee[a`'0.
?` 3I7I<H EG79I@9<% WebWU[S^^k iZW` S fWdd[fad[S^ UZS`YW [e USdWXg^^k b^S``WV% fZW
fWdd[fad[S^ eUabWe aX WSUZ aX fZW fdWSf[We Ua`U^gVWV Tk fZW HfSfWe [`ha^hWV [` S
fWdd[fad[S^ UZS`YW SdW VWfWd_[`WV [` VWfS[^'0/ LZW` >a`Y Aa`Y TWUS_W S HbWU[S^
6V_[`[efdSf[hW GWY[a` aX 8Z[`S i[fZ WXXWUf aX * @g^k *220% fZW YahWd`_W`fe aX
8Z[`S S`V fZW J`[fWV A[`YVa_ eW`f S `afW fa fZW HWUdWfSdk&=W`WdS^ VWfWd_[`[`Y fZW
Sbb^[USf[a` aX fdWSf[We fa fZW fWdd[fadk aX >a`Y Aa`Y' ?` *21-% 8Z[`S S`V fZW J`[fWV
A[`YVa_ ZSV SYdWWV fZSf >a`Y Aa`Y iag^V W`\ak S Z[YZ VWYdWW aX Sgfa`a_k%
WjUWbf [` XadW[Y` S`V VWXW`UW SXXS[de% iZ[UZ iag^V TW fZW dWeba`e[T[^[fk aX 8Z[`S'
<gdfZWd_adW% [`fWd`Sf[a`S^ SYdWW_W`fe fa iZ[UZ 8Z[`S iSe `af S bSdfk Tgf iZ[UZ

0+

E`W aX fZW XWi SgfZade fa ba[`f agf fZW U^aeW dW^Sf[a`eZ[b TWfiWW` fWdd[fad[S^ UZS`YWe S`V HfSfW
egUUWee[a` [e 27 ,>GGBG@L =W`WdS^ 8agdeW a` Fd[`U[b^We aX ?`fWd`Sf[a`S^ BSi #*2/0$ *+* GV8
--)q--*'
0,
#*2/1$ / 8S`N?B +0/'
0HWW >SdhSdV 9dSXf /.0 >M L>J'
0.
HWW -E>BG #` ,$ 2-,'
0/
<ad XgdfZWd WjS_b^We aX HfSfWe bdSUf[UW [` fZW USeW aX S fdS`eXWd aX fWdd[fadk% eWW #/, *>BCF9GL
IZW DWfZWd^S`Ve S`V HfSfW HgUUWee[a` i[fZ GWYSdV fa IdWSf[We [` *( O9G 19GANQL #WV$ ?`fWd`S&
f[a`S^ BSi [` fZW DWfZWd^S`Ve #*201$ -).% -*) >M L>J'
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iWdW [_b^W_W`fWV [` >a`Y Aa`Y iag^V Ua`f[`gW fa TW [_b^W_W`fWV [` >a`Y Aa`Y'00
IZWdWXadW% fZW `afW dWSV Se Xa^^aie3
o?' IZW fdWSf[We ^[efWV [` 6``Wj ? fa fZ[e DafW% fa iZ[UZ fZW FWab^Wne GWbgT^[U aX 8Z[`S [e S
bSdfk% i[^^ TW Sbb^[WV fa fZW >a`Y Aa`Y HbWU[S^ 6V_[`[efdSf[hW GWY[a` i[fZ WXXWUf Xda_ *
@g^k *220 Se fZWk3
#[$ SdW Sbb^[WV fa >a`Y Aa`Y TWXadW * @g^k *2204 ad
#[[$ XS^^ i[fZ[` fZW USfWYadk aX XadW[Y` SXXS[de ad VWXW`UW ad% ai[`Y fa fZW[d `SfgdW S`V
bdah[e[a`e% _gef Sbb^k fa fZW W`f[dW fWdd[fadk aX S HfSfW4 ad
#[[[$ SdW `af Sbb^[WV fa >a`Y Aa`Y TWXadW * @g^k *220 Tgf i[fZ dWebWUf fa iZ[UZ [f ZSe TWW`
VWU[VWV fa Sbb^k fZW_ fa fZW >a`Y Aa`Y HbWU[S^ 6V_[`[efdSf[hW GWY[a` i[fZ WXXWUf
Xda_ fZSf VSfW #VW`afWV Tk S` SefWd[e] [` 6``Wj ?$'
??' IZW fdWSf[We ^[efWV [` 6``Wj ?? fa fZ[e DafW% fa iZ[UZ fZW FWab^Wne GWbgT^[U aX 8Z[`S
[e `af kWf S bSdfk S`V iZ[UZ Sbb^k fa >a`Y Aa`Y TWXadW * @g^k *220% i[^^ Ua`f[`gW fa Sbb^k
fa fZW >a`Y Aa`Y HbWU[S^ 6V_[`[efdSf[hW GWY[a` i[fZ WXXWUf Xda_ * @g^k *220'
IZW bdah[e[a`e aX fZW ?`fWd`Sf[a`S^ 8ahW`S`f a` 8[h[^ S`V Fa^[f[US^ G[YZfe S`V fZW
?`fWd`Sf[a`S^ 8ahW`S`f a` ;Ua`a_[U% HaU[S^ S`V 8g^fgdS^ G[YZfe Se Sbb^[WV fa >a`Y Aa`Y
eZS^^ dW_S[` [` XadUW TWY[``[`Y Xda_ * @g^k *220'p01

?` 97H<H D= 3I7I< HJ99<HH@DC" fZW m_ah[`Y fdWSfk Xda`f[Wden dg^W S`V fZW ^Si a`
HfSfW egUUWee[a` SdW gegS^^k Sbb^[WV e[_g^fS`Wage^k' 6 YaaV WjS_b^W [e fZW dWg`[!&
USf[a` aX =Wd_S`k' IZW =Wd_S` 9W_aUdSf[U GWbgT^[U #=9G$ UWSeWV fa Wj[ef Se
S eahWdW[Y` HfSfW% S`V [fe fWdd[fadk iSe [`fWYdSfWV [`fa fZW <WVWdS^ GWbgT^[U aX
=Wd_S`k #<G=$'02 <da_ fZW ba[`f aX h[Wi aX fZW <G= S` W`^SdYW_W`f aX
[fe fWdd[fadk faa] b^SUW' 6f fZW eS_W f[_W% fZW <G= TWUS_W fZW egUUWeead HfSfW
aX fZW =9G'
8a`eWcgW`f^k% fZW J`[!USf[a` IdWSfk1) bdah[VWV Xad fia V[XXWdW`f dg^We' 6df ** Sbb^[WV fZW
m_ah[`Y fdWSfk Xda`f[Wden dg^W Tk efSf[`Y fZSf fdWSf[We Ua`U^gVWV Tk fZW <G=% WjUWbf Xad ea_W
SYdWW_W`fe ^[efWV [` S` S``Wj% TWUS_W T[`V[`Y gba` fZW fWdd[fadk aX fZW Xad_Wd =9G
#m_ah[`Y fdWSfk Xda`f[Wden dg^W$' 6df *+ VWS^f i[fZ fZW fdWSf[We Ua`U^gVWV Tk fZW Xad_Wd
=9G' ?f efSfWV fZSf fZW <G= iag^V W`fWd [`fa Ua`eg^fSf[a` i[fZ WSUZ a`W aX fZW HfSfWe
FSdf[We [` adVWd fa VWU[VW faYWfZWd a` fZW Ua`f[`gSf[a`% S_W`V_W`f ad Wjf[`Uf[a` aX fZW
fdWSfk [` cgWef[a` #ebWU[S^ dg^We a` HfSfW egUUWee[a`$'1*
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<ad XgdfZWd [`Xad_Sf[a`% eWW 2 /NLAD9M IZW ?`fWd`Sf[a`S^ BWYS^ HfSfge aX >a`Y Aa`Y g`VWd Faef&
IdS`e[f[a`S^ Gg^W #*210$ *) >agefa` @?B *% *- >M L>J'
01
BWffWd aX Daf[!USf[a` aX IdWSf[We 6bb^[UST^W fa >a`Y Aa`Y SXfWd * @g^k *220% 9Wbae[fWV Tk fZW
=ahWd`_W`f aX fZW FWab^Wne GWbgT^[U aX 8Z[`S i[fZ fZW HWUdWfSdk&=W`WdS^ aX fZW J`[fWV DSf[a`e
a` +) @g`W *220% ,/ ?BC */0.$
02
<ad XgdfZWd VWfS[^e% eWW - *9BE;KHGG>K BWYS^ 6ebWUfe aX fZW J`[!USf[a` aX fZW Iia =Wd_S`
HfSfWe #*22*$ + ;@?B *1q-*'
1)
*22) IdWSfk TWfiWW` fZW <WVWdS^ GWbgT^[U aX =Wd_S`k S`V fZW =Wd_S` 9W_aUdSf[U GWbgT^[U a`
fZW ;efST^[eZ_W`f aX =Wd_S` J`[fk ,) ?BC -.0'
1*
<ad XgdfZWd VWfS[^e Ua`UWd`[`Y fZW Sbb^[USf[a` aX 6df *+% eWW & 19I>G?NV IZW <SfW aX fZW
?`fWd`Sf[a`S^ IdWSf[We aX fZW =9G L[fZ[` fZW <dS_Wiad] aX =Wd_S` J`[!USf[a` #*221$ 2+ 6@?B
-/2q-11'
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6df +2 a`^k Ua`UWd`e fZW T[`V[`Y XadUW aX S fdWSfk gba` fZW fWdd[fadk aX fZW HfSfWe
FSdf[We' ?f C<@I?<G G<>JA7I<H CDG <M9AJ;<H I?< <MIG7#I<GG@IDG@7A H9DE< aX fdWSf[We'
;hW` fZagYZ _S`k _W_TWde aX fZW ?B8 egYYWefWV [`U^gV[`Y S bdah[e[a` a` fZ[e
fab[U% fZW ?B8 VWU[VWV fa ^WShW egUZ cgWef[a`e Se[VW' ?f efSfWV fZSf3
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Convention on the Law of Treaties. In article 73, the
Vienna Convention stated that its provisions did not
prejudge any question that might arise in regard to
a treaty from, inter alia, a succession of States. Although a succession, considered as a juridical fact,
was not governed by the Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties, the latter nevertheless applied to
any question relating to the validity of a treaty. From
a purely legal point of view, therefore, the article under discussion was unnecessary, but it provided a
useful clarification.
IO. The juridical technique used in drawing up article 73 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties and the article under discussion was not
new. The participants at the United Nations Conference on Diplomatic Intercourse and Immunities
(Vienna, 1961) had debated whether ~ diploma~ic
mission could exercise consular functions. While
some delegations had held that the matter fell within
the competence of another conference, the majority
had subscribed to a Spanish proposal that the Convention on Diplomatic Relations should include a
provision to the effect that the Convention did not
prevent the exercise of consular functions by a diplomatic mission. 1 The United Nations Conference on
Consular Relations (Vienna, 1963) had subsequently
been able to rely on that provision.
11. Mr. SATTAR (Pakistan) said that it was apparent from the explanations provided by the Expert
Consultant that the article under discussion was not
really necessary, since it enunciated a self-evident
rule. Besides, no provision of the draft could be construed as in any way prejudicing any question in regard to the validity of a treaty. Still his delegation
had no objection to the inclusion of article 13 in the
draft. He would like to make two points, however.
12. Firstly, the subject of the validity of treaties was
dealt with extensively in articles 46 to 53 of the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties; those articles codified the rules concerning factors which
might invalidate a treaty under that Convention. The
factors in question related to objective criteria which
did not by any means confer upon a State the right
to declare unilaterally that a treaty was invalid. Secondly, a succession of States did not provide occasion for questioning the validity of a treaty. It was
not possible to invoke the rebus sic stantibus rule as
embodied in article 62, paragraph 2, subparagraph (a)
of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties in
order to terminate a pre-existing treaty establishing a
boundary. Just as a succession did not legalize a
boundary established by an invalid treaty, so it could
not invalidate a boundary established by a valid
treaty.
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13. The CHAIRMAN noted that no other representative wished to express any views on article 13 and
said that unless there was any objection, he would
take it th~t the Committee decided to adopt article 13
provisionally and refer it to the Drafting Committee.
It was so decided. 2
ARTICLE 14 (Succession in respect of part of territory)
14. Mr. KOECK (Holy See) said that, in principle,
he approved article 14 since the rules it expressed appeared to be firmly established in customary international law.
15. During the discussion on article 3, concerning
cases not within the scope of the proposed convention the delegation of the Holy See had expressed
rese~ations regarding the wholesale application of articles of the draft to all treaties of whatever character. 3 In its view, article 3 could not bring about the
unconditional application of any rule of the draft convention to international treaties which the Holy See
concluded with States on religious matters i.e., without their special character being taken into account.
The Holy See reserved for itself the right to examine
individually each case that concerned a concordat.
Consequently, the rules laid down in article 14 could
not, through the door opened by article 3, apply to
a concordatory regime. Concordats were closely related to the ecclesiastical structure of a particular region and that structure could not be modified by the
simple fact that part of the territory of a State became part of the territory of another State. _It was because of that territorial aspect that the movmg treatyfrontiers rule could not apply to concordats. The concordatory regime applicable in part of a territory before the transfer of that territory could not cease to
apply to it, just as the concordatory regime existing
in the successor State could not be extended to the
transferred part of territory.
16. The position of the Holy See was supported b_y
international practice. Thus in 1871, when the terntories of Alsace and Lorraine had been ceded by
France to the German Empire, the concordatory regime instituted in the concordat betwee~ the Ho~y
See and France in 1801 had continued m force m
those territories. When Alsace and Lorraine had been
returned to France after the First World War, the
same concordatory regime had remained applicable
even though in the meantime the concordat of 1_801
had ceased to constitute the ground for the relationship between Church and State in France. Other examples could be adduced to show that the rules contained in article 14 were not applicable to concordats.
17. In conclusion he said that the delegation of the
Holy See did not ~bject to article 14 provided it was

1 See article 3, paragraph 2 of the Vienna Convention on
Diplomatic Relations, in United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 500,

p.

98.

2 For resumption of the discussion of article JJ, see )4th meeting, paras. 1-2.
J See above, 4th meeting, paras. 1-2.
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understood that the article could not be applicable to
concordats through the operation of article 3.
18. Mr. T ABIBI (Afghanistan) said that the rule
contained in article 14 was again closely connected
with article 6, which restricted the scope of the proposed convention to lawful situations, and with the
saving clauses contained in articles 38 and 39 concerning the outbreak of hostilities and military occupation. In accordance with State practice, article 14
should only apply to lawful transfers of territory from
one State to another, and it was subject to the principle of self-determination of the people residing in
the territory where the change of sovereignty occurred. As the transfer of territory must be lawful,
article 14 was also linked to article 13, relating to the
validity of treaties.
19. In his view, it would be better if article 14 were
included among the general provisions, i.e. in part I
of the draft convention, so that it would be covered
by articles 6 and 13. He would be interested to hear
the comments of the Expert Consultant and of other
delegations on that suggestion. His delegation would
then concur with the view of the majority.
20. Mr. STEEL (United Kingdom) said that the substance of article 14 was acceptable but he had reservations about the wording of the clause in subparagraph (b) concerning the incompatibility of the application of a treaty with its object and purpose. An
analogous clause was to be found in a dozen or so
provisions elsewhere in the draft. The clause had resulted from the combining of two provisions of the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, to be
found in article 19, on formulation of reservations,
and article 62, on fundamental change of circumstances, respectively. Such a combination gave rise to
some technical difficulties. He wondered whether the
proposed convention should use, in a somewhat different context, wording which concerned the formulation of reservations to a treaty and whether it
might not be better to have recourse to other criteria.
Referring to that part of the article which dealt with
fundamental change of circumstances, he pointed out
that the criterion appearing in article 62 of the Convention of 1969 differed slightly from the criterion
which appeared in the corresponding wording of article 14. That might give rise to confusion especially
in circumstances when both provisions might apply
to the same treaty. It might be that no better formulation was possible, but an effort should nevertheless
be made to devise an improved text.
21. In any event, whether the wording of article 14,
subparagraph (b) could be improved or not, the idea
underlying it appeared to depend on criteria that were
too vague, and therefore disputes might arise. That
was a further reason for including in due course a
provision on the settlement of disputes.
22. Mr. BEDJAOUI (Algeria) said that he had no
difficulty in accepting the rule stated in article 14,
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but he was worried by a problem which concerned
the different kinds of succession. Part II of the draft,
in which article 14 had been included, dealt with a
particular type of succession, i.e. succession in respect of part of a territory. The case envisaged was
that of a State ceding part of its territory to a neighbouring State. But article 14 covered not only that
case but also an entirely different one, namely the
case where "any territory, not being part of the territory of a State, for the international relations of
which that State is responsible, becomes part of the
territory of another State". That was the case where
a dependent territory achieved decolonization not by
becoming independent, but by being incorporated
into a State that already existed. From the standpoint
of purely juridical logic, those two hypotheses had
nothing in common.
23. For a predecessor State to be able to cede part
of its territory to a successor State, it must of necessity own that part. I;:Iowever, the territory of a dependent country was not the property of the administering Power, except perhaps according to the nineteenth century fiction of a colonial law, which was
now completely out of date. The unfortunate assimilation of the two hypotheses in article 14 appeared to
revive that fiction. As it appeared from contemporary
international law and particularly from the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning
Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in
accordance with the Charter of the United Nations
(General Assembly resolution 2625 (XXV), the territory of a dependent country remained separate and
distinct from that of the administering Power.
24. In his opinion, cases of succession in which a
territory achieved decolonization by free and orderly
incorporation into a neighbouring State should be
dealt with in a different part of the proposed convention. It should be remembered that, at its last session, the International Law Commission had reverted
to its earlier decisions in regard to the classification
of types of succession in its study on succession of
States in respect of matters other than treaties.
25. Mr. KEARNEY (United States of America) said
that the draft convention contained a whole series of
articles in which the application of a treaty depended
on whether such application "would be incompatible
with its object and purpose or would radically change
the conditions for the operation of the treaty". Those
conditions applied to both bilateral and multilateral
treaties. The application of provisions of such a nature raised problems, because in many cases it was
difficult to determine the object and purpose of a
treaty. Some treaties had multiple objects and purposes and the application of the treaty under certain
circumstances might be in accord with some of those
objects and purposes but not with others. Friendship,
commerce and navigation treaties, for example, generally had the object and purpose of improving relations between the parties, particularly in the field of
commerce and trade. Many such treaties contained
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provisions whose object and purpose was to place citizens of State A residing in State B in the same position as citizens of State B in regard to a number of
commercial activities. If State B acquired a territory
that had a different economic structure or level of
development, the application of the national treatment might not be compatible with the general object
and purpose of a friendship, commerce and navigation treaty. It was probable, however, that other activities provided for in the agreement, such as the
establishment of consular activities in the new territory, would be compatible with the object and purpose of the treaty. State B, of course, might claim
that the application of the treaty to the newly acquired territory would be contrary to its object and
purpose or radically change the conditions for its application, while State A asserted the contrary.
26. Although the draft articles contained conditions
for the application of treaties already in force to new
situations resulting from a succession of States, they
did not make any provision for what was to be done
when a difference of that kind arose. Even if that
purely procedural matter could be settled, and his
delegation would be introducing an article to that effect in due course, serious insoluble problems would
nevertheless remain. Those problems arose not only
with regard to acquisition of territory, under article 14, but were also raised by articles 16, 17, 18, 26,
29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36. As those articles
were among the most important provisions of the
draft convention, the complete absence of any procedure for dealing with possible objections to the application of a treaty in the case of a succession was a
serious weakness. At best, the Conference could only
add articles to solve some of those problems, otherwise it would have to embark on a task that would
prevent it from completing its work.
27. The questions concerning the procedure for raising objections were relatively simple in comparison
with the questions raised by the substantive effects
of an objection. Some articles raised even more problems than article 14 in that respect. In the case of a
uniting of States under article 30, for example, if
predecessor State A was party to a copyright convention to which predecessor State B was not a party,
the unified State AB would, under article 30, maintain the copyright convention in force in the territory
of former State A but not in that of former State B.
If publishing houses in territory A then transferred
much of their activity to territory B and State X objected that, as a result, the application of the copyright convention in territory A of State AB was incompatible with the object and purpose of the convention and radically changed the conditions for the
operation of the treaty, what would be the effect of
the objection? Should the copyright convention be
suspended in its entirety throughout State AB? That
hypothetical situation, along with many others, illustrated how difficult it was to determine the consequences of objecting to the application of the treaty
and to work out the relevant rules.
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28. The value of the proposed convention on succession of States in respect of treaties would be considerably diminished if no provision was made for
solving the problems of objection to the application
of a treaty. In his view, the best remedy would be to
provide a workable and efficient system for settling
disputes. Without such a system, newly independent
States, successor States and States that had made territorial adjustments could find themselves in situations where it was completely unclear to them
whether treaties did or did not apply in whole or in
part to a part or the whole of their territories.
29. As the problem of objections to the application
of treaties could give rise to serious differences
among States concerning the interpretation and application of the Convention, a method of settling disputes should be adopted which was equitable, easily
workable and broadly acceptable to States. The major
difficulty was that of acceptability, since States' views
differed widely with regard to what system of settling
disputes should be selected. Some States favoured recourse to the International Court of Justice; others
preferred arbitration or conciliation procedures, or
leaving the entire subject to diplomatic negotiations.
It was obviously impossible to satisfy all States, but
it should be possible to devise a body of acceptable
rules by turning to methods adopted by recent conferences in which a great many States had participated.
30. Mr. TREVIRANUS (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he fully endorsed the substance of
article 14, which codified the moving treaty-frontiers
rule, since that rule was applied in international practice and could be regarded as belonging to customary
international law. Article 14 corresponded to article
29 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties,
which dealt with the territorial scope of treaties and
stipulated that "a treaty is binding upon each party
in respect of its entire territory"-including newly
acquired parts of its territory. The International Law
Commission had been right to include that generally
recognized rule in the draft articles. In his view, the
question whether the case covered by article 14 was
a genuine case of succession of States or simply a
transfer of territory was a secondary one, which
the International Law Commission had answered in
paragraph (3) of its commentary to the article
(A/CONF.80/4, p. 49).
31. The words "becomes part of the territory of another State" in the opening portion of article 14 described the transfer of a territory factually, in keeping
with the definition in article 2, paragraph 1, subparagraph (b) to the effect that " ·succession of States'
means the replacement of one State by another in the
responsibility for the international relations of territory". It was quite obvious that the answer to the
question of the legality of a transfer of territory
should not be sought in the draft convention. It was
likely that, in most future cases involving article 14,
the transfer of a territory would be the result of an
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agreement between the States concerned and would
therefore be of a contractual nature.
32. It might be asked then why article 14 did not
contain one of the usual clauses providing for derogation from the established rules in cases where the
parties agreed on different rules or wh~re the. trea~y
provided otherwise. Such clauses made 1t possible, 1~
the case of general or individual consent or even tacit
agreement, to derogate from the residuary rules of a
convention. It was conceivable in the case of article 14 that, owing to agreements concluded between
the predecessor State and the successor State, the
predecessor State would continue to h~ve finan~ial
obligations in respect of the ceded temtory. Article
14 did not exclude that possibility and, in general,
the draft articles did not set out to establish peremptory rules from which there could be no derogation
by the freely expressed consent on the parties concerned. Nevertheless, the Drafting Committee
should wherever necessary, add clauses allowing
derogation from the rules of the Co~ventio~ i~ the
parties so agreed, or else systematically ehmmate
such clauses from the entire draft in order to avoid
any misunderstanding.
33. The exception proviso in subparagraph (b) of a.rticle 14 had been formulated in the same manner m
11 other articles of the draft convention. By such a
formula the International Law Commission had intended 'as stated in paragraph (14) of its commentary
to arti~le 14, "to lay down an international objective
legal test of compatibility which, if applied in good
faith should provide a reasonable, flexible and practical 'rule", and which would make it possible to
"take account of the interests of all the States concerned and to cover all possible situations and all
kinds of treaties" (ibid.. p. 51). Obviously, however,
as the interests of States were not always identical,
such provisos would inevitably give rise to divergent
interpretations.
34. Provision should therefore be made for a procedure for the application of those provisos in the
event of a dispute. There would undoubtedly be disputes about the criteria to be employed in deter~in
ing whether the application of a treaty to a territory
would be incompatible with its object and purpose or
would radically change the conditions for the operation of the treaty. Settlement of disputes was consequently the indispensable corollary ~o the saving
clauses appearing in the draft convention. The compatibility criterion had first been applied by the International Court of Justice in a genocide case; also, articles 62 and 66 of the Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties should be seen in conjunction with
each other.
35. Concerning the second part of the proviso, he
noted that the formula used in subparagraph (b) of
article 14-" would radically change the conditions

for the operation of the treaty"--differed from that
in article 62, paragraph 1, subparagraph (b) of the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, from
which only the word "radically" had been taken. He
wondered whether the new formula should be interpreted differently from the old one a.nd w~ether it
would be feasible, in the event of a serious difference
of opinion, to rely on one interpretation rather than
the other. It would be best, he thought, to define-both in general and in this particular respect-the relationship that existed between the draft
convention under consideration and the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.
36. In conclusion, he said that the practical applicability of the proposed convention under considerations would depend to a large extent on how the
problem of the provisos was solv~d. H~ felt they
were indispensable, as the draft articles did not provide specific rules for the various types . of trea~y,
apart from articles I4, 11 and 12, and rehed on individual interpretation of the provisos to introduce a
certain amount of flexibility into hard and fast rules.
It was consequently the interpretation of the provisos
that should ensure an equitable solution in doubtful
and controversial cases of succession of States. His
delegation felt that the formula proposed by the !nternational Law Commission for cases of succession
involving part of a territory was acceptable.
37. Mr. HASSAN (Egypt) said that he could accept
article 14 as proposed by the International Law Commission, on the understanding that the article related
only to lawful transfers of territ'!ry and excluded ~II
illegal situations, as the International Law Commission had clearly indicated in its commentary.
38. Mr. KRISHNADASAN (Swaziland) said that he
agreed with the representatives of the United ~ing
dom, the United States and the Federal Repubhc of
Germany that the words "incompatible with .its object and purpose" in subparagraph (b) of article 14
P<>sed certain problems. At the Vienna Conference
on the Law of Treaties, some delegations had opposed the inclusion of the words i~ question in s1;1bparagraph (c) of article 19 of the Vienna Conventton
on the Law of Treaties on the ground that the subjective nature of the clause could give ~ise to divergent interpretations. Furthermore, ~rttcle 19. ~on
cerned the formulation of reservations-a hm1ted
aspect of treaties-whereas the scope of article . 14
was much wider. He therefore proposed the deletion
of the words "would be incompatible with its object
and purpose or", which could give rise to ~ontro
versy. He did not think that would harm article 14,
as the second part of the provis<>--"would radically
change the conditions for the operation of the
treaty"-took account of the first part. He also proposed that the words in question should be deleted
from all the other articles in which they appeared.

The meeting rose at 1 p.m.
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23rd MEETING
Thursday, 21 April 1977, at 3.50 p.m.
Chairman: Mr. RIAD (Egypt)
Consideration of the question of succession of States
in respect of treaties In accordance with resolutions
3496 (XXX) and 31/18 adopted by the General Assembly on IS December 1975 and 24 November 1976
[Agenda item I I] (continued)
ARTICLE I4 (Succession in respect of part of territory)
(continued)
I. Mr. ESTRADA-OYUELA (Argentina) sai~ that
his delegation fully agreed with the representat~ve of
Egypt that article I4 could not refer to an 1lle~al
situation. 1 He was also concerned about the pomt
raised by the representative of Algeria concemin~ the
situation of territories which were not really an mtegral part of the State responsible for their inte~a
tional relations2 but he thought the present wordmg
of the article made adequate provision for such cases.
2. Referring to the possible inclusion in t~e convention of a procedure for the settlement of d1spu~es, he
drew attention to the statement made by his delegation during the debate on article 2.3
3. Mr. EUST A THIADES (Greece) said he foresaw
no very serious objections to article I4, w~ich repeated, albeit in innovative terms, the classical !lotion that the sovereignty of a State increased or diminished with the changes in its territory and that a
treaty to which it was a party could therefore no longer
apply in an area which it had ceded to anothe~ State.
However, article I4 also dealt with the very special case
of territory which became part of a S~ate ot~er
than that which had formerly been responsible for its
international relations. The principles to be applied. in
regard to the validity, for that territory, of th~ treaties
of the State which had formerly represented 1t, would
naturally be the same as in the first case mentio~ed
in the article· but he agreed with the representative
of Algeria th~t it would be preferable if, i~ keeping
with the decision adopted by the International Law
Commission in connexion with its study of succession of States in respect of matters other than treaties the two questions were dealt with in separate
parts of the draft convention. 4
4. With regard to the wording of the article, a ma~
ter of secondary concern was the absence of any cnteria for determining what was the "date of the succession of States", a phrase which appeared for the
I

2
J
4

See
See
See
See
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first time in article I4. The definition of that expression given in article 2, paragraph I, subparagraph (e)
did not explain how the precise moment at which responsibility passed from the predecessor to the successor State was to be identified.
5. Of primary importance was the question of the
derogation from article I 4 permitted by the second
part of subparagraph (b) o.f the article. ~s t~e representative of the United Kingdom had said,5 1t would
be better to word that provision differently, for it was
not only incompatibility with the object and purpose
of the treaty or a radical change in the conditions for
its operation which could constitute grounds for ~n
exception, but also a fundamental_ obstacle to its
implementation extraneous to the circumstances obtaining at the time of its conclusion. He himself,
however could find no better wording than that proposed by the International Law Commission. Moreover the problem was perhaps partly solved by virtue
of the fact that the same clause appeared in other articles of the draft convention.
6. The real difficulty was that the criteria which
States, and particularly third States, would_ ap~ly in
invoking an exception to article I4 would .me~1tably
be subjective, whereas they should be obJect1.ve. In
view of that fact, and of the importance of article I4
for the entire convention, he fully supported the appeal made by the representative of the United States
for the inclusion of provisions relating to the settlement of disputes. 6
7. Mr. MIRCEA (Romania) said that his delegation
had no great objections to the substance of article I4,
but it had at first been surprised to see that part II
of the draft convention consisted solely of that article, the provisions of which were ~losely lin~ed with
those of other articles. He was sllll not quite clear
why article I4 departed from the question of succession of States in respect of treaties to deal with that
of the succession of territories, which, as other delegations had objected, were not subjects of international law.
8. He thought it would be both politically and l~gal
ly more appropriate to deal with the two very different situations covered by the article in separate parts
of the draft convention. In his view, article I 4 should
be read in conjunction with articles 32 and 33 to give
a full picture of the rights and obligations of all the
States involved in a succession: as it stood, the article simply gave a "clean slate" to the predecessor
State and in subparagraph (b), offered an escape
clause to the other parties to the treaties concerned.
9. He thought that better wording could be found
for the phrase "for the international relations of
which that State is responsible".
s See above, 22nd meeting, para. 25.
6

See above, 22nd meeting, paras. JJ-34.
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10. Mr. SETIE CAMARA (Brazil) said that article 14 represented an expression, in its simplest form,
of the principle of "moving treaty frontiers", which,
together with the "clean slate" principle, precluded
the inheritance of treaties of a predecessor by a successor State. The rule provided that a territory undergoing a change of sovereignty, or in other words, a
territory responsibility for the international relations
of which was transferred from one State to another,
passed automatically from the treaty regime of the
predecessor State to that of the successor State. In
fact, the article could be seen as a corollary of article 29 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties, in the sense that treaties were intended to
apply to the whole of the territory of a State, and that
treaties in force in the territory of one State were
not binding in that of another.
11. There were two sides to the rule set out in article 14: a positive statement to the effect that treaties of the successor State automatically began to apply to the territory, as changed, from the date of the
succession; and a negative statement to the effect
that treaties of the predecessor State automatically
ceased to apply to that territory at the same time. It
had been contended that the problem lay outside the
field of succession of States because there was succession only to part of a territory. But paragraph (3)
of the commentary to the article (A/CONF.80/4,
p. 49) made it clear that what was involved was a
"succession of States" in the sense in which that
concept was used in the draft articles, namely, a replacement of one State by another in the responsibility for the international relations of territory.
12. Article 14 was, of course, closely linked to article 6, which limited the application of the draft convention to lawful situations. Similarly, it should be
read together with the saving clauses in articles 38
and 39, which dealt with cases of hostilities and military occupation.
13. O'Connell had contended, in his classic work
State Succession in Municipal Law and International
Law, that "The formulae of the 'clean slate' and
'moving treaty boundaries' tend to transform an interpretative guide into an inflexible criterion, and
hence to prejudge the question both of emancipation
of territory from the predecessor's treaties and of
subjection of it to those of the successor. A rigidly
negative rule with respect to treaty succession will
tend to exaggerate the negative element in State
practice. " 7 The International Law Commission had
drafted article 14 so as to avoid that rigidity, by including in the last part of subparagraph (b) a very
elaborate saving clause based on the principles of articles 29, 61 and 62 of the Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties. That saving clause naturally applied
only to the situation described in the subparagraph in
7 D. P. O'Connell, Stale Succession m Municipal Law and lnternalwnal law. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1967, vol.
II, p. 25.
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which it appeared, since there was no question, in
the circumstances dealt with in subparagraph (a) of
the article, of the application of treaties to the separated territory.
14. His delegation considered article 14 to be one of
the major elements of the draft and had no difficulty
in supporting it in the version proposed by the International Law Commission.
15. Sir Francis VALLAT (Expert Consultant), explaining the formulation of draft article 14, which
dealt with the first case of State succession coming
within the meaning of the draft articles, said that it
had been placed separately in part II because it dealt
with a case which was different from the other cases
of succession of States dealt with in parts III and IV.
That explanation was necessary in view of the suggestion by certain delegations that article 14 should
have been included in the general provisions of part I
of the draft.
16. Referring to the very difficult subject of the
safeguard clause in subparagraph (b), he said that, as
delegations were aware, the International Law Commission had tried to draft articles which were sound
in principle and workable in practice. If it had adopted only the criterion of the "moving treaty frontiers"
principle, the result in some cases would have been
quite unworkable because, on the transfer of part of
a territory from one State to another, the treaty
might have been wholly inapplicable. The International Law Commission had been faced with the
problem of trying to draft a safeguard clause which
would make the "moving treaty frontiers" principle
workable in all cases. In its 1972 draft, the safeguard
clause had referred only to the case where the application of the treaty in the new circumstances would
be incompatible with its object and purpose. In 1974,
the International Law Commission had examined
government comments on that clause with great
care. The matter had been of very great importance
to certain of its members, who had considered various ways of making the wording of the safeguard
clause clearer. They had found, however, that whenever they tried to elaborate the detail of the clause,
the draft became, if anything, even more difficult
and more obscure. The International Law Commission had therefore fallen back on the present wording
of draft article 14, which reflected the language of the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.
17. The last part of the safeguard clause in subparagraph (b) had been inspired by article 62, paragraph l,
of the Vienna Convention, though the words "would
radically change the conditions for the operation of
the treaty" reflected only part of the provisions of
that paragraph, some of which were clearly not applicable to the case of a succession of States dealt with
in draft article 14, because they dealt with a fundamental change of circumstances following the conclusion of a treaty. Thus, there was a real difference between the circumstances dealt with in article 62, para-
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graph 1, of the Vienna Convention and the circumstances dealt with in draft article 14. That difference
justified the wording used in draft article 14, which
looked to the future in the light of the succession of
States that was taking place, while article 62, paragraph l, of the Vienna Convention related to circumstances which were fundamentally different from
those existing at the date of the conclusion of the
treaty.
18. Mr. HELLNERS (Sweden) said that, at the 22nd
meeting, the representative of the Federal Republic
of Germany had suggested that some phrase, such as
"unless the parties otherwise agree", should be
added to the text of draft article 14. 8 His delegation
could not agree that such wording should be included, because it would change the meaning of the
rule laid down in draft article 14. Thus the suggestion made by the representative of the Federal
Republic of Germany was not merely a matter of a
drafting nature and should not be referred to the
Drafting Committee.
19. The safeguard clause now contained in draft article 14, subparagraph (b), had two parts which
seemed to be intended to cover two types of exception. He agreed with the view expressed by the representative of Swaziland9 that there was not a great
deal of difference between those two types of exception and that the commentary did not provide an
adequate explanation of why they were both needed.
20. He therefore proposed that the words "would be
incompatible with its object and purpose or" should
be deleted in order to make the text of the future
convention clearer. That amendment was not intended to change the substance of, or to give a new
meaning to, draft article 14, subparagraph (b).
21. Mr. MARESCA (Italy) said that the explanations provided by the Expert Consultant had helped
to dispel some of his delegation's doubts about draft
article 14. Those explanations would, however, be
reflected only in the records of the Conference and
would not directly benefit those who would subsequently have to apply the provisions of the future
convention.
22. He therefore considered that the wording of
draft article 14 should be improved and made clearer.
It was, as the representative of Greece had pointed
out, one of the most traditional articles in the draft.
Nevertheless, it contained some new elements and it
reflected confusion about the legal meaning of terms.
The introductory part of the article combined two
very different ideas, namely, the idea that part of the
territory of a State became part of the territory of another State and the idea that one State ceased to be
responsible for the international relations of the
territory in question. He did not think that those two
8
9

See above, 22nd meeting, para_ 37.
See above, 22nd meeting, para. 43.
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ideas should be combined in the same phrase because, historically and legally, they were two quite
different things. Moreover, too much concision could
lead to obscurity, which was the worst enemy of the
law. His delegation was therefore of the opinion that
the Drafting Committee should consider the possibility of separating those two ideas.
23. He drew attention to the fact that, in the
French version of the introductory part of draft article 14, a comma should be added after the word
"responsable ", so as to correspond to the English,
Spanish and Russian texts.
24. Referring to subparagraph (b), he said he was
grateful for the Expert Consultant's explanations, but
he still found the present wording unclear and
thought it likely to give rise to confusion and possible misunderstandings.
25. The CHAIRMAN said that the drafting suggestions made by the representative of Italy would be
taken into acount by the Drafting Committee.
26. Mr. ARIFF (Malaysia) said his delegation believed that every treaty had an object and purpose,
without which it might never have been concluded
in the first place. Thus, if a situation arose in which
it was impossible to apply a particular treaty to a territory, or in which its application would defeat the
purpose for which it had been concluded, it was only
right that the treaty should be written off for good.
27. Consequently, his delegation could not support
the Swedish proposal that the words "would be incompatible with its object and purpose" should be
deleted from subparagraph (b) of article 14. It believed that those words were necessary and vital to
the meaning of the article and that the words
"would radically change the conditions for the operation of the treaty" had an entirely different meaning and purpose. The two phrases should both be retained.
28. Mr. AMLIE (Norway) said he agreed with the
representative of Malaysia that the words "would be
incompatible with its object and purpose" should be
retained. Since those words appeared in many other
places in the draft, if the Committee decided to delete them from article 14, it would also have to delete
them from other articles.
29. His delegation considered that draft article 14
should be adopted as it stood, subject to consideration, during the discussion of subsequent draft articles, of the amendment proposed orally by the
representative of Sweden.
30. Mr. MIRCEA (Romania) supported the amendment proposed by the representative of Sweden, because it provided a good means of shortening the
text of several articles. His delegation would have no
difficulty in accepting the safeguard clause in
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subparagraph (b) if it contained only the phrase
"would radically change the conditions for the operation of the treaty", which would adequately cover a
large number of cases, in particular, those involving
newly independent States.
31. Mr. SIEV (Ireland) said that in his delegation's
view the deletion of the words "would be incompatible with its object and purpose" would create a lacuna. His delegation endorsed the Malaysian and
Norwegian representatives' remarks.
32. Perhaps, however, article 14 might be easier to
understand if the words "it appears from the treaty
or is otherwise established that" were deleted from
subparagraph (b); the Drafting Committee might consider that possibility.
33. The CHAIRMAN said that, in the absence of
any objection, the Drafting Committee would be invited to consider the amendment to subparagraph (b)
proposed by the representative of Ireland.
34. He invited the Committee to vote on the oral
amendment proposed by the representative of Sweden· to delete the words "would be incompatible with
its object and purpose or" from subparagraph (b) of
article 14.
The oral amendment proposed by the representative
of Sweden was rejected by 43 votes to 4, with 27 abstentions.
35. The CHAIRMAN said that, if there was no objection, he would take it that the Committee of the
Whole decided to adopt provisionally the text of article 14 as it stood and to refer it to the Drafting
Committee.
It was so decided. 10
ARTICLE 15 (Position in respect of the treaties of the
predecessor State)
36. Mr. RANJEV A (Madagascar) said that his delegation agreed with the substance of article 15, which
was a fundamental provision of the draft convention
by reason of its statement of the "clean slate" principle.
37. The Drafting Committee's attention should perhaps be drawn to the article's wording. The International Law Commission had used a negative form,
which might suggest that it was recommending the
formulation of a new rule to facilitate the progressive
development of international law. His delegation
would applaud such an approach, but it was not
wholly satisfied with the negative form of words,
which suggested hesitancy and meant that the article
stated no self-contained principle, but must be examined in the light of principles to be found elsewhere.
IO For resumption of the discussion of article 14, see 34th meeting, paras. 3-4.
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38. That the "clean slate" principle was universally
and unconditionally accepted was shown not only by
paragraph (3) of the commentary to article 15
(A/CONF.80/4, p. 52), which referred to that principle's traditional character, but also by the numerous
and concordant instances of the practice in most
States, which seemed also to indicate that the socalled continuity rule had hardly withstood the tests
of time and practice.
39. Consequently, his delegation, while congratulating the International Law Commission on its work,
would be pleased if the Drafting Committee could
consider whether a less tentative form of words could
be used to affirm the principle which, as practice had
constantly revealed, was accepted as the fundamental
guideline.
40. Mr. MBACKE (Senegal) said that his delegation
did not question the substance of article 15, which
proclaimed the "clean slate" principle. It was uneasy,
however, about the allusion in the text to the principle of continuity, which entailed a lack of precision
and gave the article an ambivalent character which
ought to be avoided. His delegation would like the
Drafting Committee to seek a form of words to make
it clearer that a newly independent State was not
obliged to maintain a treaty in force.
Mr. Ritter (Switzerland), Vice Chairman, took the
Chair.
41. Mr. SETTE CAMARA (Brazil) said that article 15 was a cornerstone of the whole draft convention, on account of the "clean slate" principle it
enunciated. During the Committee's deliberations on
article 2, his delegation had stated its views on the
meaning and substance of article 15, as well as on
newly independent States, which in its view were
"born free". 11
42. The "clean slate" doctrine derived from two
sources: the principle of self-determination and the
underlying tenor of the Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties, within the framework of which the
set of draft articles under consideration had been prepared by the International Law Commission.
43. As noted in paragraph (3) of the commentary
(ibid.), the "clean slate" rule had been long established in practice; and among the comments of governments, the United States representative, noting
with satisfaction that the Commission had adopted
the "clean slate" principle, had pointed out that "the
United States was probably the first country to have
enunciated that doctrine when it attained independence almost 200 years ago" (A/CONF.80/5, p. 213).
44. The principle became paramount, however, only
on the emergence of a new State; such a State could
not automatically take up the rights and obligations
of the predecessor State. The text of article 15, howll

See above, 3rd meeting, paras_ 45-50.
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PART II
SUCCESSION IN RESPECT OF
PART OF TERRITORY

Article 14. 224

Succeuion in respect of part
of territory

When part of the territory of a State, or when any
territory, not being part of the territory of a State, for the
lntematlonal relations of which that State Is responsible,
becomes part of the territory of another State;
I•) treaties of the predecessor State cease to be In force
In respect of the territory to which the succession of
States relates from the date of the succession of States;

Uld
(b) treaties of the successor State ue In force In respect
of the territory to which the succession of States relates
from the date of the succession of States, unless It appean from the treaty or ls otherwi11e establlshed that the
application of the treaty to that territory would be In·
compatible with Its object and purpo11e or would
radically change the conditions for the operation of the
treaty.
Commentary
(I)_ T~is a_rticle concerns the application of a rule,
which ~s ot_ten ..refer~d to by writers as the "moving
treaty-trontters rule, in cases where territory not itself a
State undergoes a change of sovereignty and the successor State is an already existing State. The article thus
concerns cases which do not involve a union of States or
~erger of one State with another, and equally do not
mvo~ve the emergence of a newly independent State. The
movmg t~aty-fr~ntiers principle also operates in varying
degrees m certam other contexts. But in these other
contexts it functions in conjunction with other rules
while in the cases covered by the present article-the me.,;
add i_tion of a pi~ce o_f territory to an existing State-the
moving ti:eaty-frontters rule appears in pure form.
Although m a sense the rule underlies much of the law
~garding succession of States in respect of treaties, the
present case constitutes a particular category of succession of States, which the Commission considered
should be_ in a separate part. Having regard to its
relevance m other contexts, the Commission decided to
place it in part II of the draft. immediately after the
general provisions in part l.

(2) Shortly stated, the moving treaty-frontiers rule
means. that, _on a territory's undergoing a change of
sovereignty, 1t passes automatically out of the treaty
regime of the predecessor sovereign into the treaty regime of_ t~e successor sovereign. It thus has two aspects,
one positive and ~he oth~r negative. The positive aspect is
that th~ treaties ot . the successor State begin
auton:iat1call_y to apply m respect of the territory in
questto~ as from the dat~ of t~e succession. The negative
aspect 1s that the treaties ot the predecessor State, in
turn. cease automatically to apply in respect of such
territory as from that date.

224 1972 draft, anicle IO.

(3) The rule, since it envisages a simple substitution of
one treaty regime for another, may appear prima facie
not to involve any succession of States in respect df
treaties. Nevertheless the cases covered by the rule do
involve a "succession of States" in the sense that this
concept is used in the present draft articles, namely a
replacement of one State by another in the responsibility
for the international relations of territory. Moreover, the
rule is well established in State practice and is commonly
included by writers among the cases of succession of
States. As to the rationale of the rule, it is sufficient to
refer to the principle embodied in article 29 of the
Vienna Convention under which, unless a different
intention is established. a treaty is binding upon each
party in respect of its entire territory. This means
generally that at any given time a State is bound by a
treaty in respect of any territory of which it is sovereign,
but is equally not bound in respect of territory which it
no longer hold'>.
On the formation of Yugoslavia after the First
World War, the former treaties of Serbia were regarded
as having become applicable to the whole territory of
Yugoslavia. If some have questioned whether it was
correct to treat Yugoslavia as an enlarged Serbia rather
than as a new State, in State practice the situation was
treated as one where the treaties of Serbia should be
regarded as applicable ipso facto in respect of the whole
of Yugoslavia. This seems to have been the implication of
article 12 of the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye so far
as concerns all treaties concluded between Serbia and
the several Principal Allied and Associated Powers. 225
The United States of America afterwards took the
position that Serbian treaties with the United States both
continued to be applicable and extended to the whole of
Yugoslavia, 22" while a number of neutral Powers, including Denmark, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and
Switzerland, also appear to have recognized the continued application of Serbian treaties and their extension
to Yugoslavia. The United States position was made
particularly clear in a memorandum filed by the State
Departmen t as amicus curiae in the case of lvancf'vic v.
Artukovic. 1- 27

(4)

(5) Among more recent examples of the application of
this rule may be mentioned the extension of Canadian
treaties to Newfoundland upon the latter's becoming
part of Canadaf211 the extension of Ethiopian treaties to
Eritrea in 1952, when Eritrea became an autonomous
unit federated with Ethiopia,229 the extension of Indian
225 United Kingdom, Treaty Series (1919), No. 17 [Cmd. 461]
(London, H.M. Stationery Office, 1919), p. 94.
226 See G. H. Hackwonh, Digest of International Law (Washington
D.C., U.S_. Govern~ent Printing Office, 1940-1944), vol. V. pp. 374'.
375; Foreign Relations of the United States (1927) (Washington, D.C,
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1942), vol. III, pp. 842-843.
227 See M. M. Whiteman, Digest of International Law (Washington,
D.C.,_ U.S. Government Printing Office, I %3), vol. 2, pp. 940-945. and
especially at pp. 944-945.
228 See, for example, Yearbook ... 1971. vol. II (Pan Two), pp. 132135, document A/CN.41243, p~ras. 85-101, and ibid., p. 176, document
A/CN.41243/Add" 1, para. 137.
229 See "Summary of the practice of the Secretary-General as
depositary of multilateral agreements" (ST/LEG/7), p 63; and
Yearbook . .. 1970, vol. ll, p. 87, document A/CN.41225, paras. 102·
103. See also Yearbook ... 1971, vol. ll (Pan Two), p. 175. document
A/CN.41243/ Add.I. para. 128.
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treaties to the former French 2JO and Portuguese
possessions on their absorption into India, and the
extension of Indonesian treaties to West Iran after the
transfer of that territory from the Netherlands to Indonesia. 231
(6) Article 14 sets out the two aspects of the moving
treaty-frontiers rule mentioned above. This article, like
the draft articles as a whole, has to be read in conjunction with article 6 which limits the present articles to
lawful situations and with the saving clause of articles 38
and 39 concerning cases of military occupation, etc.
Article 14 is limited to normal changes in the sovereignty
or in the responsibility for the international relations of a
territory. Article 39 makes it plain that the present
article doe~ not cover the case of a military occupant. As
to article 6, although the limitation to lawful situations
applies throughout the draft articles. some members of
the Commission considered it to be of particular importance in the present connexion.
(7) The scope of the article is defined in its opening
phrase which in the 1972 text read as follows: "When
territory under the sovereignty or administration of a
State becomes part of another State:". It was however
observed by Governmer.ts and members of the Commission that. in the first place, such a wording did not
make it sufficiently clear that the article did not apply to
the case of the incorporation of the entire territory of a
State into the territory of an existing State and, in the
second place, that the words "territory . . . under the
administration of a State" should be replaced by an
expression based on the definition of "succession of
States" given in article 2, paragraph I (b ), for the
purposes both of clarity and consistency. The Commission. at its present session, found that there was
substance in those observations and decided to reword
the opening phrase of the article to read: "When part of
the territory of a State, or when any territory, not being
part of the territory of a State, for the international
relations of which that State is responsible, becomes part
or' the territory of another State:"'. The article would thus
not include cases of total incorporation. which would be
covered as instances of the "uniting of States". The
words "or when any territory, not being part of the
territory of a State, for the international relations of
which that State is responsible" have been used in order
to cover cases in which the territory in question was not
under the sovereignty of the predecessor State, but only
under an administerin.f: Power responsible for its international relations. 2 2 Having reached these conclusions, the Commission decided likewise to modify the
title of Part II and of the article by replacing the heading

230 See. for example, Yearbook . .. 1970. vol. II, p. 93, document
A/CN.4/225, paras. 127-128.
231 Ibid., p. 94, paras. 132-133.
232 In this connexion it may be recalled that the principle of equal
rights and self-determination of peoples embodied in the Declaration
on Principles of lnternationaJ Law concerning Friendly Relations and
Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations, approved by resolution 2625 (XXVJ of the General
Assembly, states:
"The establishment of a sovereign and independent State, the
free association or integration with an independent State• or the
emergence into any other political status freely determined by a
people constitute modes of implementing the right of selfdetermination by that people."
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"Transfer of territory" by the heading "Succession in
respect of part of territory."
(8) The Commission was aware that the words
"becomes part of the territory of another State" might
exclude the application of the article as such to a case in
which a dependent territory was transferred from one
administering Power to another. It recognized that such
cases might occur, but observed t)lat they were likely to
be very rare. During the course of the second reading,
other instances of unusual cases were mentioned which
might require the application of special rule~. In general,
the Commission considered that it would be wiser not to
complicate the present draft articles by adding detailed
provisions to cover such cases. In the instance of a
change in the responsibility for the international
relations of a territory from one administering Power to
another, the Commission considered that the moving
treaty-frontiers rule would not necessarily apply. In such
a case, regard should be had to the circumstances in
which the change occurred and so far as necessary the
rules set out in the present articles should be applied by
analogy.
(9) Sub-paragraph (a) of article 14 states the negative
aspect, namely that the treaties of the predecessor State
cease to be in force from the date of the succession of
States in respect of territory which has become part of
another State. From the standpoint of the law of treaties,
this aspect of the rule can be explainea by refuence to
certain principles, such as those governing the te.Titorial
scope of treaties, supervening impossibility of performance or fundamental change of circumstances
(articles 29, 61 and 62 of the Vienna Convention). Accordingly, the rights and obligations under a treaty cease
in respect of territory which is no longer within the
sovereignty or under the responsibility. for its international relations, of the State party concerned. The
only drafting changes made by the Commission in subparagraph (a) at the second reading were the substitution
of the words "the territory to which the succession of
States relates" for the words "that territory", a con~equential change also made in sub-paragraph (b), and
the replacement of the words "the succession" by the
expression "the succession of States" since it is the latter
expression-and not the term "succession"-which is
defined in article 2.
(10) Sub-paragraph (a) does not, of course, touch the
treaties of the predecessor State otherwise than in respect
of their application to the territory which passes out of its
sovereignty or responsibility for international relations.
Apart from the contraction in their territorial scope, its
treaties are not norrnally affected by the loss of the
territory. Only if the piece of territory concerned had
been the object, or very largely the object, of a particular
treaty might the continuance of the treaty in respect of
the predecessor's own remaining territory be brought
into question on the ground of impossibility of performance or fundamental change of circumstances. In
such cases, the question should be settled in accordance
with the general rules of treaty law codified by the
Vienna Convention and did not seem to require any
specific rule in the context of the present draft articles.
In this connexion, however, certain members recalled
that under sub-paragraph (b) of paragraph 2 of article 62
(fundamental change of circumstances) of the Vienna
Convention, a fundamental change of circumstances
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might not be invoked as a ground for terminating or
withdrawing from a treaty "if the fundamental change is
the result of a breach by the party invoking it either of an
obligation under the treaty or of any other international
obligation owed to any other party to the treaty".
In the case of some treaties, more especially
general multilateral treaties, the treaty itself may still be
applicable to the territory after the succession, for the
simple reason that the successor State also is a party to
the treaty. In such a case there is not, of course, any
succession to or continuance of the treaty rights or
obligations of the predecessor State. On the contrary,
even in these cases the treaty regime of the territory is
changed and the territory becomes subject to the treaty
exclusively in virtue of the successor ~tate's independent
participation in the treaty. For example, any reservation
made to the treaty by the predecessor State would cease
to be relevant while any reservation made by the successor State would become relevant in regard to the
territory.

(11)

(12) Sub-paragraph (b) of article 14 provides for the
positive aspect of the moving treaty-frontiers rule in its
application to cases where territory is added to an
already existing State, by stating that treaties of the
successor State are in force in respect of that territory
from the date of the succession of States. Under this subparagraph the treaties of the successor State are considered as applicable of their own force in respect of the
newly acquired territory. Even if in some cases the application of the treaty regime of the successor State to the
newly acquired territory may be said to result from an
agreement, tacit or otherwise, between it and the other
States parties to the treaties concerned, in most cases the
moving of the treaty frontier is an automatic process.
The change in the treaty regime applied to the territory is
rather the natural consequence of its having become part
of the territory of the State now responsible for its international relations.
(13) Exception should be made, however, of certain
treaties, for example those having a restricted territorial
scope which does not embrace the territory newly
acquired by the successor State. Moreover, the Commission considered, at its present session, that the exception should also cover cases in which the application
of a treaty of the successor State to the newly acquired
territory is radically to change the conditions for the
operation of the treaty, as was provided for in other
articles of the 1972 draft such as, for instance, in articles
25, 26, 27 and 28. This explains the addition to subparagraph (b) of the proviso "unless it appears from the
treaty or is otherwise established that the application of
the treaty to that territory would be incompatible with its
object and purpose or would radically change the
conditions for the operation of the treaty". The word
"particular" which in the 19.72 treaty appeared before
the word "treaty" was considered unnecessary and
therefore deleted at the second reading.

are the appropriate criteria in the present case to take account of the
interests of all the States concerned and to cover all poss1Dle situations
and all kinds of treaties.233.

Although the words "or would radically change the
conditions for the operation of the treaty" are an
adaptation of the words in paragraph 1 (b) of article 62
(fundamental change of circumstances) of the Vienna
Convention, the Commission did not consider that in
cases of the succession of States it would be appropriate
to incorporate all the conditions for which that article
provides. On the other hand, it thought that in most, if
not all, cases of succession of States the territorial
changes might result in "incompatibility with the object
and purpose of the treaty" or "radical change in the
conditions for the operation of the treaty". Accordingly,
the formula used in article 14 as now drafted has been
repeated in a number of other articles where it seemed to
be appropriate. The commentaries on those articles do
not, however, repeat the explanation of the formula given
here.
(15) Lastly, article 14 should be read in conjunction
with the specific rules relating to boundary r~gimes or
other territorial r~gimes established by a treaty set forth
in articles 11 and 12.
PART lil
NEWLY INDEPENDENT STATES
Section I. General Rule

Article 15. 234 Poaition in reapect of the
Treatiea of the predeceaaor State
A newly Independent State ill not bound to maintain In
force, or to become a party to, any treaty by reuon only
of the fact that at the date of the 1accealon of States the
treaty was In force In re1pect of the tenttoey to which the
succession of States relates.

Commentary
This article formulates the general rule concerning
the position of a newly independent State in respect of
treaties previously applied to its territory by the
predecessor State.

(I)

(2) The question of a newly independent State's
inheritance of the treaties of its predecessor has two
aspects: (a) whether that State is under an obligation to
continue to apply those treaties to its territory after the
succession of States, and (b) whether it is entitled to
consider itself as a party to the treaties in its own name
after the succession of States. These two aspects of
succession in the matter of treaties cannot in the view of
the Commission be treated as if they were the same
problem. If a newly independent State were to be considered as automatically bound by the treaty obligations
of its predecessor, reciprocity would, it is true, require

( 14) As stated in the 1972 draft, by such a formula
the Commission intends to lay down an iritemationa/ objertive legal
tut of compatibility which, if applied in good faith, should provide a
reasonable, flexible and practical rule. The "incompatibility with the
object and purpose of the treaty" and the "radical change in the
conditions for the operation of the treaty," used in other contexts by the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties,' in the Commission's view.

233 Official Record.s of tlie Geruiral Assembly. Ttff111y-Seve11tli
S,.ssion, Supplement No. JO (A/8710/Rev. I), p. 71, chap. II. C. para.
29 of the commentary to article 26 (Yearbook... JIJ71,. vol. 11, p.
292. document A/8710/ .Rev. I, chap. II, C. para. 29 of the commentary
to article 26).
234 1972 draft, article 11.
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Chapter I
INfRODUCTION

1. At its 1st plenary meeting, held on 4 April 1977, the
Conference, inter alia, established a single Committee of the
Whole to which it referred item 11 of the agenda
(A/CONF.80/7), namely "Consideration of the question of
succession of States in respect of treaties in accordance
with resolutions 3496 (XXX) and 31/18 adopted by the
General Assembly on 15 December 1975 and 24 November
1976". The present document contains the report of the
Committee of the Whole to the Conference on its consideration of that item.
2. At its 2nd plenary meeting, held on 5 April 1977, the
Conference elected by acclamation Mr. Fuad Riad (Egypt)
Chairman of the Committee of the Whole.
3. At its 1st meeting, held on 5 April 1977, the
Committee of the Whole elected by acclamation Mr.
Jean-Pierre Ritter (Switzerland) as Vice-Chairman and Mr.
Abdul Hakin Tabibi (Afghanistan) as Rapporteur.
4. In the absence of Mr. Erik Suy, Under-SecretaryGeneral, the Legal Counsel of the United Nations, Mr. Yuri
M. Rybakov, Executive Secretary of the Conference,
Director of the Codification Division, Office of Legal
Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat acted as representative of the Secretary-General; Mr. Santiago Torres Bernardez acted as Secretary of the Committee of the Whole;
Miss Jacqueline Dauchy and Mr. Alexander Borg Olivier
acted as Assistant Secretaries of the Committee of the
Whole.
5. In accordance with rule 27 of the rules of procedure
(A/CONF.80/8), adopted by the Conference at its 1st
plenary meeting on 4 April 1977, the Committee of the
Whole had before it as the basic proposal for discussion by
the Conference the draft articles on succession of States in

respect of treaties adopted by the International Law
Commission at its twenty-sixth session 1 (A/CONF.80/4).
6. The Committee of the Whole, in addition to the
relevant records of the International Law Commission and
of the General Assembly, had available to it the following
background documentation:
(a) An analytical compilation of comments of Governments on the final draft articles on succession of States in
respect of treaties (A/CONF.80/5 and Corr.I), prepared by
the Codification Division, Office of Legal Affairs of the
United Nations Secretariat;
(b) A guide for the draft articles on succession of States
in respect of treaties (ST/LEG/12), prepared by the
Codification Division, Office of Legal Affairs of the United
Nations Secretariat;

(c) A selected bibliography on succession of States in
respect of treaties (ST/LIB/SER.B/24) prepared by the Dag
Hammarskjold Library of the United Nations.
7. The Committee of the Whole held 36 meetings
between 5 April and 5 May 1977.
8. While the Committee of the Whole-in accordance
with the "Methods of work and procedures"
(A/CONF.80/9) which, on the basis of a memorandum
drawn up by the Secretary-General, were approved by the
Conference at its 2nd plenary meeting, held on 5 April
1977-proceeded mainly by way of article-by·article discussion of the draft articles before it and related amend1
Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth
session, Supplement No. JO (A/9610/Rev.l), chap. II, sect. D
(see pp. 5 et seq., sect. B).
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ments, it was agreed that delegations wishing to make
statements of principle on the draft articles as a whole
could do so in the context of the discussion on article 2.
The statements thus made are to be found in the summary
records of the 2nd, 3rd and 5th meetings of the Committee
of the Whole. 2
9. The Committee of the Whole completed discussion of
25 of the 39 articles contained in the basic proposal,
namely, articles 1, 3 to 5, 8 to 11 and 13 to 29 as well as of
proposed new articles 9 bis and 16 bis. It started consideration of articles 2, 6, 7 and 12 and of a proposed new
article 22 bis, but could not complete it due to the
complexity of the subject-matter and lack of time. For the
same reasons, it was unable to begin consideration of
articles 30 to 39 of the basic proposal and of new articles
and amendments relating thereto. At its 21st meeting, held
on 20 April 1977, it decided to entrust to the Drafting
Committee the preparation of drafts, for submission
directly to the Plenary, concerning the preamble and the
final clauses of the future convention. 3
10. The Committee of the Whole followed various
procedures in connexion with the draft articles which it
considered: in most cases, after initial consideration by the
Committee of the Whole of the article and amendments
thereto, the text adopted for the article was referred to the
Drafting Committee, sometimes with drafting suggestions
relating thereto; the Committee of the Whole subsequently
considered, on the basis of the corresponding report of the
Drafting Committee, the drafting recommended by the
Drafting Committee for the article and pronounced itself
on that drafting. In one case, article 22 bis, the Committee
of the Whole entrusted the Drafting Committee with the
task of elaborating a formulation taking into account
amendments and oral suggestions before pronouncing itself
on the substance of the provision. In some instances, the
Committee of the Whole referred the article and the
amendments thereto to an informal consultations group
chaired by the Vice-Chairman. Lastly, in one case, that of
article 2 on use of terms, the Committee of the Whole, after
an initial debate, postponed consideration of the article
until a later stage of the work.
11. The reports of the Drafting Committee took the form
of the texts adopted. The reports did not elaborate upon
particular points considered or the reasons why certain
amendments which had been referred to the Drafting
Committee as drafting points had, or had not, been
accepted. In most cases, however, the Chairman of the
Drafting Committee explained the main considerations
which had resulted in the recommendations concerned.
These statements by the Chairman of the Drafting Com-

2
Official Records of the United Nations Conference on Succession of States in Respect of Treaties, vol. I, Summary records of
the plenary meetings and of the meetings of the Committee of the
Whole (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.78.V.8), pp. 22-28,
28-34 and 39-46, 2nd, 3rd and 5th meetings.
3
Ibid., p. 151, 21st meeting, paras. 94-95.

mittee are to be found in the summary records of the
Committee of the Whole. 4
12. The present report is organized as follows: in
addition to Chapter I, the "Introduction", there are two
other chapters and an annex containing a check list of
documents submitted by States participating in the Conference. Chapter II is entitled "Consideration by the
Committee of the Whole of the draft articles on succession
of States in respect of treaties prepared by the International
Law Commission". It consists of four sections:

Section A describes the proceedings of the Committee
regarding those draft articles whose consideration by the
Committee of the Whole has been completed, namely
articles 1, 3 to 5, 8 to 11 and 13 to 29.
Section B deals with draft articles whose consideration
by the Committee of the Whole has not been completed: it
is itself subdivided into three subsections as follows:
subsection 1 deals with one proposed new article which was
referred to the Drafting Committee but on which the
Drafting Committee has not yet presented its report,
namely article 22 bis; subsection 2 concerns draft articles
which were referred to the Informal Consultations Group
chaired by the Vice-Chairman, namely articles 6, 7 and 12;
subsection 3 deals with one draft article consideration of
which was suspended after an initial debate, namely
article 2.
Section C of Chapter II contains the texts of the articles
and proposed new articles not yet considered by the
Committee of the Whole, as well as of the relevant
amendments submitted at this session. Each article in
sections A, B and C of Chapter II is treated separately
except in a few cases where proposed new articles or
amendments sought to combine or supplement articles of
the basic proposal.
Section D concerned the division of the draft into parts
and sections.
13. Chapter III of the report deals with the proposals
submitted for the preamble and the final clauses.
14. In most cases. the articles in Chapter II are dealt with
in accordance with the following plan: the text of the
International Law Commission's draft articles, or the text
of a proposed new article. is set out; next comes the text of
amendments. if any, with a brief indication of the manner
in which they were disposed of; the proceedings of the
Committee of the Whole are then described.
15. Chapter II of this report is designed to be read in
conjuntion with the summary records of the Committee of
the Whole. 5 In particular, for the reasons indicated in
paragraph 11 above, attention is drawn to the statements
made by the Chairman of the Drafting Committee when
introducing texts proposed by that Committee.
4
Ibid., pp. 219-224, 229-232, 232-234 and 235-242, 31st
meeting, paras. 1-42; 33rd meeting, paras. 18-27; 34th meeting,
paras. 1-8 and 35th meeting, paras. 1-89.

5

Ibid., pp. 21 et seq., 1st to 36th meetings.
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Chapter II
CONSIDERATION BY THE COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE OF THE DRAFT ARTICLES ON SUCCESSION
OF STATES IN RESPECT OF TREATIES PREPARED BY THE INTERNATIONAL LAW COMMISSION
A. DRAFT ARTICLES WHOSE CONSIDERATION BY THE COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
HAS BEEN COMPLETED

ARTICLE I

1. International Law Commission text
16. The International Law Conunission text provided as
follows:

CONF.80/C.l/L.2) would be left until the discussion on
article 4.
(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee

2. Amendments

21. At the 31st meeting of the Committee of the Whole,
the Chainnan of the Drafting Committee introduced a
report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.l/l)
containing the text of article I adopted by the Committee
(for the text. see para. 22 below). The Committee of the
Whole approved without a vote the text of article I as
recommended by the Drafting Committee.

17. An amendment relating to articles I, 3 and 4 was
submitted by Romania (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.2).

(iv) Text approved by the Committee of the Whole

Article 1. Scope of the present articles
The present articles apply to the effects of a succession of States
in respect of treaties between States.

18.

This ami:ndment was to the following effect:

Combine these articles to read as follows:
Article I. Scope of the Convention
1. The present Convention applies to treaties concluded between
States in written fonn. including treaties cons ti tu ting international
organizations.
2. ln cases of succession to treaties constituting international
organizations, the Convention applies jointly with the relevant rules
of each international organization.
3. The fact that the present Convention does not apply to
international agreements concluded between States and other
subjects of international law or international agreements not
concluded in written form shall not affect the application to such
agreements of the rules set forth in the Convention.

[Referred to the Drafting Committee as a drafting suggestion by a decision taken in connexion with articles 3
and 4; see paras. 20 and 27 below.]

3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole
(I) Meetings
19. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article I and the amendments thereto at its 2nd meeting, on
6 April 1977. At its 31st meeting, on 28 April 1977, it
considered the report of the Drafting Committee on the
article.
(ii) Initial consideration
20. At its 2nd meeting, the Committee of the Whole
adopted without a vote the text of the International Law
Commission for the article and referred it to the Drafting
Committee, it being understood that consideration of the
amendment by Romania to articles I, 3 and 4 (A/

22. The Conunittee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for article I:
Article I. Scope of the present Convention
The present Convention applies to the effects of a succession of
States in respect of treaties between States.

ARTICLES 3 AND 4

I. International Law Commission text
23. The International Law Commission text provided as
follows:
Article 3. Cases not within the scope of the present articles
The fact that the present articles do not apply to the effects of a
succession of States in respect of international agreements concluded between States and other subjects of international law or in
respect of international agreements not in written fonn shall not
affect:
(a) the application to such cases of any of the rules set forth in
the present articles to which they would be subject under
international law independently of these articles;
(b) the application as between States of the present articles to
the effects of a succession of States in respect of international
agreements to which other subjects of international law are also
parties.

Article 4. Treaties constituting international organizations
and treaties adopted within an international organization
The present articles apply to the effects of a succession of States
in respect of:
(a) any treaty which is the constituent instrument of an
international organization without prejudice to the rules concerning
acquisition of membership and without prejudice to any other
relevant rules of the organization;

(b) any treaty adopted within an international organization
without prejudice to any relevant rules of the organization.
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2. Amendments
24. Romania submitted an amendment (A/CONF .80/
C.1/L.2) relating to articles 1, 3 and 4 which was considered in connexion with articles 3 and 4.
25.

This amendment was to the following effect:

Combine articles 1, 3 and 4 to read as follows:

(a) the application to such cases of any of the rules set forth in
the present Convention to which they are subject under international law independently of the Convention;
(b) the application as between States of the present Convention
to the effects of a succession of States in respect of international
agreements to which other subjects of international law are also
parties.

Article 1. Scope of the Convention

Article 4. Treaties constituting international organizations
and treaties adopted within an international organization

1. The present Convention applies to treaties concluded between
States m written form, including treaties constituting international
organizations.

The present Convention applies to the effects of a succession of
States in respect of:

2. In cases of succession to treaties cons ti tu ting international
organizations, the Convention applies jointly with the relevant rules
of each international organization.
3. The fact that the present Convention does not apply to
international agreements concluded between States and other
subjects of international law or international agreements not
concluded in written form shall not affect the application to such
agreements of the rules set forth in the Convention.

(a) any treaty which is the constituent instrument of an
international organization without prejudice to the rules concerning
acquisition of membership and without prejudice to any other
relevant rules of the organization;

(b) any treaty adopted within an international organization
without prejudice to any relevant rules of the organization.

ARTICLE 5

[Referred to the Drafting Committee as a drafting suggestion; see para. 27 below.]

3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole
(i) Meetings

26.

The Committee of the Whole initially discussed
articles 3 and 4 and the amendment thereto at its
4th meeting, on 7 April 1977. At its 31st meeting, on 28
April 1977, it considered the report of the Drafting
Committee on the articles.

1. International Law Commission text
30. The International Law Commission text provided as
follows:
Article 5. Obligations imposed by international law independently
of a treaty
The fact that a treaty is not considered to be m force in respect
of a State by virtue of the application of the present articles shall
not in any way impair the duty of that State to fulfil any obligation
embodied in the treaty to which it would be subject under
international law independently of the treaty.

2. Amendments
(ii) Initial consideration

27. At its 4th meeting, the Committee of the Whole
adopted without a vote the texts of the International Law
Commission for articles 3 and 4 and referred those texts to
the Drafting Committee. It also referred to the Drafting
Committee the amendment to articles 1, 3 and 4 submitted
by Romania (A/CONF.80/C.1/L.2) as a drafting suggestion.
(iii) Consideration of the report of the Drafting Committee

28. At the 31st meeting of the Committee of the Whole,
the Chairman of the Drafting Committee introduced a
report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.1/l)
containing the texts of articles 3 and 4 adopted by the
Committee (for the texts see para. 29 below). The Committee of the Whole approved without a vote the texts of
articles 3 and 4 as recommended by the Drafting Committee.

31. An amendment was submitted to article 5 by
Romania (A/CONF.80/C.1/L.4).
32.

This amendment was to the following effect:

Amend article 5 to read as follows:
Article 5. Obligations deriving from the generally accepted
principles and rules of international law independently of a treaty
The fact that a treaty is not considered to be in force by virtue of
the application of the present Convention shall not in any way
impair the duty of the successor State and the other States
concerned to fulfil the obligations embodied in the treaty which
arise for them from the generally accepted principles and rules of
international law independently of the said treaty.

[Referred to the Drafting Committee as a drafting suggestion; see para. 34 below.]

3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole

(iv) Texts approved by the Committee of the Whole

(i) Meetings

29. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following texts for articles 3
and 4:
Article 3. Cases not within the scope of the present Convention

33. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article 5 and the amendment thereto at its 4th to 6th and
8th meetings, on 7, 8 and 12 April 1977. At its 31st meeting, on 28 April 1977, it considered the report of the
Drafting Committee on the article.

The fact that the present Convention does not apply to the
effects of a succession of States in respect of international
agreements concluded between States and other subjects of international law or in respect of international agreements not in written
form shall not affect:

34. At its 8th meeting, the Committee adopted without a
vote the text of the International Law Commission for

(ii) Initial consideration
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article 5 and referred it to the Drafting Committee. It also
referred to the Drafting Committee the amendment by
Romania (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.4) as a drafting suggestion.
{iii) Consideration of the report of the Drafting Committee

35. At the 31st meeting of the Committee of the Whole,
the Chainnan of the Drafting Committee introduced a
report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.l/1)
containing the text of article 5 adopted by the Committee
(for the text see para. 36 below). The Committee of the
Whole approved without a vote the text of article 5 as
recommended by the Drafting Committee.

{b) Malaysia (A/CONF.80/C.1/L.15, as orally revised) 6
Add the following words to the end of paragraph 1 of
article 8:
unless the other parties to a particular treaty agree to accept the
obligations or rights of the predecessor State as the obligations or
rights of the successor State.

[Rejected; see para. 41 below.)

3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole
(i) Meetings

36. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for article 5:

40. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article 8 and the amendments thereto at its 13th and
14th meetings on 15 April 1977. At its 31st meeting, on
28 April 1977, it considered the report of the Drafting
Committee on the article.

Article 5. Obligations imposed by international law independently
of a treaty

(ii) Initial consideration

{iv) Text approved by the Committee of the Whole

The fact that a treaty is not considered to be in force in respect
of a State by virtue of the application of the present Convention
shall not in any way impair the duty of that State to fulfil any
obligation embodied in the treaty to which it is subject under
international law independently of the treaty.

ARTICLE 8

1. International Law Commission text
37. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:
Article 8. Agreements for the devolution of treaty obligations
or rights from a predecessor State to a successor State
l. The obligations or rights of a predecessor State under treaties
in force in respect of a territory at the date of a succession of States
do not become the obligations or rights of the successor State
towards other States parties to those treaties in consequence only of
the fact that the predecessor State and the successor State have
concluded an agreement providing that such obligations or rights
shall devolve upon the successor State.

41. At its 14th meeting, the Committee of the Whole
rejected the amendment by Malaysia {A/CONF.80/
C.1/L.15, as orally revised) by 43 votes to 2, with 23
abstentions. At the same meeting, the Committee of the
Whole rejected the amendment by the United Kingdom
(A/CONF.80/C.l/L.11) by 28 votes to 23, with 21 abstentions. The Committee then adopted without a vote the
text of the International Law Commission for the article
and referred it to the Drafting Committee.
(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee

42. At the 31st meeting of the Committee of the Whole,
the Chainnan of the Drafting Committee introduced a
report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.1/1)
containing the text of article 8 adopted by the Committee
{for the text see para. 43 below). The Committee of the
Whole approved without a vote the text of article 8 as
recommended by the Drafting Committee.
(iv) Text approved by the Committee of the Whole

2. Notwithstanding the conclusion of such an agreement. the
effects of a succession of States on treaties which, at the date of
that succession of States, were m force in respect of the territory in
question are governed by the present articles.

43. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for article 8:

2. Amendments

1. The obligations or rights of a predecessor State under treaties
in force in respect of a tenitory at the date of a succession of States
do not become the obligations or rights of the successor State
towards other States parties to those treaties in consequence only of
the fact that the predecessor State and the successor State have
concluded an agreement providing that such obligations or rights
shall devolve upon the successor State.

38. Amendments were submitted to article 8 by the
United Kingdom (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.11) and by Malaysia
(A/CONF.80/C.l/L.15).
39.

These amendments were to the following effect:

(a) United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
(A/CONF.80/C.l/L.11)
Add the following words at the end of paragraph 2:
(... ) but without prejudice to any relevant rules of international
law concerning rights or obligations arising for a third State from a
treaty.

[Rejected; see para. 41 below.]

Article 8. Agreements for the del!Olution of treaty obligations
or rights from a predecessor State to a S11ccessor State

2. Notwithstanding the conclusion of such an agreement. the
effects of a succession of States on treaties which, at the date of
that succession of States, were in force in respect of the territory in
question are governed by the present Convention.
6 In its original version, the amendment read as follows: Add the
following words to the end of paragraph 1 of article 8: " ... unless
the other States parties to those treaties agree otherwise."
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ARTICLE 9

Article 9. Unilateral declaration by a :rucce11or State
regarding treaties of the predeceuor State

1. International Law Commission text

I. Obligations or rights under treaties in force in respect of a
territory at the date of a succession of States do not become the
obligations or rights of the successor State or of other States parties
to those treaties in consequence only of the fact that the successor
State has made a unilateral declaration providing for the continuance in force of the treaties in respect of its territory.

44. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:
Article 9. Unilateral declaration by a successor State
regarding treaties of the predecessor State
1. The obligations or rights of a predecessor State under treaties
in force in respect of a territory at the date of a succession of States
do not become the obligations or rights of the successor States or of
other States parties to those treaties in consequence only of the fact
that the successor State has made a unilateral declaration providing
for the continuance in force of the treaties in respect of its territory.
2. In such a case the effects of the succession of States on
treaties which at the date of that succession of States were in force
in respect of the territory in question are governed by the present
articles.

2. Amendments
4S. An amendment was submitted to article 9 by the
United Kingdom (A/CONF .80/C.l /L.12).
46.

This amendment was to the following effect:

Add the following words at the end of paragraph 2:
[ ... ) but without prejudice to any relevant rules of international
law concerning rights or obligations arising for a third State from
such a unilateral declaration.

2. In such a case, the effects of the succession of States on
treaties which, at the date of that succession of States, were in force
in respect of the territory in question are governed by the present
Convention.
PROPOSED NEW ARTICLE 9 bis

I. Text of the proposed new article
S2. An amendment seeking to insert a new article 9 bis
was submitted by the United Kingdom (A/CONF.80/
C .I /L.13 /Rev .I). 7 The text of the proposed new article
read as follows:
Article 9 bis. Consequences of a succession of States as regards
the predecessor State
A treaty which is in force at the date of a succession of States in
respect of the territory to which that succession relates shall not
give rise, after that date, to rights or obligations for the predecessor
State in respect of events or situations occurring thereafter unless
that treaty otherwise provides.

[Withdrawn; see para. 48 below.]
2. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole

3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole

(i) Meetings

(i) Meetings

47. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article 9 and the amendment thereto at its 15th meeting on
18 April 1977. At its 31st meeting, on 28 April 1977, it
considered the report of the Drafting Committee on the
article.
(ii) Initial consideration

48. At the I Sth meeting of the Committee of the Whole,
the amendment by the United Kingdom (A/CONF.80/
C.l/L.12) was withdrawn.
49. At the same meeting, the Committee of the Whole
adopted without a vote the text of the International Law
Commission for this article and referred it to the Drafting
Committee.
(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee

SO. At the 31st meeting of the Committee of the Whole,
the Chainnan of the Drafting Committee introduced a
report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.l/l)
containing the text of article 9 adopted by the Committee
(for the text, see para. SI below). The Committee of the
Whole approved without a vote the text of article 9 as
recommended by the Drafting Committee.
(iv) Text approved by the Committee of the Whole
SI. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for article 9:

S3. The Committee of the Whole considered the proposed new article 9 bis at its 1Sth, 16th and 17th meetings,
on 18 and 19 April 1977.
(ii) Consideration of the proposed new article

S4. At its 17th meeting, the Committee of the Whole
rejected the amendment by the United Kingdom seeking to
insert a new article 9 bis (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.13/Rev.1) by
32 votes to 13, with 32 abstentions.
ARTICLE 10

I. International Law Commission text
SS. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:
Article 10. Treaties providing for the participation
of a successor State
1. When a treaty provides that, on the occurrence of a
succession of States, a successor State shall have the option to
7

In its original version, the proposed new article read as follows:

''Article 9 bis. Consequences of a succeasion of States as regards
the predecessor State
"The obligations
treaties in force in
succession of States
binding upon itself in

or rights of a predecessor State under
respect of a territory at the date of a
cease automatically on that date to be
respect of that territory."
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consider itself a party thereto, it may notify its succession in respect
of the treaty in conformity with the provisions of the treaty or,
failing any such provisions, in conformity with the provisions of the
present articles.

60. The Committee of the Whole then adopted without a
vote the text of the International Law Commission for the
article and referred it to the Drafting Committee.

2. If a treaty provides that, on the occurrence of a succession of
States, the successor State shall be considered as a party, such a
provision takes effect only if the successor State expressly accepts in
writing to be considered.

(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee

3. In cases falling under paragraph 1 or 2, a successor State
which establishes its consent to be a party to the treaty is
considered as a party from the date of the succession unless the
treaty otherwise provides or it is otherwise agreed.

2. Amendments
56. Amendments were submitted to article 10 by the
United Kingdom (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.14, as orally revised)
and orally by Japan.
57.

These amendments were to the following effect:

(a) United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
(A/CONF.80/C.l/L.14, as orally revised at the suggestion of the representative of France ) 8
At the end of paragraph 2, delete the words: "expressly
accepts in writing to be so considered" and substitute the
following:
"(a) expressly so agrees: or
"(b) by reason of its conduct, clearly manifested subsequent
to the date of the succession of States, is to be considered as
having so agreed."

[Rejected; see para. 59 below.]
(b) Japan (oral amendment)
Remove the article from Part I and transfer it to
Section 1 of Part III.
[Withdrawn; see para. 59 below.]

61. At the 31st meeting of the Committee of the Whole,
the Chairman of the Drafting Committee introduced a
report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.l/1)
containing the text of article 10 adopted by the Committee
(for the text see para. 62 below). The Committee of the
Whole approved the text of article 10 as recommended by
the Drafting Committee by 17 votes to 13, with 36
abstentions.
(iv) Text approved by the Committee of the Whole
62. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for article 10:
Article 10. Treaties pro11idlng for the participation
of a aucce88or State
1. When a treaty provides that, on the occurrence of a
succession of States, a successor State shall have the option to
consider itself a party thereto, it may notify its succession in respect
of the treaty in conformity with the provisions of the treaty or,
failing any such provisions, in conformity with the provisions of the
present Convention.

2. If a treaty provides that, on the occurrence of a succession of
States, a successor State shall be considered as a party, the provision
takes effect as such only if the successor State expressly accepts in
writing to be so considered.
3. In cases falling under paragraph I or 2, a successor State
which establishes its consent to be a party to the treaty is
considered as a party from the date of the succession of States
unless the treaty otherwise provides or it is otherwise agreed.
ARTICLE 11

3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole

1. International Law Commission text
(i) Meetings
58. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article 10 and the amendments thereto at its 16th meeting,
on 18 April 1977. At its 31st meeting, on 28 April 1977, it
considered the report of the Drafting Committee on the
article.
(ii) Initial consideration
59. At the 16th meeting of the Committee of the Whole,
the oral amendment by Japan was withdrawn. At the same
meeting, subparagraph (a) of the amendment by the United
Kingdom (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.14) was rejected by 32 votes
to 24, with 16 abstentions and subparagraph (b) of the
same amendment as orally revised at the suggestion of
France was rejected by 45 votes to 13, with 18 abstentions.
8
In its original version, the amendment read as follows: At the
end of paragraph 2, delete the words: "expressly accepts in writing
to be so considered." and substitute the following:

"(a)

expressly so agrees; or

"(b) by reason of its conduct is to be considered as having so
agreed."

63. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:
Article 11. Boundary regimes
A succession of States does not as such affect:
(a)

a boundary established by a treaty; or

(b) obligations and rights established by a treaty and relating to

the regime of a boundary.

2. Amendments
64. An amendment was submitted to articles 11 and 12
by Afghanistan (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.24).
65.

This amendment was to the following effect:
(a) Replace the title of present article 11 "Boundary
regimes" and the title of present article 12 "Other
territorial regimes" by a single title reading as follows:
"Territorial regimes".
(b) Under this title, insert as paragraph 1 the present
text of article 11 and as paragraphs 2 and 3 the present text
of article 12.
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[The decision on point (a) was deferred, point (b) was
withdrawn, see paras. 67 and 69 below.]

Article 13. Questions relating to the validity of a treaty
Nothing in the present articles shall be considered as prejuchcing
in any respect any question relating to the validity of a treaty.

3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole

2. Amendments

(i) Meetings
66. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article 11 and the amendment thereto at its 17th, 18th and
19th meetings on 19 April 1977. At its 33rd meeting, on 29
April 1977, it considered the report of the Drafting
Committee on the article.
(ii) Initial consideration

67. At its 19th meeting, the Committee of the Whole
agreed to defer its decision on the amendment by Afghanistan (A/CO NF .80/C.1 /L.24) until it had concluded its
consideration of article 12.
68. At the same meeting, the Committee of the Whole
adopted the text of the International Law Commission for
article 11 by 55 votes to none, with 5 abstentions and
referred it to the Drafting Committee on the understanding
that such referral was without prejudice to the decision
which the Committee of the Whole would take, after
concluding its consideration of article 12, on the amendment by Afghanistan (A/CO NF .80/C .I /L.24) to articles 11
and 12.
69. At the 21st meeting of the Committee of the Whole,
point (b) of the amendment by Afghanistan was withdrawn.
(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee

70. At the 33rd meeting of the Committee of the Whole,
the Chairman of the Drafting Committee introduced a
report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.l/2)
containing the text of article 11 adopted by the Committee
(for the text see para. 71 below). The Committee of the
Whole approved without a vote the text of article 11 as
recommended by the Drafting Committee. The title of the
article [Boundary regimes] has not yet been considered
pending further consideration of article 12 by the Committee of the Whole.
(iv) Text approved by the Committee of the Whole
71. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for article 11 :
Article 11. A succession of States does not as mch affect:
{a) a boundary established by a treaty; or
(b) obligations and rights established by a treaty and relating to
the regime of a boundary.

ARTICLE 13

1. International Law Commission text
72. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:

73.

No amendment was submitted to article 13.
3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole
(i) Meetings

74. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article 13 at its 22nd meeting, on 21 April 1977. At its
34 th meeting, on 2 May 1977, it considered the report of
the Drafting Committee on the article.
(ii) Initial consideration

75. At its 22nd meeting, the Committee of the Whole
adopted without a vote the text of the International Law
Commission for the article, and referred it to the Drafting
Committee.
(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee

76. At the 34th meeting of the Committee of the Whole,
the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole introduced a
report of the Drafting Committee (A/CO NF .80/C .I /2)
containing the text of article 13 adopted by the Committee
(for the text see para. 77 below). The Committee of the
Whole approved without a vote the text of article 13
recommended by the Drafting Committee.
(iv) Text approved by the Committee of the Whole
77. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for article 13:
Article 13. Questions relating to the validity of a treaty
Nothing in the present Convention shall be considered as
prejudging in any respect any question relating to the validity of a
treaty.
ARTICLE 14

1. International Law Commission text
78. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:
Article 14. Succession in respect of part of territory
When part of the territory of a State, or when any territory, not
being part of the territory of a State, for the international relations
of which that States is responsible, becomes part of the territory of
another State;
(a) treaties of the predecessor State cease to be in force in
respect of the territory to which the succession of States relates
from the date of the succession of States; and
(b) treaties of the successor State are in force in respect of the
territory to which the succession of States relates from the date of
the succession of States, unless it appears from the treaty or is
otherwise established that the application of the treaty to that
territory would be incompatible with its object and purpose or
would radically change the conditions for the operation of the
treaty.
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Article 15. Position in respect of the Treaties
of the predecerror State

2. Amendments
79. An oral amendment was submitted to article 14 by
Sweden.
80.

This amendment was to the following effect:

In subparagraph (b), delete the words ''would be
incompatible with its object and purpose or".
[Rejected; see para. 82 below.]

A newly independent State is not bound to maintain in force, or
to become a party to, any treaty by reason only of the fact that at
the date of the succession of States the treaty was in force in respect
of the territory to which the succession of States relates.

2. Amendments
87.

No amendment was submitted to article 15.

3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole

3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole

{i) Meetings

(i) Meetings

81. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article 14 and the amendment thereto at its 22nd and
23rd meetings, on 21 April 1977. At its 34th meeting, on
2 May 1977, it considered the report of the Drafting
Committee on the article.

88. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article 15 at its 23rd meeting, on 21April1977. At its 34th
meeting, on 2 May 1977, it considered the report of the
Drafting Committee on the article.

(ii) Initial consideration

(ii) Initial consideration

82. At its 23rd meeting, the Committee of the Whole
rejected the oral amendment by Sweden by 43 votes to 4,
with 27 abstentions.

89. At its 23rd meeting, the Committee of the Whole
adopted without a vote the text of the International Law
Commission for the article and referred it to the Drafting
Committee.

83. At the same meeting the Committee adopted without
a vote the text of the International Law Commission for
the article and referred it to the Drafting Committee.
(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee
84. At the 34th meeting of the Committee of the Whole,
the Chairman of the Drafting Committee introduced a
report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.l/2)
containing the text of article 14 adopted by the Committee
{for the text, see para. 85 below). The Committee of the
Whole approved without a vote the text of article 14 as
recommended by the Drafting Committee.

(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee
90. At the 34th meeting of the Committee of the Whole,
the Chairman of the Drafting Committee introduced a
report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.l /2)
containing the text of article 15 adopted by the Committee
(for the text, see para. 91 below). The Committee of the
Whole approved without a vote the text of article 15 as
recommended by the Drafting Committee.
(iv) Text approved by the Committee of the Whole
91. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for article 15:

{iv) Text approved by the Committee of the Whole
85. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for article 14:
Article 14. Succession in respect of part of territory
When part of the territory of a State, or when any territory for
the international relations of which a State is responsible, not being
part of the territory of that State, becomes part of the territory of
another State:
(a) treaties of the predecessor State cease to be in force in
respect of the territory to which the succession of States relates
from the date of the succession of States; and
(b) treaties of the successor State are in force in respect of the
territory to which the succession of States relates from the date of
the succession of States, unless it appears from the treaty or is
otherwise established that the application of the treaty to that
territory would be incompatible with the object and purpose of the
treaty or would radically change the conditions for its operation.
ARTICLE IS

1. International Law Commission text
86. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:

Article 15. Porition in rerpect of the treaties
of the predecessor State
A newly independent State is not bound to maintain in force, or
to become a party to, any treaty by reason only of the fact that at
the date of the succession of States the treaty was in force in respect
of the territory to which the succession of States relates.
ARTICLE 16 AND PROPOSED NEW ARTICLE 16 bis

92. At its 23rd meeting, on 21 April 1977, the Committee of the Whole decided to consider jointly article 16,
the amendment thereto submitted by the Netherlands
(A/CONF.80/C.l/L.35) and the new article 16 bis proposed
by the Soviet Union (A/CONF.80/C.1/L.22).
1. International Law Commission text
93. The text of the International Law Commission for
article 16 provided as follows:
Article 16. Participation in treaties in force at the date
of the succession of States
I. Subject to paragraphs 2 and 3, a newly independent State
may, by a notification of succession, establish its status as a party to
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any multilateral treaty which at the date of the succession of States
was in force in respect of the territory to which the succession of
States relates.
2. Paragraph 1 does not apply 1f it appears from the treaty or is
otherwise established that the application of the treaty in respect of
the newly independent State would be incompatible with its object
and purpose or would radically change the conditions for the
operation of the treaty.
3. When under the terms of the treaty or by reason of the
limited number of the negotiating States and the object and purpose
of the treaty, the participation of any other State in the treaty must
be considered as requiring the consent of all the parties, the newly
independent State may establish its status as a party to the treaty
only with such consent.

2. Amendments to article 16 and proposed new
article 16 bis

Article 16 bis. Participation in treaties of a universal character
in force at the date of the succession of States
1. Any treaty of universal character which at the date of a
succession of States is in force in respect of the territory to which
the succession of States relates shall be provisionally in force
between the newly independent State and the other States parties
until such time as the newly independent State gives notice of
termination of the said treaty for that State.
2. Reservations to a treaty, and objections to reservations, made
by the predecessor State with regard to any treaty referred to in
paragraph 1 shall be provisionally valid for the newly independent
State under the same conditions as for the predecessor State.
3. The consent of the predecessor State to be bound by only
part of a treaty referred to in paragraph 1, or the choice of the
predecessor State, under the conditions laid down in a treaty
referred to in paragraph 1, between differing provisions thereof,
shall be provisionally valid for the newly independent State under
the same conditions as for the predecessor State.

94. An amendment was submitted to article 16 by the
Netherlands (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.35). In addition, the
Soviet Union proposed to add a new article 16 bis
(A/CO NF .80/C. l /L.22).

4. At any time while a treaty referred to in paragraph 1 remains
provisionally in force, in accordance with the provisions of that
paragraph, for the newly independent State, that State may, by a
notification of succession, establish its status as a party to the
treaty.

9 5.

5. A treaty referred to in paragraph 1 shall cease to be in force
for the newly independent State three J11onths after the notice
referred to in paragraph 1 has been given. 1

These amendments were to the following effect:

(a) Netherlands (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.35)
1. Redraft the beginning of paragraph 1 as follows:

(Withdrawn; see para. 98 below.]

"Subject to paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 [ ... ]'~
2. Add a new paragraph 4 reading as follows:
(a) A ne·.vly independent State shall be presumed to be desirous
of being a party to any multilateral treaty open to universal
participation which was in force in respect of the territory to which
the succession of States relates. Subject to the provisions of
subparagraphs (b) and (c) of this paragraph, such treaty shall
accordingly apply between the newly independent State and the
other States parties to the treaty under the same conditions as were
valid for the predecessor State;

The newly independent State may terminate a treaty
referred to in subparagraph (a) of this paragraph for that State by
giving notice of termination in accordance with the provisions of the
Present Convention, provided it has not invoked the benefits of that
treaty after the date of succession of States;
(b)

(c) A treaty referred to in subparagraph (a) of this paragraph
ceases to be in force for the newly independent State
(i) at the date of the succession of States, if it has transmitted
the notice referred to in subparagraph (b) of this paragraph

within the period of twelve months following that date;
(ii) three months after it has transmitted the notice referred to in
subparagraph (b) of this paragraph if the transmission has

taken place more than twelve months after the date of the
succession of States. 9

[Withdrawn; see para. 97 below.]
(b) Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (A/CONF .80/
C.l /L.22)
Insert a new article 16 bis reading as follows:

3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole

(i) Meetings
96. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article 16 and the amendment thereto and the proposed
10
This amendment was accompanied by the following consequential amendments:
(a) Consequential amendments to articles 16, 19, 20 and 21

1. In article 16, paragraph 1, after the words "Subject to
paragraphs 2 and 3 ", insert the words "and the provisions of article
16 bis,".
2. In article 19, paragraphs 1 and 2, replace the words "under
article 16 or 17" by the words "under article 16 and article 16 bis,
paragraph 4, or article 17."
3. In article 20, paragraph 1, replace the words "under article 16
or 17" by the words "under article 16 and article 16 bis,
paragraph 4, or article 17".
4. Head article 21 "Notification and notice".

5. Amend article 21, paragraph 1, to read as follows:
"A notification of succession under article 16, article 16 bis,
paragraph 4, or article 17 and a notice of termination of a treaty
under article 16 bis, paragraph 1, must be made in writing."
6. In article 21, paragraphs 2, 3 and 4, replace the words "the
notification of succession" by the words "the notification or notice
referred to in paragraph l ".
(b) Consequential amendment to article

2

7. In article 2 insert a subparagraph (a bis) reading as follows:
9

This amendment was accompanied by a consequential amendment to article 2. reading as follows:
Add to the text of article 2, paragraph 1, a subparagraph reading
as follows:
'"multilateral treaty open to universal participation' means
an international agreement open to participation by at least all
States Members of the United Nations."

(a bis) "treaty of a universal character" means a multilateral
treaty which deals with the codification and progressive development of international law, or the object and purpose of which
are of interest to the international community as a whole.
Note. This definition reproduces the text of the fust preambular
paragraph of the Declaration on Universal Participation in the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, which forms an integral
part of the Final Act of the United Nations Conference on the Law
of Treaties.
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new article 16 bis at its 23rd to 27th meetings, on 21, 22
and 25 April I 977. At its 35th meeting, on 4 May 1977, it
considered the report of the Drafting Committee on
article 16.

(ii) Initial consideration
97. At the 26th meeting of the Committee of the Whole,
the amendment by the Netherlands (A/CO NF .80/C.l /L.35)
was withdrawn.
98. At its 27th meeting, the Committee of the Whole had
before it a motion from the representative of Bulgaria
calling for further negotiations on article 16 and submitted
texts relating thereto. This motion was rejected by 29 votes
to 19, with 31 abstentions. The new article 16 bis proposed
by the Soviet Union (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.22) was then
withdrawn.
99
Also at its 27th meeting, the Committee of the Whole
adopted without a vote the text of the International Law
Commission for the article and referred it to the Drafting
Committee.
(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee

IOO. At the 35th meeting of the Committee of the
Whole, the Chairman of the Drafting Committee introduced
a report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C. l /3)
containing the text of article 16 adopted by the Committee
(for the text, see para. IOI below). The Committee of the
Whole approved without a vote the text of article 16
recommended by the Drafting Committee.
(iv) Text approved by the Committee of the Whole

IOI. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for article 16:
Article 16. Participation in treaties in force at the date
of the succession of States

1. Subject to paragraphs 2 and 3, a newly independent State
may, by a notification of succession, establish its status as a party to
any multilateral treaty which at the date of the succession of States
was in force in respect of the territory to which the succession of
States relates.
2. Paragraph 1 does not apply if it appears from the treaty or is
otherwise established that the application of the treaty in respect of
the newly independent State would be incompatible with the object
and purpose of the treaty or would radically change the conditions
for its operation.
3. When, under the terms of the treaty or by reason of the
limited number of the negotiating States and the object and purpose
of the treaty, the participation of any other State in the treaty must
be considered as requiring the consent of all the parties, the newly
independent State may establish its status as a party to the treaty
only with such consent.

Article 17. Participation in treaties not in force at the dote
of the succession of States
l. Subject to paragraphs 3 and 4, a newly independent State
may, by a notification of succession, establish its status as a
contracting State to a multilateral treaty which is not in force if at
the date of the succession of States the predecessor State was a
contracting State in respect of the territory to which that succession
of States relates.
2. Subject to paragraphs 3 and 4, a newly independent State
may, by a notification of succession, establish its status as a party to
a multilateral treaty which enters into force after the date of the
succession of States if at the date of the succession of States the
predecessor State was a contracting State in respect of the territory
to which that succession of States relates.
3. Paragraphs l and 2 do not apply if it appears from the treaty
or is otherwise established that the application of the treaty in
respect of the newly independent State would be incompatible with
its object and purpose or would radically change the conditions for
the operation of the treaty.
4. When, under the terms of the treaty or by reason of the
limited number of the negotiating States and the object and purpose
of the treaty, the participation of any other State in the treaty must
be considered as requiring the consent of all the parties or of all the
contracting States, the newly independent State may establish its
status as a party or as a contracting State to the treaty only with
such consent.

5. When a treaty provides that a specified number of contracting
States shall be necessary for its entry into force, a newly
independent State which establishes its status as a contracting State
to the treaty under paragraph 1 shall be reckoned as a contracting
State for the purpose of that provision unless a different intention
appears from the treaty or is otherwise established.

2. Amendments
I03. An amendment was submitted to article I 7 by
Malaysia (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.42 and Corr.I).
104.

The amendment was to the following effect:

I. Substitute for paragraphs I and 2 the following:
1. Subject to paragraphs 2 and 3, a newly independent State
may, by a notification of succession, establish its status as a
contracting State to a multilateral treaty which is not in force or
which enters into force after the date of succession of States if at
the date of the succession of States the predecessor State was a
contracting State in respect of the territory to which that succession
of States relates.

2. Renumber 2 present paragraph 3 and substitute
therein the words "Paragraph I" for the words "Paragraphs I and 2".
3. Renumber 3 and 4 respectively present paragraphs 4
and 5.
[Referred to the Drafting Committee; see para. I06 below.)

3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole

(i) Meetings
ARTICLE 17

I. International Law Commission text
I02. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:

I05. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article I 7 and the amendment thereto at its 27th meeting,
on 25 April 1977. At its 35th meeting, on 4 May 1977, it
considered the report of the Drafting Committee on the
article.
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(ii) Initial consideration

ARTICLE 18

106. At its 27th meeting, the Committee of the Whole
adopted without a vote the text of the International Law
Commission for the article and referred it to the Drafting
Committee. It also referred to the Drafting Committee the
amendment by Malaysia (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.42 and Corr.I)
as a drafting suggestion.
(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee
I 07. At the 35th meeting of the Committee of the
Whole, the Chairman of the Drafting Committee introduced
a report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.l/3)
containing the text of article 17 adopted by the Committee
(for the text, see para. 108 below). With respect to the
French text, the Committee of the Whole decided, at the
suggestion of the representative of France, to redraft the
end of paragraph 4 as follows: "ne peut etablir sa qualite
d'Etat contractant ou de partie au traite qu 'avec un tel
consentement" and to replace in paragraph I the words
"Etat contractant
un traite" by "Etat contractant
l'egard d'un traite" and in paragraph 5 the words "Etat
contractant au traite" [by the words "Etat contractant a
l'egard du traite".] Subject to that change concerning the
French text only, the Committee of the Whole approved
without a vote the text of article 17 as recommended by
the Drafting Committee.

a

a

1. International Law Commission text
I 09.

The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:
Article 18. Participation in treaties signed by the predecessor
State subject to ratification, acceptance or approval
l. Subiect to paragraphs 3 and 4, 1f before the date of the
succession of States the predecessor State signed a multilateral
treaty subject to ratification, acceptance or approval and by the
signature intended that the treaty should ex tend to the territory to
which the succession of States relates, the newly independent State
may ratify, accept or approve the treaty as if it had signed that
treaty and may thereby become a party or a contracting State to it.
2. For the purpose of paragraph l, unless a different intention
appears from the treaty or is otherWlse established, the signature by
the predecessor State of a treaty is considered to express the
intention that the treaty should extend to the entire territory for
the international relations of which the predecessor State was
responsible.
3. Paragraph l does not apply if 1t appears from the treaty or is
otherwise established that the application of the treaty in respect of
the newly independent State would be incompatible with its object
and purpose or would radically change the conditions for the
operation of the treaty.
4. When, under the terms of the treaty or by reason of the
limited number of the negotiating States and the object and purpose
of the treaty, the participation of any other State in the treaty must
be considered as requiring the consent of all the parties or of all the
contracting States, the newly independent State may become a
party or a contracting State to the treaty only with such consent.

(iv) Text approved by the Committee of the Whole
108. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for article 17:
Article 17. Participation in treaties not in force at the date
of the succession of States
l. Subject to paragraphs 3 and 4, a newly independent State
may, by a notification of succession, establish its status as a
contracting State to a multilateral treaty which is not in force if at
the date of the succession of States the predecessor State was a
contracting State in respect of the territory to which that succession
of States relates.

2. Subject to paragraphs 3 and 4, a newly independent State
may, by a notification of succession, establish its status as a party to
a multilateral treaty which enters into force after the date of the
succession of States if at the date of the succession of States the
predecessor State was a contracting State in respect of the territory
to which that succession of States relates.
3. Paragraphs l and 2 do not apply if it appears from the treaty
or is otherwise established that the application of the treaty in
respect of the newly independent State would be incompatible with
the object and purpose of the treaty or would radically change the
conditions for its operation.
4. When, under the terms of the treaty or by reason of the
limited number of the negotiating States and the object and purpose
of the treaty, the participation of any other State in the treaty must
be considered as requiring the consent of all the parties or of all the
contracting States, the newly independent State may establish its
status as a party or as a contracting State to the treaty only with
such consent.
S. When a treaty provides that a specified number of contracting
States shall be necessary for its entry into force, a newly
independent State which establishes its status as a contracting State
to the treaty under paragraph l shall be counted as a contracting
State for the purpose of that provision unless a different intention
appears from the treaty or is otherwise established.

2. Amendments
110. An amendment was submitted to article 18 by
Swaziland and Sweden (A/CONF .80/C.l /L.23).
111. This amendment was to the following effect:
Delete the article.
[Rejected; see para. 113 below.]
3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole

(i) Meetings
112. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article 18 and the amendment thereto at its 27th meeting
on 25 April 1977. At its 35th meeting, on 4 May 1977, it
considered the report of the Drafting Committee on the
article.
(ii) Initial consideration
113. At its 27th meeting, the Committee of the Whole
rejected the amendment by Swaziland and Sweden (A/
CONF.80/C.l/L.23) by 36 votes to 25, with 17 abstentions. At the same meeting, the Committee of the Whole, at
the request of the representative of Greece, took a separate
vote on paragraph 2 of the text proposed for the article by
the International Law Commission. It decided by 43 votes
to 3, with 29 abstentions, to retain the paragraph. Finally it
adopted without a vote the text of the International Law
Commission for the article as a whole and referred it to the
Drafting Committee.
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(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee

114. At the 35th meeting of the Committee of the
Whole, the Chainnan of the Drafting Committee introduced
a report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.l /3)
containing the text of article 18 adopted by the Committee
(for the text, see para. 115 below). Subject to changes in
the French text along the lines of those adopted for article
17 (see para. 107 above), the Committee of the Whole
approved without a vote the text of article 18 as recommended by the Drafting Committee.
(iv) Text approved by the Committee of the Whole
115. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for article 18:
Article 18. Participation in treaties signed by the predecessor
State subject to ratification, acceptance or appro11al
I. Subject to paragraphs 3 and 4, if before the date of the
succession of States the predecessor State signed a multilateral
treaty subject to ratification, acceptance or approval and by the
signature intended that the treaty should extend to the territory to
which the succession of States relates, the newly independent State
may ratify, accept or approve the treaty as if it had signed that
treaty and may thereby become a party or a contracting State to it.
2. For the purpose of paragraph I, unless a different intention
appears from the treaty or is otherwise established, the signature by
the predecessor State of a treaty is considered to express the
intention that the treaty should extend to the entire territory for
the international relations of which the predecessor State was
responsible.
3. Paragraph I does not apply if it appears from the treaty or is
otherwise established that the application of the treaty in respect of
the newly independent State would be incompatible with the object
and purpose of the treaty or would radically change the conditions
for its operation.
4. When, under the terms of the treaty or by reason of the
limited number of the negotiating States and the object and purpose
of the treaty, the participation of any other State in the treaty must
be considered as requiring the consent of all the parties or of all the
contracting States, the newly independent State may become a
party or a contracting State to the treaty only with such consent.
ARTICLE 19

1. International Law Commission text
116. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:

3. When a newly independent State formulates a reservation in
conformity with paragraph 2, the rules set out in articles 20, 21, 22
and 23 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties apply in
respect of that reservation.

2. Amendments
117. Amendments were submitted to article 19 by
Austria (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.25), the Federal Republic of
Gennany (A/CONF .80/C.l /L.36) and orally by the United
Republic of Tanzania.
118.

These amendments were to the following effect:

(a) Austria (A/CONF.80/C.l /L.25)
1. At the end of paragraph 1 delete the words "or
fonnulates a reservation which relates to the same subject
matter as that reservation".
2. Delete paragraphs 2 and 3.
[Point 1 was withdrawn, point 2 was rejected; see paras.
120 and 121 below.]
(b) Federal Republic of Gennany (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.36).
1. Replace paragraph 1 by the following text: 1 1
When a newly independent State establishes its status as a party
or as a contracting State to a multilateral treaty by a notification of
succession under articles 16 or 17, or if it participates in a treaty
signed by the predecessor State under article 18, any statement or
instrument made in respect to the treaty in connexion with its
conclusion or signature by the predecessor State, shall remain
effective for the newly independent State. With respect to re·
senations the following rules shall apply:
(a) The newly independent State shall be considered as main·
taining any reservation to the treaty which was applicable at the
date of the succession of States in respect of the territory to which
the succession of States relates unless, when making the notification
of succession, it expresses a contrary intention or formulates a
reservation which relates to the same subject-matter as that
reservation.

2. Redesignate as (b) and (c) present paragraphs 2 and
3.
[Withdrawn; see para. 120 below.]
(c) United Republic of Tanzania (oral amendment)
In paragraph 1 replace the word "maintaining" by
"discontinuing" and delete the words "or fonnulates a
reservation which relates to the same subject-matter as that
reservation."
[Rejected; see para. 121 below.]

Article 19. Resenations
1. When a newly independent State establishes its status as a
party or as a contracting State to a multilateral treaty by a
notification of succession under article 16 or 17, it shall be
considered as maintaining any reservation to that treaty which was
applicable at the date of the succession of States in respect of the
territory to which the succession of States relates unless, when
malting the notification of succession, it expresses a contrary
intention or formulates a reservation which relates to the same
subject matter as that reservation.
2. When making a notification of succession establishing its
status as a party or as a contracting State to a multilateral treaty
under article 16 or 17, a newly independent State may formulate a
reservation unless the reservation is one the formulation of which
would be excluded by the provisions of subparagraph (a), (b) or (c)
of article 19 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.

3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole
(i) Meetings
119. The Committee of the Whole considered article 19
and the amendments thereto at its 27th and 28th meetings,
on 25 and 26 April 1977. At its 35th meeting, on 4 May
1977, it considered the report of the Drafting Committee
on the article.

11

The new words to be inserted are in italics.
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(ii) Initial consideration
120. At the 28th meeting of the Committee of the
Whole, the amendment by the Federal Republic of Germany (A/CONF .80/C.1 /L.36) and point 1 of the amendment by Austria (A/CONF .80/C .1 /L.25) were withdrawn.
121. At the same meeting, the Committee of the Whole
rejected point 2 of the amendment by Austria (A/
CONF.80/C.l/L.25) by 39 votes to 4, with 36 abstentions;
it also rejected the oral amendment by the United Republic
of Tanzania by 26 votes to 14, with 41 abstentions. The
Committee of the Whole then adopted the text of the
International Law Commission for the article by 76 votes
to none, with 6 abstentions and referred it to the Drafting
Committee.

(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee
122. At the 35th meeting of the Committee of the
Whole, the Chainnan of the Drafting Committee introduced
a report of the Drafting Committee (A/CO NF .80/C.l /3)
containing the text of article 19 adopted by the Committee
(for the text, see para. 123 below). Subject to changes in
the French text along the lines of those adopted for article
17 (see para. 107 above), the Committee of the Whole
approved without a vote the text of article 19 as recommended by the Drafting Committee.
(iv) Text approved by the Committee of the Whole
123. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for article 19:

multilateral treaty, a newly independent State may express its
consent to be bound by part of the treaty or make a choice between
differing provisions under the conditions laid down in the treaty for
expressing such consent or making such choice.
2. A newly independent State may also exercise, under the same
conditions as the other parties or contracting States, any right
provided for in the treaty to withdraw or modify any consent or
choice made by itself or made by the predecessor State in respect of
the territory to which the succession of State relates.
3. If the newly independent State does not in conformity with
paragraph I express its consent or make a choice, or in conformity
with paragraph 2 withdraw or modify the consent or choice of the
predecessor State. it is considered as maintaining·
(a) the consent of the predecessor State, in conformity with the
treaty, to be bound, in respect of the territory to which the
succession of States relates, by part of that treaty; or
(b) the ch01ce of the predecessor State, in conformity with the
treaty, between differing provisions in the application of the treaty
in respect of the territory to which the succession of States relates.

2. Amendments
125.

3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole

(i) Meetings
126. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article 20 at its 28th meeting, on 26 April 1977. At its 35th
meeting, on 4 May 1977, it considered the report of the
Drafting Committee on this article.

(ii) Initial consideration

Article 19. Reservations
1. When a newly independent State establishes its status as a
party or as a contracting State to a multilateral treaty by a
notification of succession under article 16 or 17, it shall be
considered as maintaining any reservation to that treaty which was
applicable at the date of the succession of States in respect of the
territory to which the succession of States relates unless, when
making the notification of succession, it expresses a contrary
intention or formulates a reservation which relates to the same
subject-matter as that reservation.

No amendment was submitted to article 20.

127. At its 28th meeting, the Committee of the Whole
adopted without a vote the text of the International Law
Commission for the article and referred it to the Drafting
Committee. It also referred to the Drafting Committee oral
suggestions made by France 1 2 and the Philippines. 1 3

(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee

2. When making a notification of succession establishing its
status as a party or as a contracting State to a multilateral treaty
under article 16 or 17, a newly independent State may formulate a
reservation unless the reservation is one the formulation of which
would be excluded by the provisions of subparagraph (a), (b) or (c)
of article 19 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.

128. At the 35th meeting of the Committee of the
Whole, the Chairman of the Drafting Committee introduced
a report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.l/3)
containing the text of article 20 adopted by the Committee.

3. When a newly independent State formulates a reservation in
conformity with paragraph 2, the rules set out in articles 20, 21, 22
and 23 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties apply in
respect of that reservation.

129. At the same meeting, the representative of Ethiopia
moved the closure of the debate on article 20; the motion
was rejected by 24 votes to 13, with 38 abstentions.

ARTICLE 20

130. Also at the same meeting the representative of Spain
introduced an oral amendment to the text recommended

1. International Law Commission text
124. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:
Article 20. Consent to be bound by part of a treaty and choice
between differing provisions
1. When making a notification of succession under article 16 or
17 establishing its status as a party or contracting State to a

12

The oral suggestion made by France was to the following

effect.
Insert before the words "under the conditions" at the end of
paragraph 1 the words "where the treaty so permits and" (see
A/CO NF. 80/DC. l 1, para. 5).
13
The oral suggestion of the Philippines was that the Drafting
Committee should review the title of the article in the light of the
wording of its text (see A/CONF.80/DC. l l, para. 5).
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by the Drafting Committee for article 20; this amendment
sought to replace the phrase "where the treaty so permits"
in paragraph I by the words "if the treaty so permits". The
Committee of the Whole adopted this amendment by 37
votes to 7, with 26 abstentions. It then approved without a
vote, subject to changes in the French text along the lines
of those adopted for article 17 (see para. 107 above), the
text of article 20 recommended by the Drafting Committee, as amended.
(iv) Text approved by the Committee of the Whole
131. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for article 20:
Article 20. Consent to be bound by part of a treaty and choice
between differing provisions
I. When making a notification of succession under article 16 or
17 establishing its status as a party or contracting State to a
multilateral treaty, a newly independent State may, if the treaty so
permits, express its consent to be bound by part of the treaty or
make a choice between differing provisions under the conditions
laid down in the treaty for expressing such consent or making such
choice.

2. A newly independent State may also exercise, under the same
conditions as the other parties or contracting States, any right
provided for in the treaty to withdraw or modify any consent or
choice made by itself or made by the predecessor State in respect of
the territory to which the succession of State relates.
3. If the newly independent State does not in conformity with
paragraph I express its consent or make a choice, or in conformity
with paragraph 2 withdraw or modify the consent or choice of the
predecessor State, it shall be considered as maintaining:
(a) the consent of the predecessor State, in conformity with the
treaty, to be bound, in respect of the territory to which the
succession of States relates, by part of that treaty; or
(b) the choice of the predecessor State, in conformity with the
treaty, between differing provisions in the application of the treaty
in respect of the territory to which the succession of States relates.
ARTICLE 21

any communication made in connexion therewith by the newly
independent State.
5. Subject to the provisions of the treaty, such notification of
succession or such communication shall be considered as received by
the State for which it was intended only when the latter State has
been informed by the depositary.

2. Amendments
133. An amendment was submitted to article 21 by
Australia (A/CONF.80/C. l /L.29).
134.

This amendment was to the following effect:

In paragraph 3, subparagraph (a), delete the words: "the
parties or the contracting States" and substitute the words:
"all States which have consented to be bound by the
treaty".
In paragraph 3, subparagraph (b ), delete the words: "the
parties or, as the case may be, by all the contracting States"
and substitute the words: "States which have consented to
be bound by the treaty".
[Referred to the Drafting Committee; see para. 136 below.]
3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole
(i) Meetings

135. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article 21 and the amendment thereto at its 28th meeting,
on 26 April 1977. At its 35th meeting, on 4 May 1977, it
considered the report of the Drafting Committee on the
article.
(ii) Initial consideration

136. At its 28th meeting, the Committee of the Whole
adopted without a vote the text of the International Law
Commission for the article and referred it to the Drafting
Committee. It also referred to the Drafting Committee the
amendment by Australia (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.29) as a
drafting suggestion.

I. International Law Commission text _

132. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:
Article 21. Notification of succession
I. A notification of succession in respect of a multilateral treaty
under article 16 or 17 must be made in writing.

2. If the notification of succession is not signed by the Head of
State, Head of Government or Minister of Foreign Affairs, the
representative of the State communicating it may be called upon to
produce full powers.

(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee

137. At the 35th meeting of the Committee of the
Whole, the Chairman of the Drafting Committee introduced
a report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.l/3)
containing the text of article 21 adopted by the Committee
(for the text, see para. 138 below). The Committee of the
Whole approved without a vote the text of article 21 as
recommended by the Drafting Committee.

3. Unless the treaty otherwise provides, the notification of
succession shall:

(iv) Text approved by the Committee of the Whole

(a) be transmitted by the newly independent State to the
depositary or, if there is no depositary, to the parties or the
contracting States;

138. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for article 21:

(b) be considered to be made by the newly independent State
on the date on which it has been received by the depositary or, if
there is no depositary ,,on the date on which it has been received by
all the parties or, as the case may be, by all the contracting States.
4. Paragraph 3 does not affect any duty that the depositary may
have, in accordance with the treaty or otherwise, to inform the
parties or the contracting States of the notification of succession or

Article 21. Notification of succession
I. A notification of succession in respect of a multilateral treaty
under article 16 or 17 shall be made in writing.

2. If the notification of succession is not signed by the Head of
State, Head of Government or Minister of Foreign Affairs, the
representative of the State communicating it may be called upon to
produce full powers.
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3. Unless the treaty otherwise provides, the notification of
succession shall:
(a) be transmitted by the newly independent State to the
depositary, or, if there is no depositary, to the parties or the
contracting States;
(b) be considered to be made by the newly independent State
on the date on which it has been received by the depositary or, if
there is no depositary, on the date on which it has been received by
all the parties or, as the case may be, by all the contracting States.
4. Paragraph 3 does not affect any duty that the depositary may
have, in accordance with the treaty or otherwise, to inform the
parties or the contracting States of the notification of succession or
any communication made in connexion therewith by the newly
independent State.
S. Subject to the provisions of the treaty, the notification of
succession or the communication made in connexion therewith shall
be considered as received by the State for which it was intended
only when the latter State has been informed by the depositary.

ARTICLE 22

I. International Law Commission text
139. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:

considered the report of the Drafting Committee on the
article.

(ii) Initial consideration
143. At its 29th meeting, the Committee of the Whole
adopted without a vote the text of the International Law
Commission for the article and referred it to the Drafting
Committee. It also referred to the Drafting Committee the
amendment by Austria (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.26) as a
drafting suggestion.

(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee
144. At the 35th meeting of the Committee of the
Whole, the Chairman of the Drafting Committee introduced
a report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.l/3)
containing the text of article 22 adopted by the Committee
(for the text, see para. 145 below). Subject to a change in
the French text along the lines of those adopted for article
17 (see para. 107 above), the Committee of the Whole
approved without a vote the text of article 22 as recommended by the Drafting Committee.

Article 22. Effects of a notification of succession

(iv) Text approved by the Committee of the Whole

l. Unless the treaty otherwise provides or it is otherwise agreed,
a newly independent State which makes a notification of succession
under article 16 or article 17, paragraph 2, shall be considered a
party to the treaty from the date of the succession of States or from
the date of entry into force of the treaty, whichever is the later
date.

145. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for article 22:

2. Nevertheless, the operation of the treaty shall be considered
as suspended as between the newly independent State and the other
parties to the treaty until the date of making of the notification of
succession except so far as that treaty may be apphed provisionally
in accordance with article 26 or as may be otherwise agreed.
3. Unless the treaty otherwise provides or it is otherwise agreed,
a newly independent State which makes a notification of succession
under article 17, paragraph l, shall be considered a contracting State
to the treaty from the date on which the notification of succession
is made.

2. Amendments
140. An amendment was submitted to article 22 by
Austria (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.26).
141.

This amendment was to the following effect:

Replace paragraph 2 of the article by the following:
2. Nevertheless, the newly independent State and the other
parties to the treaty shall be considered as having consented to the
suspension of the operation of the treaty from the date of
succession until the date of making of the notification of succession
except so far as that treaty may be apphed provisionally in
accordance with article 26 or as may be otherwise agreed.

[Referred to the Drafting Committee; see para. 143 below.]

3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole

(i) Meetings
142. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article 22 and the amendment thereto at its 29th meeting,
on 26 April 1977. At its 35th meeting, on 4 May 1977, it

Article 22. Effects of a notification of succession
l. Unless the treaty otherwise provides or it is otherwise agreed,
a newly independent State which makes a notification of succession
under article 16 or article 17, paragraph 2, shall be considered a
party to the treaty from the date of the succession of States or from
the date of entry into force of the treaty, whichever is the later
date.
2. Nevertheless, the operation of the treaty shall be considered
as suspended as between the newly independent State and the other
parties to the treaty until the date of making of the notification of
succession except so far as that treaty may be applied provisionally
in accordance with article 26 or as may be otherwise agreed.
3. Unless the treaty otherwise provides or it is otherwise agreed,
a newly independent State which makes a notification of succession
under article 17, paragraph I, shall be considered a contracting State
to the treaty from the date on which the notification of succession
is made.

ARTICLES 23 AND 24

1. International Law Commission text
146. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:
Article 23. Conditions under which a treaty is considered as being
in force in the case of a succession of States
l A bilateral treaty which, at the date of a succession of States
was in force in respect of the territory to which the succession of
States relates 1s considered as being in force between a newly
independent State and the other State party in conformity with the
provisions of the treaty when:
(a) they expressly so agree; or
(b) by reason of their conduct they are to be considered as
having so agreed.
2. A treaty considered as being in force under paragraph l
applies in the relations between the newly independent State and
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the other State party from the date of the succession of States,
unless a different intention appears from their agreement or is
otherwise established.

Article 24. The position as between the predecessor State
and the newly independent State
A treaty which under article 23 is considered as being in force
between a newly independent State and the other State party is not
by reason only of that fact to be considered as in force also in the
relations between the predecessor States and the newly independent
State.

2. Amendments
147. Amendments were submitted to articles 23 and 24
by Finland (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.30) and to article 23 by
Australia (A/CONF.80/C. l/L.33).
148.

These amendments were to the following effect:
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(ii) Initial consideration
150. At the 29th meeting of the Committee of the
Whole, the amendment by Australia (A/CONF.80/
C.l/L.33) was withdrawn.
151. At the same meeting, the Committee of the Whole
took a separate vote on subparagraph 1 (b) of article 23 as a
whole at the request of the representative of Madagascar. It
decided to retain that subparagraph by 56 votes to 6, with
12 abstentions. It then adopted without a vote the text of
the International Law Commission for article 23 and
referred it to the Drafting Committee. It also referred to
the Drafting Committee the revised version of point 1 of
the amendment by Finland (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.30, as
orally revised at the suggestion of the representative of the
United Arab Emirates) as a drafting suggestion.

(b) by reason of theu conduct, and in particular by applying the
treaty, they arc to be considered as having so agreed;

152. Also at its 29th meeting, the Committee of the
Whole adopted the text of the International Law Commission for article 24 by 57 votes to 8, with 7 abstentions,
and referred it to the Drafting Committee. It also referred
to the Drafting Committee, as a drafting suggestion, the
question of the merger of articles 23 and 24 as proposed in
point 2 of the amendment by Finland (NCONF.80/
C.l/L.30).

2. Delete article 24 and add the following new paragraph 3 to article 23:

(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee

3. A treaty considered as being in force under this article
between the newly independent State and the other State party is
not by reason only of that fact to be considered as in force also in
the relations between the predecessor State and the newly independent State.

153. At the 35th meeting of the Committee of the
Whole, the Chairman of the Drafting Committee introduced
a report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.l/3)
containing the text of article 23 adopted by the Committee
(for the text, see para. 155 below). Subject to a change in
the French text suggested by the representative of Senegal
(to replace in para. 1 (b) "a raison" by "en raison'), the
Committee of the Whole approved without a vote the text
of article 23 as recommended by the Drafting Committee.

(a) Finland (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.30, as orally revised at the
suggestion of the representative of the United Arab
Emirates) 1 4
1. Replace the existing text of subparagraph 1 (b) of
article 23 by the following:

[Referred to the Drafting Committee; see paras. 151 and
152 below.]
(b) Australia (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.33)
At the end of paragraph 1, add an additional subparagraph as follows:
(c) At the time of the conclusion of the treaty constitutional
procedures in force in the newly independent State prior to the date
of the succession of States required the consent of the authorities
elected by the people of the territory constituting the newly
independent State to the apphcahon or extension of the treaty to
that temtory.

[Withdrawn; see para. 150 below.]
3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole
(i) Meetings

149. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
articles 23 and 24 and the amendments thereto at its
29th meeting, on 26 April 1977. At its 35th meeting, on
4 May 1977, it considered the report of the Drafting
Committee on the articles.
14

In the original version of the amendment, point I read as
follows:
Replace the existing text of subparagraph 1 (b) of article 23 by
the following:
"(b) By applying the treaty or otherwise by reason of the Ir

conduct they are to be considered as having so agreed;".

154. Also at the 35th meeting of the Committee of the
Whole, the Chairman of the Drafting Committee introduced
a report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.l/3)
containing the text of article 24 adopted by the Committee
(for the text, see para. 155 below). The Committee of the
Whole approved without a vote the text of article 24 as
recommended by the Drafting Committee.
(iv) Tex ts approved by the Committee of the Whole
155. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following texts for articles 23
and 24:
Article 23. Conditions under which a treaty is considered as being
in force in the case of a succession of States
I. A bilateral treaty which at the date of a succession of States
was in force in respect of the territory to which the succession of
States relates is considered as being in force between a newly
independent State and the other State party when:
(a) they expressly so agree; or
(b) by reason of their conduct they are to be considered as
having so agreed.

2. A treaty considered as being in force under paragraph I
applies in the relations between the newly independent State and
the other State party from the date of the succession of States,
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unless a different intention appears from their agreement or is
otherwise established.

(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee

Article 24. The position as between the predecessor State
and the newly independent State

160. At the 35th meeting of the Committee of the
Whole, the Chairman of the Drafting Committee introduced
a report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.l/3)
containing the text of article 25 adopted by the Committee
(for the text, see para. 161 below). The Committee of the
Whole approved without a vote the text of article 25 as
recommended by the Drafting Committee.

A treaty which under article 23 is considered as being in force
between a newly independent State and the other State party is not
by reason only of that fact to be considered as in force also in the
relations between the predecessor State and the newly independent
State.

ARTICLE 25

1. International Law Commission text
156. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:
Article 25. Termination, ruspension of operation or amendment of
the treaty as between the predecessor State and the other State
party
I. When under article 23 a treaty 1s considered as being in force
between a newly independent State and the other State party, the
treaty:
(a) does not cease to be in force between them by reason only

of the fact that it has subsequently been terminated as between the
predecessor State and the other State party;
(b) is not suspended in operation as between them by reason

only of the fact that it has subsequently been suspended in
operation as between the predecessor State and the other State
party;
(c) is not amended as between them by reason only of the fact
that it has subsequently been amended as between the predecessor
State and the other State party.
2. The fact that a treaty has been terminated or, as the case may
be, suspended in. operation as between the predecessor State and the
other State party after the date of the succession of States does not
prevent the treaty from being considered to be in force, or, as the
case may be, in operation as between the newly independent State
and the other State party if it is established in accordance with
article 23 that they so agreed.
3. The fact that a treaty has been amended as between the
predecessor State and the other State party after the date of the
succession of States does not prevent the unamended treaty from
being considered to be in force under article 23 as between the
newly independent State and the other State party, unless it is
established that they intended the treaty as amended to apply
between them.

2. Amendments
157.

(iv) Text approved by the Committee of the Whole
161. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for article 25:
Article 25. Termination, suspension of operation or amendment of
the treaty as between the predecessor State and the other State
party
I. When under article 23 a treaty is considered as being in force
between a newly independent State and the other State party, the
treaty:
(a) does not cease to be in force between them by reason only
of the fact that it has subsequently been terminated as between the
predecessor State and the other State party;
(b) is not suspended in operation as between them by reason
only of the fact that it has subsequently been suspended in
operation as between the predecessor State and the other State
party;
(c) is not amended as between them by reason only of the fact
that it has subsequently been amended as between the predecessor
State and the other State party.
2. The fact that a treaty has been terminated or, as the case may
be, suspended in operation as between the predecessor State and the
other State party after the date of the succession of States does not
prevent the treaty from being considered to be in force or, as the
case may be, in operation as between the newly independent State
and the other State party if it is established in accordance with
article 23 that they so agreed.
3. The fact that a treaty has been amended as between the
predecessor State and the other State party after the date of the
succession of States does not prevent the unamended treaty from
being considered to be in force under article 23 as between the
newly independent State and the other State party, unless it is
established that they intended the treaty as amended to apply
between them.

ARTICLES 26 AND 27

No amendment was submitted to article 25.

I. International Law Commission text

3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole

162. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:

(i) Meetings

Article 26. Multilateral treaties

158. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article 25 at its 30th meeting, on 28 April 1977. At its
35th meeting, on 4 May 1977, it considered the report of
the Drafting Committee on the article.
(ii) Initial consideration
159. At its 30th meeting, the Committee of the Whole
adopted without a vote the text of the International Law
Commission for the article and referred it to the Drafting
Committee.

I. If, at the date of the succession of States, a multilateral treaty
was m force in respect of the territory to which the succession of
States relates and the newly independent State gives notice of its
intention that the treaty should be applied provisionally in respect
of its territory, that treaty shall apply provisionally between the
newly independent State and any party which expressly so agrees or
by reason of its conduct is to be considered as having so agreed.

2. Nevertheless, in the case of a treaty which falls within the
category mentioned m article 16, paragraph 3, the consent of all the
parties to such provisional application is required.
3. If, at the date of the succession of States, a multilateral treaty
not yet in force was being applied provisionally in respect of the
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territory to which the succession of States relates and the newly
independent State gives notice of its intention that the treaty should
continue to be applied provisionally in respect of its territory, that
treaty shall apply provisionally between the newly independent
State and any contracting State which expressly so agrees or by
reason of its conduct is to be considered as having so agreed.
4. Nevertheless, in the case of a treaty which falls within the
category mentioned in article 16, paragraph 3, the consent of all the
contracting States to such continued provisional application is
required.

5. Paragraphs 1 to 4 do not apply if it appears from the treaty or
is otherwise established that the application of the treaty in respect
of the newly independent State would be incompatible with its
object and purpose or would radically change the conditions for the
operation of the treaty.
Article 27. Bilateral treaties
A bilateral treaty which at the date of a succession of States was
in force or was being provisionally applied in respect of the territory
to which the succession of States relates is considered as applying
provisionally between the newly independent State and the other
State concerned when:
(a) they expressly so agree; or
(b) by reason of their conduct they are to be considered as
having agreed to continue to apply the treaty provisionally.

2. Amendments
163. Amendments were submitted to articles 26 and 27
by Finland (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.31, as orally revised) and to
article 26 by Australia and Ireland (A/CONF.80/
C.l/L.34/Rev.l).
164.

These amendments were to the following effect:

(a) Finland (A/CONF.80/C.I /L.31, as orally revised) 1 5
Article 26

In paragraphs 1 and 3, after the words "by reason of its
conduct" insert the words "and in particular by applying
the treaty".
Article 27

In subparagraph (b ), after the words "by reason of their
conduct" insert the words "and in particular by applying
the treaty".
[Referred to the Drafting Committee; see para. 166 below.]
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(b) Australia and Ireland (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.34/Rev.l, as
orally corrected) 1 6
'Article 26
I. In paragraph 1, [ ... ] insert the words "in writing"
after the word "notice".

2. In paragraph 1, replace the words "any party which
expressly so agrees or by reason of its conduct is to be
considered as having so agreed'' by the words:
"the parties to the treaty, provided that within a
period of [ ] months from the date of receipt of such
notification, a party may by notice in writing expressly
reject provisional application as between itself and the
successor State".
3. In paragraph 3, [... ] insert the words "in writing"
following the word "notice".
4. In paragraph 3, replace the words "any contracting
State which expressly so agrees or by reason of its conduct
is to be considered as having so agreed" by the words:
"the contracting States to the treaty, provided that,
within a period of [ ] months from the date of receipt
of such notification, a contracting State may by notice
in writing expressly reject provisional application as
between itself and the successor State".
5. Add a new paragraph 6 as follows:
6. A notice given by a newly independent State under paragraph I or paragraph 3 shall be transmitted to the depositary or, if
there is no depositary, to the parties or to the contracting States,
and shall take effect on the date of its receipt by the party or
contracting State in question.

6. Add a new paragraph 7 as follows:
7. A notice of rejection given by a party or a contracting State
to a treaty under paragraph I or paragraph 3 shall take effect as
though the newly independent State had not given notice to that
party or contracting State of its intention that the treaty should be
applied provisionally, unless the treaty was provisionally applied
between the newly independent State and that party or contracting
State between the date of notice by the newly independent State
and the date of rejection by that party or contracting State, in
which case the notice of rejection shall take effect from the date of
its receipt by the newly independent State.

[Rejected; see para. 166 below.]

16
In its original version, the amendment was sponsored by
Australia only and read as follows:
15

In its original version, the amendment read as follows:

Article 26
1.
In paragraphs I and 3 of article 26, replace the words "by
reason of its conduct" by the following:
"by applying the treaty or otherwise by reason of its
conduct".

Article 27
2.
In paragraph (b) of article 27, replace the words "(b) by reason
of their conduct" by the following:
"(b) by applying the treaty or otherwise by reason of their
conduct".

1.
In paragraph I, replace the words "any party which expressly
so agrees or by reason of its conduct is to be considered as having so
agreed" by the words:
"the parties to the treaty, provided that a party may by
notice in writing expressly reject provisional application as
between itself and the successor State''.
2.
In paragraph 3, replace the words "any contracting State
which expressly so agrees or by reason of its conduct is to be
considered as having so agreed" by the words:
"the contracting States to the treaty, provided that a
contracting State may by notice in writing expressly reject
provisional application as between itself and the successor
State".
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3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole
(i) Meetings

165. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
articles 26 and 27 and the amendments thereto at its 30th
and 32nd meetings, on 28 and 29 April 1977. At its
35th meeting, on 4 May 1977, it considered the report of
the Drafting Committee on the articles.
(ii) Initial consideration

166. At its 32nd meeting, the Committee of the Whole
rejected the amendment by Australia and Ireland
(A/CONF.80/C.l/L.34/Rev.l) by 23 votes to 23 with 29
abstentions. It then adopted without a vote the texts of the
International Law Commission for articles 26 and 27 and
referred them to the Drafting Committee. It also referred to
the Drafting Committee the amendment by Finland
(A/CONF.80/C.l/L.31, as orally revised) as a drafting
suggestion.
(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee

167. At the 35th meeting of the Committee of the
Whole, the Chairman of the Drafting Committee introduced
a report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.1/3)
containing the text of article 26 adopted by the Committee
(for the text, see para. 169 below). Subject to changes in
the French text similar to that made in article 23 (see
para. 153 above), the Committee of the Whole approved
without a vote the text of article 26 as recommended by
the Drafting Committee.
168. Also at the 35th meeting of the Committee of the
Whole, the Chairman of the Drafting Committee introduced
a report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.l/3)
containing the text of article 27 adopted by the Committee
(for the text, see para. 169 below). Subject to a change in
the French text similar to that made in article 23 (see
para. 153 above), the Committee of the Whole approved
without a vote the text of article 27 as recommended by
the Drafting Committee.
(iv) Texts approved by the Committee of the Whole
169. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for articles 26
and 27:
Article 26. Multilateral treaties
l. If, at the date of the succession of States, a multilateral treaty
was in force in respect of the territory to which the succession of
States relates and the newly independent State gives notice of its
intention that the treaty should be applied provisionally in respect
of its territory, that treaty shall apply provisionally between the
newly independent State a.Jld any party which expressly so agrees or
by reason of its conduct is to be considered as having so agreed.
2. Nevertheless, in the case of a treaty which falls within the
category mentioned in article 16, paragraph 3, the consent of all the
parties to such provisional application is required.
3. If, at the date of the succession of States, a multilateral treaty
not yet in force was being applied provisionally in respect of the
territory to which the succession of States relates and the newly

independent State gives notice of its intention that the treaty should
continue to be applied provisionally in respect of its territory, that
treaty shall apply provisionally between the newly independent
State and any contracting State which expressly so agrees or by
reason of its conduct is to be considered as having so agreed.
4. Nevertheless, in the case of a treaty which falls within the
category mentioned in article 16, paragraph 3, the consent of all the
contracting States to such continued provisional application is
required.
S. Paragraphs l to 4 do not apply if it appears from the treaty or
is otherwise established that the application of the treaty in respect
of the newly independent State would be incompatible with the
object and purpose of the treaty or would radically change the
conditions for its operation.

Article 27. Bilateral treaties
A bilateral treaty which at the date of a succession of States was
in force or was being provisionally applied in respect of the territory
to which the succession of States relates is considered as applying
provisionally between the newly independent State and the other
State concerned when:
(a) they expressly so agree; or
(b) by reason of their conduct they are to be considered as
having so agreed.

ARTICLE 28

1. International Law Commission text
170. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:
Article 28. Termination of provisional application
1. Unless the treaty otherwise provides or it is otherwise agreed,
the provisional application of a multilateral treaty under article 26
may be terminated:
(a) by reasonable notice of termination given by the newly
independent State or the party or contracting State provisionally
applying the treaty and the expiration of the notice; or
(b) in the case of a treaty which falls within the category
mentioned in article 16, paragraph 3, by reasonable notice of
termination given by the newly independent State or the parties or,
as the case may be, the contracting States, and the expiration of the
notice.
2. Unless the treaty otherwise provides or it is otherwise agreed,
the provisional application of a bilateral treaty under article 27 may
be terminated by reasonable notice of termination given by the
newly independent State or the other State concerned and the
expiration of the notice.
3. Unless the treaty provides for a shorter period for its
termination or 1t is otherwise agreed, reasonable notice of termination shall be twelve months' notice from the date on which it is
received by the other State or States provisionally applying the
treaty.
4. Unless the treaty otherwise provides or it is otherwise agreed,
the provisional application of a multilateral treaty under article 26
shall be terminated if the newly independent State gives notice of its
intention not to become a party to the treaty.

2. Amendments
171. An oral amendment was submitted to article 28 by
the United Kingdom.
172.

This amendment was to the following effect:

Insert in the last part of paragraph 1 (b) the words "one
of' between the words "independent State or" and the
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words "the parties" as well as between the words "as the
case may be" and the words "the contracting States".
[Rejected; see para. 174 below.]
3.

Proceedin~

of the Committee of the Whole
(i) Meetings

173. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article 28 and the amendment thereto at its 30th and 32nd
meetings, on 28 and 29 April 1977. At its 35th meeting, on
4 May 1977, it considered the report of the Drafting
Committee on the article.
(ii) Initial consideration

174. At its 32nd meeting, the Committee of the Whole
rejected the oral amendment by the United Kingdom by 34
votes to 13, with 30 abstentions. At the same meeting, it
adopted without a vote the text of the International Law
Commission for the article and referred it to the Drafting
Committee.
(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee
175. At the 35th meeting of the Committee of the
Whole, the Chainnan of the Drafting Committee introduced
a report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.1/3)
containing the text of article 28 adopted by the Committee.
176. At the same meeting the representative of the
United States submitted an oral amendment seeking to
insert in paragraph 1 (b) the words "all of' after "the
newly independent State or" as well as after "as the case
may be". The Committee decided· by 46 votes to 19, with
10 abstentions that the amendment by the United States
was not a reconsideration of a decision taken by the
Committee at its 32nd meeting (see para. 174 above). It
then adopted the oral amendment of the United States by
46 votes to 19, with 11 abstentions.
177. The Committee then approved without a vote the
text of article 28 recommended by the Drafting Committee, as amended.
(iv) Text approved by the Committee of the Whole
178. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for article 28:
Article 28. Termination of proPisional application
1. Unless the treaty otherwise provides or it is otherwise agreed,
the provisional application of a multilateral treaty under article 26
may be terminated:
(a) by reasonable notice of termination given by the newly
independent State or the party or contracting State provisionally
applying the treaty and the expiration of the notice; or
(b) in the case of a treaty which falls within the category
mentioned in article 16, paragraph 3, by reasonable notice of
termination given by the newly independent State or all of the
parties or, as the case may be, all of the contracting States and the
expiration of the notice.

2. Unless the treaty otherwise provides or it is otherwise agreed,
the provisional application of a bilateral treaty under article 27 may
be terminated by reasonable notice of termination given by the
newly independent State or the other State concerned and the
expiration of the notice.
3. Unless the treaty provides for a shorter period for its
termination or it is otherwise agreed, reasonable notice of termination shall be twelve months' notice from the date on which it is
received by the other State or States provisionally applying the
treaty.
4. Unless the treaty otherwise provides or it is otherwise agreed,
the provisional application of a multilateral treaty under article 26
shall be terminated if the newly independent State gives notice of its
intention not to become a party to the treaty.

ARTICLE 29

1. International Law Commwion text
179. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:
Article 29. Newly independent States formed from two
or more territories
1. Articles 15 to 28 apply in the case of a newly independent
State formed from two or more territories.
2. When a newly independent State formed from two or more
territories is considered as or becomes a party to a treaty by virtue
of articles 16, 17 or 23 and at the date of the succession of States
the treaty was in force, or consent to be bound had been given, in
respect of one or more, but not all, of those territories, the treaty
shall apply in respect of the entire territory of that State unless:
(a) it appears from the treaty or is otherwise established that the
application of the treaty in respect of the entire territory would be
incompatible with its object and purpose or would radically change
the conditions for the operation of the treaty;
(b) in the case of a multilateral treaty not falling under
article 16, paragraph 3, or under article 17, paragraph 4, the
notification of succession is restricted to the territory in respect of
which the treaty was in force at the date of the succession of States,
or in respect of which consent to be bound by the treaty had been
given prior to that date;
(c) in the case of a multilateral treaty falling under article 16,
paragraph 3, or under article 17, paragraph 4, the newly independent State and the other States parties or, as the case may be,
the other contracting States otherwise agree; or

(d) in the case of a bilateral treaty, the newly independent State
and the other State concerned otherwise agree.

3. When a newly independent State formed from two or more
territories becomes a party to a multilateral treaty under article 18
and by the signature or signatures of the predecessor State or States
it had been intended that the treaty should extend to one or more,
but not all, of those territories, the treaty shall apply in respect of
the entire territory of the newly independent State unless;
(a) it appears from the treaty or is otherwise established that the
application of the treaty in respect of the entire territory would be
incompatible with its object and purpose or would radically change
the conditions for the operation of the treaty;
(b) in the case of a multilateral treaty not falling under
article 18, paragraph 4, the ratification, acceptance or approval of
the treaty is restricted to the territory or territories to which it was
intended that the treaty should extend; or

(c) in the case of a multilateral treaty falling under article 18,
paragraph 4, the newly independent State and the other States
parties or, as the case may be, the other contracting States otherwise
agree.
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2. Amendments
180. Amendments were submitted to article 29 by
Swaziland and Sweden (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.23), Finland
(A/CONF.80/C.l/L.32) and Malaysia (A/CONF.80/
C.l/L.43).
181.

Those amendments were to the following effect:

(a) Swaziland and Sweden (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.23)
Delete paragraph 3.
[Rejected; see para. 184 below.]
(b) Finland (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.32)
1. Add to paragraph 2 of article 29 after the words
" ... or becomes a party to a ... " the following:
" ... multilateral or bilateral ... ".
2. Add to subparagraph (a) of paragraph 2 of article 29
after the words "(a) it appears from ..."the following:
" ... multilateral or bilateral ... ".
3. Delete in subparagraphs (b) and (c) of paragraph 3 of
article 29 the word "multilateral ... ".
[Rejected; see para. 184 below.]
(c) Malaysia (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.43)
In subparagraphs (b) and (c) of paragraph 2, replace the
words "article 17, paragraph 4", by the words "article 17,
paragraph 3''.
[This amendment is consequential upon the amendment
submitted by Malaysia to article 17 (A/CONF.80/C. l/L.42
and Corr.I).]
[Referred to the Drafting Committee; see para. 184 below.]
3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole

(i) Meetings
182. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article 29 and the amendments thereto at its 32nd, 33rd
and 34th meetings, on 29 April and 2 May 1977. At its
35th meeting, on 4 May 1977, it considered the report of
the Drafting Committee on the article.
(ii) Initial consideration
183. At the 34th meeting of the Committee of the
Whole, the representative of Norway proposed that the
Committee defer consideration of article 29 and the
amendments thereto to the next session of the Conference.
This motion was rejected by 34 votes to 18, with 26
abstentions.

(c) It adopted the text of the International Law
Commission for the article by 69 votes to none, with
9 abstentions;
(d) It referred this text to the Drafting Committee
together with the amendment by Malaysia (A/CO NF .80/
C.l/L.43) as a drafting suggestion.

(iii) Consideration of the report
of the Drafting Committee
185. At the 35th meeting of the Committee of the
Whole, the Chairman of the Drafting Committee introduced
a report of the Drafting Committee (A/CONF.80/C.l/3)
containing the text of article 29 adopted by the Committee
(for the text, see para. 186 below). The Committee of the
Whole approved without a vote the text of article 29 as
recommended by the Drafting Committee.
(iv) Text approved by the Committee of the Whole
186. The Committee of the Whole recommends that the
Conference should adopt the following text for article 29:
Article 29. Newly independent States formed from two
or more territories
I. Articles 15 to 28 apply in the case of a newly independent
State formed from two or more territories.

2. When a newly independent State formed from two or more
territories is considered as or becomes a party to a treaty by virtue
of article 16, 17 or 23 and at the date of the succession of States the
treaty was in force, or consent to be bound had been given, in
respect of one or more, but not all, of those territories, the treaty
shall apply in respect of the entire territory of that State unless:
(a) it appears from the treaty or is otherwi~e established that the
application of the treaty in respect of the entire territory would be
incompatible with the object and purpose of the treaty or would
radically change the conditions for its operation;
(b) in the case of a multilateral treaty not falling under article
16, paragraph 3, or under article 17, paragraph 4, the notification of
succession is restricted to the territory in respect of which the treaty
was in force at the date of the succession of States, or in respect of
which consent to be bound by the treaty had been given prior to
that date;
(c) in the case of a multilateral treaty falling under article 16,
paragraph 3, or under article 17, paragraph 4, the newly inde·
pendent State and the other States parties or, as the case may be,
the other contracting States otherwise agree; or
(d) in the case of a bilateral treaty, the newly independent State
and the other State concerned otherwise agree.
3. When a newly independent State formed from two or more
territories becomes a party to a multilateral treaty under article 18
and by the signature or signatures of the predecessor State or States
it had been intended that the treaty should extend to one or more,
but not all, of those territories, the treaty shall apply in respect of
the entire territory of the newly independent State unless:

184. The Committee then took the following decisions
on article 29 and the amendments thereto:

(a) it appears from the treaty or is otherwise established that the
application of the treaty in respect of the entire territory would be
incompatible with the object and purpose of the treaty or would
radically change the conditions for its operation;

(a) It rejected the amendment by Swaziland and
Sweden (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.23) by 35 votes to 18, with 24
abstentions;

(b) in the case of a multilateral treaty not falling under
article 18, paragraph 4, the ratification, acceptance or approval of
the treaty is restricted to the territory or territories to which it was
intended that the treaty should extend; or

(b) It
rejected
the
amendment by Finland
(A/CONF.80/C.l/L.32) by 23 votes to 16, with 37 abstentions.

(c) in the case of a multilateral treaty falling under article 18,
paragraph 4, the newly independent State and the other States
parties or, as the case may be, the other contracting States otherwise
agree.
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B. DRAFT ARTICLES WHOSE CONSIDERATION BY
THE COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE HAS NOT YET
BEEN COMPLETED

1. Draft article refe"ed to the Drafting Committee
and not yet reported on by that Committee
PROPOSED NEW ARTICLE 22 bis

I. Text of the proposed new article

oral suggestions relating thereto. 1 7 The Committee agreed
to defer its decision on the proposed new provision until
the Drafting Committee had recommended the requested
formulation.
194. At its 35th meeting, on 4 May 1977, the Committee
of the Whole was informed by the Chairman of the Drafting
Committee that the Drafting Committee would report on
article 22 bis at the next session of the Conference. The
Committee of the Whole took note of that statement.

187. An amendment seeking to insert a new article 22 bis
was submitted by Czechoslovakia, Poland and the Ukrainian SSR (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.28).
188. The text of the proposed new article read as
follows:
Article 22 bis. Notification by a depositary
I. The depositary, if any, of a treaty referred to in articles 16,
16 bis, 17 and 18 shall notify the newly independent State that the
said treaty has been extended to the territory to which the
succession of States relates and of all other particulars relating to
the treaty.

2. The notification referred to in paragraph I must be made by
the depositary in writing as soon as possible.

189. A revised version of the text was subsequently
submitted by Czechoslovakia, Poland, Singapore and the
Ukrainian SSR (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.28/Rev.l).
190.

It read as follows:
Article 22 bis

The depositary, if any, of a treaty referred to in articles 16, 17 or
18 shall, as far•as may be practicable, by writing inform the newly
independent State that the said treaty has been previously extended
to the territory to which the succession of States. relates and such
information will include all other relevant particulars relating to the
treaty.

17
As listed in document A/CONF.80/DC.16, the suggestions
made included the following:

1. Suggestions concerning the text of
the new provision
(a) France

(i) At the beginning of the text, insert the words: "A State
party to the present Convention which is" and begin the
expression "the depositary" with a small letter.
(ii) Delete the words", if any,".

The beginning of the text would then read as follows:
"A State party to the present Convention which is the
depositary of a treaty referred to in article 16, 17 or 18".
(b) Pakistan

(i) Replace the words "the newly independent State" by the
words "the successor State".
(ii) Replace the words "the said treaty has been previously
extended" by the words "the said treaty was previously
applicable".
(c) Malaysia

(i) Amend the words "by writing" to read "in writing".
(ii) Replace the words "as far as may be practicable" by the
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words "as soon as possible".
(d) Netherlands

191. The Committee of the Whole considered the proposed new article 22 bis at its 29th, 3 lst and
32nd meetings, on 26, 28 and 29 April 1977.

At the end of the text, after the words "all other particulars
relating to the treaty", add the words "which are referred to in
article 77, paragraph 1, subparagraphs (e) and (j), of the 1969
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties."

192. At its 29th meeting, the Committee of the Whole
adopted a motion to close the debate on the original
version of the proposed new article 22 bis (A/CONF.80/
C.l/L.28) by 31 votes to 6, with 34 abstentions. It then
agreed to suspend its consideration of the proposed new
article 22 bis pending consultations among the co-sponsors
and the delegations that had proposed drafting changes and
other interested delegations.

(e) Senegal (suggested subamendment to the Netherlands amendment)

193. At its 32nd meeting, the Committee had before it
the revised version of the proposed new article 22 bis
(A/CONF.80/C.l/L.28/Rev.l ). It referred it to the Drafting
Committee together with the suggestions that had been
made orally by various delegations during the Committee's
consideration of the proposed article 22 bis at the 31st and
32nd meetings. The Drafting Committee was requested to
prepare a formulation taking into account the text in
document A/CONF.80/C.l/L.28/Rev.l and the referred

Replace the words "which are referred to" by the words
", especially those referred to".
(f) Italy

Amend the words "has been previously extended" to read "had
been previously extended".
(g) Greece

(i) At the end of the text, delete the word "all".
(ii) Prepare a title for the proposed provision.

II. Suggestions concerning the position of

the new provision
It was suggested by the Netherlands, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and the

United Kingdom that the new provision should be included in a
declaration or resolution forming part of the Final Act.
The United Kingdom further mentioned the possibility of
including the new provision in the preamble.
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2. Draft articles whose consideration has been
referred to an informal consultations group 1 8
ARTICLE 6

l. International Law Commission text

195. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:
Article 6. Cases of succession of States covered
by the present articles
The present articles apply only to the effects of a succession of
States occurring in conformity with international law and, in
particular, the principles of international law embodied in the
Charter of the United Nations.

2. Amendments

Replace the present text by the following:
Article 6. Questions relating to the validity of a succession
of States
Nothing in the present articles shall be considered as prejudicing
in any respect any question relating to the validity of a succession of
States as such.

[Withdrawn; see para. 200 below.]
(e) Singapore (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.17)
Replace the existing text by the following:
The present articles apply to the effects of a succession of States
only in cases where such succession is valid in accordance with
international law and in particular the principles of international law
embodied in the Charter of the United Nations.

[Referred to the
para. 201 below.]

Informal Consultations Group; see

196. Amendments to article 6 were submitted by Australia (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.3),
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Romania (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.5), Ethiopia (A/CONF.80/
C.l/L.6), the Soviet Union (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.8), and
Singapore (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.l 7).

198. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article 6 and the amendments thereto at its 6th to
9th meetings on 8, 12 and 13 April 1977.

197.

These amendments were to the following effect:

(a) Australia (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.3)
Delete the text of article 6 and substitute the following:
Nothing in the present Convention shall be interpreted as
obliging a State party to the present Convention to apply its
provisions to the effects of events which have occurred contrary to
international Jaw including the principles of international law
embodied in the Charter of the United Nations.

(Withdrawn; see para. 199 below.]
(b) Romania (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.5)
Replace the present text by the following:
Article 6. Cases of succession of States covered
by the present articles
The present Convention applies to cases of succession of States
occurring in conformity with the fundamental principles embodied
in the Charter of the United Nations, in the Declaration on
Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and
Co-operation among States and in other international instruments.

[Referred to the Informal Consultations Group; see
para. 201 below.]
(c) Ethiopia (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.6).
Replace the text of the article by the following:
Article 6. Cases of succession of States covered
by the present articles
The present articles shall not apply to the effects of a succession
of States occurring in violation of international law and, in
particular, the principles of international law embodied in the
Charter of the United Nations.

[Referred to the Informal Consultations Group; see
para. 201 below.]
(d) Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (A/CONF.80/
C.l/L.8)
18

See para. IO above.

199. At the 7th meeting of the Committee of the Whole,
the amendment by Australia (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.3) was
withdrawn.
200. At the 9th meeting of the Committee of the Whole,
the amendment by the Soviet Union (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.8)
was withdrawn.
201. Also at the 9th meeting, the Committee decided to
refer article 6 and the remaining amendments thereto to the
Informal Consultations Group.
202. At its 34th meeting, on 2 May 1977, the Committee
of the Whole was infonned by the Vice-Chainnan, who had
chaired the Informal Consultations Group, that consultations were still going on and that a substantive report
on article 6 together with articles 7 and 12 would be made
at the next session of the Conference. The Committee took
note of that statement.
ARTICLE 7

I. International Law Commission text
203. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:
Article 7. Non-retroactivity of the present articles
Without prejudice to the application of any of the rules set forth
in the present articles to which the effects of a succession of States
would be subject under international law independently of these
articles, the present articles apply only in respect of a succession of
States which has occurred after the entry into force of these articles
except as may be otherwise agreed.

2. Amendments
204. Amendments were submitted to article 7 by the
Byelorussian SSR (A/CONF.80/C.2/L.l), Malaysia (A/
CONF.80/C.l/L.7), Cuba and Somalia (A/CONF.80/
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C.l/L.10/Rev.2) and the United States of America (A/
CONF.80/C.l/L.16). 19
205. These amendments were to the following effect:
(a) Byelonmian Soviet Socialist Republic (A/CONF.80/
C.l/L.l)
Replace the title of article 7 by the following:
The present Convention applies to a succession of States
occurring after its entry into force.

(d) United States of America (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.16)
Replace the existing text by the following:
Article 7. Application of the present articles
Except as may be otherwise agreed by the successor State and
the Party or Parties to a treaty, the present articles apply:
(a) in respect of a succession of States which has occurred after
the entry into force of these articles;

[Referred to the Informal Consultations Group; see
para. 207 below.]

(b) in respect of a succession that occurred before the entry into
force of these articles, except when the status of the successor State
in relation to the treaty has been resolved prior to the entry into
force of these articles.

(b) Malaysia (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.7)
Replace the existing text by the following:

[Referred to the Informal Consultations Group; see
para. 207 below.]

Article 7. Non-retroactivity of the present articles

3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole

The present articles apply only in respect of succession of States
which has occurred after the entry into force of these articles except
as may be otherwise agreed:

206. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article 7 and the amendments thereto at its 9th, 10th, 11th
and 12th meetings on 13 and 14 April 1977.

Provided that such application (the application of the present
articles) shall be without prejudice to the application of any of the
rules set forth in the present articles to which the effects of a
succession of States would be subject under international law
independently of these articles.

[Referred to the Informal Consultations Group; see
para. 207 below.]
(c) Cuba and Somalia (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.IO/Rev.2)20
Number the paragraph of the draft "l" and add a
paragraph 2 reading as follows:
2. Nevertheless, States which have attained their independence
as a result of the decolonization process or the liberation struggle
before the entry into force of the present convention and which
have not resolved their status as successor States by virtue of the
application of international law may, if they so wish and in the
exncise of their sovereign rights, avail themselves of the provisions
of the convention, indicating at the time of so doing the treaties in
respect of which they wish to declare themselves successor State.

[F..eferred to the Informal Consultations Group; see
para. 207 below.]

207. At its 12th meeting, on 14 April 1977, the
Committee of the Whole decided to refer article 7 and the
amendments thereto to the Informal Consultations Group.
208. At its 34th meeting, on 2 May 1977, the Committee
of the Whole was informed by the Vice-Chairman, who had
chaired the Informal Consultations Group, that consultations were still going on and that a substantive report on
article 7, as indicated in paragraph 202 above, would be
made at the next session of the Conference. The Committee
took note of that statement.
ARTICLE 12

I. International Law Commwion text
209. The text of the International Law Commission
provided as follows:
Article 12. Other territorial regimes
I. A succession of States does not as such affect:

19

A working paper was submitted in connexion with article 7
by the United Kingdom (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.9). It contains a
proposal relating to the final clauses which is reproduced in chap. lll
below.
20

The original and the first revised version of this amendment
were sponsored by Cuba only. The original version of the proposed
new paragraph (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.10) read as follows:
"2. Nevertheless, States which have attained their independence as a result of the decolonization process or the liberation
struggle, before the entry into force of the present Convention,
are excepted from the provisions of paragraph I in regard to
succession of States".
The first revised version of the paragraph (A/CONF.80/
C.l/L.10/Rev.l) read as foll~ws:
2. Nevertheless, States which have attained their independence as a result of the decolonization process or the liberation
struggle before the entry into force of the present convention
and which have not resolved their status as successor States by
virtue of the application of international law may avail themselves of the provisions of the convention, indicating at the time
of so doing the treaties in respect of which they wish to declare
themselves successor State."

(a) obligations relating to the use of any territory, or to
restrictions upon its use, established by a treaty for the benefit of
any territory of a foreign State and considered as attaching to the
territories in question;
(b) rights established by a treaty for the benefit of any territory
and relating to the use, or to restrictions upon the use, of any
territory of a foreign State and considered as attaching to the
territories in question.

2. A succession of States does not as such affect:
(a) obligations relating to the use of any territory, or to
restrictions upon its use, established by a treaty for the benefit of a
group of States or of all States and considered as attaching to that
territory;
(b) rights established by a treaty for the benefit of a group of
States or of all States and relating to the use of any territory, or to
restrictions upon its use, and considered as attaching to that
territory.

2. Amendments
210. Amendments were submitted to article 12 by
Finland (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.18), Mexico (A/CONF.80/
Cuba
(A/CONF.80/C.l/L.20), Malaysia
C.l/L.19),
(A/CONF.80/C.l/L.21) and Afghanistan (A/CONF.80/
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C.l/L.24). A subamendment was submitted by Argentina
(A/CONF.80/C.l/L.27) to the amendment by Mexico
(A/CO NF .80/C.1/L. l 9).

(e) Malaysia (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.21)

211. The amendments and the subamendment were to
the following effect:

(a) obligations relating to the use of any territory, or to
restrictions upon its use, established by a treaty for the benefit or
any territory of a foreign State, group of States, or of all States and
considered as attaching to the territories in question;

(a) Finland (A/CONF.80/C.1/L.18)

Replace the present text by the following:
A succession of States does not as such affect:

Delete the text of article 12 and substitute the following:

(b) rights established by a treaty for the benefit of any territory,
group of States or of all States and relating to the use, or to
restrictions upon the use, of any territory of a foreign State and
considered as attaching to the territories in question.

Article 12. Other territorial regimes

[Referred to the Informal Consultations Group; see
para. 213 below.]

A succession of States does not as such affect:
(a) obligations relating to the use of any territory, or to
restrictions upon its use, established by a treaty for the benefit of
any territory of a foreign State and considered as attaching to the
territories in question or for the benefit of a group of States or of all
States and considered as attaching to that territory;
(b) rights established by a treaty for the benefit of any territory
and relating to the use, or to restrictions upon the use, of any
temtory of a foreign State and considered as attaching to the
territories in question or for the benefit of a group of States or of all
States and relating to the use of any territory, or to restrictions
upon its use, and considered as attaching to that territory.

[Referred to the
para. 213 below.]

Informal Consultations Group; see

(b) Mexico (A/CONF.80/C.1/L.19)
Add a new paragraph reading as follows:
3. Treaties relating to military, naval or air bases established in
the territory of the successor State for the benefit of the
predecessor State or of other States are not subject to the effects of
this article. Such treaties shall cease to be in force by reason of the
succession.

[Referred to the Informal Consultations Group; see
para. 213 below.]
(c) Argentina: subamendment (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.27) to
the amendment by Mexico (A/CONF.80/C.1/L.19)
Replace the first sentence of the new paragraph proposed by Mexico by the following:
Obligations relating to the use of any territory of a successor
State, or to restrictions upon its use, imposed by a treaty relating to
the establishment of military bases of the predecessor State or of
another State party, or by a treaty which impedes the full exercise
by the successor State of its sovereignty over the natural wealth and
resources of its own territory, shall be excluded from the application of the provisions of the foregoing paragraphs.

[Referred to the
para. 213 below.]

Informal Consultations Group; see

(d) Cuba (A/CONF.80/C.l/L.20)
Add the following new paragraph:
3. Treaties which were concluded and concessions which were
granted in conditions of inequality or which disregard or detract
from the sovereignty of the successor State over any part of its
territory, particularly in the case of the establishment or attempted
establishment of military, naval or air bases, shall be excluded from
the application of the provisions contained in the foregoing
paragraphs and shall be considered illegal, being contrary to the
principles of the Charter of the United Nations.

[Referred to the Informal Consultations Group; see
para. 213 below.]

(f) Afghanistan (A/CO NF .80/C .1 /L.24)
Replace the title of article 11 "Boundary regimes" and
the title of article 12 "Other territorial regimes" by a single
title reading as follows: "Territorial regimes".
[Deferred; see para. 68 above.]
3. Proceedings of the Committee of the Whole
212. The Committee of the Whole initially considered
article 12 and the amendments thereto at its 19th, 20th and
21st meetings, on 19 and 20 April 1977.
213. At its 21st meeting, on 20 April 1977, the Committee of the Whole decided to refer article 12 and the
amendments thereto to the Informal Consultations Group.
214. At its 34th meeting, on 2 May 1977, the Committee
of the Whole was informed by the Vice-Chairman, who had
chaired the Informal Consultations Group, that consultations were still going on and that a substantive report on
article 12, as indicated in paragraph 202 above, would be
made at the next session of the Conference. The Committee
took note of that statement.

3. Draft article whose consideration has been
suspended after initial debate
ARTICLE 2 21

1. International Law Commission text
215. The International Law Commission text provided as
follows:
Article 2. Use of terms
1. For the purposes of the present articles:
(a) "treaty" means an international agreement concluded
between States in written fonn and governed by international law,
whether embodied in a single instrument or in two or more related
instruments and whatever its particular designation;
(b) "succession of States" means the replacement of one State
by another in the responsibility for the international relations of
territory;
(c) "predecessor State" means the State which has been replaced
by another State on the occurrence of a succession of States;

21
In the context of the discussion on article 2, a number of
delegations made statements of principle, as agreed at the 1st
meeting of the Committee of the Whole (see para. 8 above).

